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Amamges Amt: Foreign Office
Aulcndr-Orgunisutzon der NSDAP: Foreign Organization of the NSDAP
De~scheArbeitsgemeimchajt Ontario: German 'Cwperative Society' of
Ontario
DAI

De-che

HJ

Hitler Jugend: Hitler Youth

NS

N~onuIsoBalistischor N~ottQlSoP.uiismus:
National Socialist or
National Socialism (also abbreviated as " Nazi ")

NSDAP

N~onaho~~iistische
Deutursche Arbeitetpartei: National Social ist German
Workers' Party (aiso abbreviated as the "Nazi Party")

Auslands--IRF0titut:German Foreign Institute

Der Norhyeszen: German language newspaper, published in Winnipeg,
Manitoba
Poütisches Archiv des Awâmgen
[Geman] Foreign Office

Amtes:

Politid Archive of the

PROMI

PropagMda Ministerium: Ministry of Propaganda (a Nazi Party
creation)

RMI

Reich Ministenwn des Inneres: the Reich's Ministry of the Interior

USNA

United States National Archives

VDA

VezeinfiU dm Deutschrwn im Amland: Association for Ethnic Germans
Abroad

VOMI

Volksdeutsche MineMlle: Ethnic German Central Office (a Nazi
creation)

A1~~londrdeutsche.Initially the tem used to designate ail Germans, Reich citizens or
not, living outside of Germany. The Nazis changed its meaning to include only
those Germans 1iving abroad who possessed Reich citizenship.
Deutschtwn. Loosely aanslated as the German ethnic group.
Deutschrum Nn Ac~sland. Al1 ethnic Germans who resided outriide of Germany,
regardless of citizenship.

Deutschnun in Chzda. The ethnic Gemans in Canada, regardless of citizenship.
De~ctschtumrarbeit. Endeavours centred on the protection and fostering of Geman
ethnicity and culture among Germans living beyond the borders of the Reich.
Grenzdeutsche. Germans who, as a result of the tems of peace following World War
One, found themselves living beyond the immediate borders of the Reich.
VoIk;rdeer~sche. Ethnic Germans who never had ben, or who, after 1919, were no
longer citizens of the Reich.
Voktum. Loosely translated as the national, or ethnic group. Although this term could
be applied to any nationality or ethnicity, it was usually used to refer to that of
the Germans.
VoIkmumarbeit. See Deutschtumsarbeit, above.

INTRODUCTION
Between World Wars I and II, the ethnic Germans in Canada strove to retain their
language and culture. The impetus came on the heels of the Great War because lingering
anti-German sentiment and assimilationist policies threatened to destroy their culture and
traditions. Canada's ethnic Germans were not done in such endeavours, as German
communities around the world also attempted to retain their identity. Within Germany,
there flourished a movement designed to aid and foster the protection of German
ethnicity around the globe.

The movement encompassed private, semi-official and

offciai agencies. The scope of their activities touched upon every aspect of ethnic
retention and affected every country in which a sizable German eiement resided.
Funding, rnaterials, and guidance flowed from Germany to the ethnic Gerrnans abroad,
greatly influencing the direction and content of their attempts to retain their heritage, and

this included the ethnic Gerrnans in Canada. This thesis will give perspective to

Dez&chtmc~rbeit in Canada by placing it within the context of the global movement
orchestrateci from Germany.

During the inter-war period. the ethnic Gerrnans around the world were divided

into four categories: "Reichsdeutsche," "Grenzdeutsche," "Awfandrdeutsche," and
" Volksdeuüche." The suffi, "deutsch(e)" (German[s]), indicates that the prefm defined
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the relationship of the group or individual to the Gennan wmmunity.
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Thus,

Reichsdeutsche denoted those Germans who Iived within the borders of the German

Reich. Grenzdeutsche referred to Germans who lived outside the revised borders of the
Reich. That is, they lived in territories which were severed from Germany and AusaiaHungary as a result of the peace treaties signed by these countries to conclude World
War 1 (WW):
Versailles (28 June 19W ) , St. Germaine (IO September 1919) and Trianon
(4 June 1920).' The term " A ~ l i ~ ~ e u t swas
c hdetermined
e~
b y Rudolf Hess, in 1934,

to apply henceforth only to those abroad who possessed German citizenship, while

"VoIk;lFdeutscche"
was to be used to refer to ethnic Germans who no longer, or never had,
possessed Reich c i t i z e ~ h i p . Previously,
~
the term A~(~fCUlClSdeu?sche
had been used to
denote any member of the German community living abroad, regardless of citizenship.'
1

Regions in which Grmzdeutsche resided were: North Schleswig, Holland,
Limburg, Eupen-Malmedy, Luxembourg, East Belgium, ~lsace-Lorraine, Switzerland,
South Tyrol, Carinthia, Styria, the Hungarian portion of ~ransylvania, South and
North Moravia, Bohemia, Silesia, Poland and the Memel Territory (Otto SchSfer, Sinn
und Wesen d e s V . D . A . : Volksbundes f ü r das Deutschtum im Auslande [Opladen: Müller
6t Co., 19331, 31 [hereafter cited as V.D.A.]) .

*se= Hans-Adolf Jacobsen, ad. , Hans Steinacher, Bundeslei ter des VDA 1933 und Dokumente (Boppard on the Rhein: Eiarald Boldt Verlag, 1970 1 ,
doc. no. 31: "Der 15. Oktober 1934 und seine Folgen, 1 6 4 .
[Hereafter cited as
1937: Erinnerungen

Steinacher. ]

'sec Hugo Grothe, ed.

G m thes Kleinecr Handw6rterbuch des Grenz - und A u e l a n d (Munich: Verlag von R. Oldenbourg, 1932) , 21 and Fitrbogen,
"Auslanddeuts~htum,~
138. According to Grothe's Kleines ~andwürterbuch (page 20)
the citizens of Switzerland, Luxembourg and Liechtenstein were not Auslandsdeutsche,
since these countries were independent a t a t e s . However, this dictionary (page 21)
asserts that the Austrians are to be considered Auslandsdeutsche because they were
forced ta belong to a state against their will ( e t the terms of the peace
treaties ending WWI prevented Austria's union with Germany).
The Deutsche Auslands-Institut (DAI, German Foreign Institute) argued until
1938 with the government of the Third Reich for the retention of the original
meaning of Auslanddeutsche on the grounds thar it would alienate the Volksdeutsche
abroad (Bohle to Strolin, 8 December 1937, United States National Archives [USNA],
microcopy no. T81, roll 417, frame 5163419 [hereafter cited as: USNA, microcopy
number/reel number/frame number(s)]). Furthemore, the Inetitute was concernedwich
the fact that such an i n t e ~ r e t a t i o nwould involve the renaming of many things,
including its bi-rnonthly journal (unsigned DAI memorandurn, 29 October 1937, USNA
T81/417/5163347-48). However, the head of the ~ u s l a n d s - o r g a n i s a t i o nder NSDAP (AO,
Foreign Organization of the Nazi Party) , Wilhelm Bohle, was adamant, and gave a
speech in Budapest on 24 January 1938 reiterating the o f f i c i a l deeignations of the
Deutschtums
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The change in designation was done in the inter-

of the Reich and its foreign policy14

in order to give the a p p m c e that Germany was not meddling in the interna1 affairs of
foreign nations by treating with theu citizens.' The term used to refer to al1 Germans
abroad, regardless of citizenship, was Deutschtwn im Amiandland6
The w ~ e c t e dconcepts of Volkrtum and Deurschnun convey much more than

direct translations, the national or ethnic group, and the German ethnic group. would
indicate. As H m Steinacher, head of the Vereinfiirdm Deutschtwn im Amland (VDA.

Association for Germans Abroad) from 1933-1937, explained in the rather typicaily

terms (see Lammers to the léading Reich authorities, 25 January 1938, USNA
T81/417/5163331). The DAI was finally forced to accede, and in that year the name
of its journal was changed from Der Auslanddeutsche (Der ~uslandsdeutschefor the
years 1936 and 1937) to Deutschtum im Ausland (USNA T81/417/5163332). A controversy
over spelling had also arisen; eventually it was decreed that the correct spelling
of the word would be Auslandsdeutsche rather than Auslanddeutsche.

o oh le

to Strolin, 8 December 1937, USNA T81/417/5163418.

5
~ consideratione,
~
~
h
and the concern for potential repercussions Co which the
recipient might be subjected, eventually induced the DAI to detail a poîicy with
regard to the proper means by which to end correspondence. The Auslandsdeutsche
were to receive correspondence signed off with nHeil Hitler!." The Volksdeutsche,
however, were to receive correspondence which ended with the salutation, "Mit
deutschern Grussw (With German greetings) ("Hinweise f ü r Briefstil und Schreibweise
beim DAI," 26 October 1937, USNA T81/501/5262994).
6

There existed three other designations for al1 Germans abroad. The first,
and least utilized, was AuBendeutschtum (outer Germans) aee Heinz Kloss, Briider vor
den Toren des Reiches: Vom volksdeutschen Schick~al(Berlin: Propaganda Verlag Paul
Hochmuth, 19401, 3; hereafter cited as Briider vor den Toren.
The second was
Gesamtdeutschtum (al1 Germans) .
Ernst Ritter claims in his book, D a s Deutsche
Ausland-Ias titut in Stuttgart 191 7 - 1 9 4 S r Ein Beispiel deutscher Volkstumsarbeit
zwischerz den Weltkriegen (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag G.M.B.H., 1976, 126
[hereafter cited as D A 4 ) that this was the officially designated term. But he
based this upon Bohle's instruction ta the DAI of 11 October 1937. A little more
than two months later, however, Bohle was forced to reverse his judgement and
designate the phrase Deutschtum im Ausland as the comprehensive appellation for the
Reichsdeutsche and Volksdeutsche. The final decision in the matter had come £rom
Adolf Hitler himself (see Lammers to the leading Reich authorities, 25 January 1938,
USNA T81/417/5163331) .
The third term was Volksgenosse (peoples' cornrade) .
Although the Nazis were very fond of employing thie term during their rein in the
19308, 1 was unable to find any off icial proclamation as to its use. Throughout
this thesis the English term n e t h i c Germansn will be used to convey the same
meaning as "Deutschtum im Ausland.
Similarly, "ethnie Germans abroadN and " ethnic
Germans in CanadaN will be used ta interpret nDeutschtum im Auslandn and "Deutschtum
in Canada, respectively

.
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romantic and somewhat mysticai language associated with the movement:
V o l k s m is a cornmunity of being and simultaneously is a wmmunity of
experience: a community of being in the sense of the cornmornes of speech,
origins, kinship, ...culture, customs, history, myth, country and climate;
wmmunity of experienœ in the sense of a continuous reformation of the
Vohtwn. Community of king is heritage and land-tenure, community of
expenence is task and creation anew. Precisely because of these factors our
German Volksrum is distinguished by an extraordinary divenity. Therefore, the
demand arises for us Germans to secure, from the love of the individual, from
the respect of the peculiarity of the manifestation of the landscape, the vision of
the unity and the entirety [of the Volk]. Voktwn, as the tnie community, stands
bighl above the individuai in worth. The individual receives his life from the
whole.'

Efforts to protect and foster this world-wide wmmunity, its language and its customs.
were labelled Deuîschtwnrarbeit or Voikstumarbeit (ethnic German work or ethnic work,
respective1y). Underly ing Deutschtumarbeit was an idwlogy based on the concept of
the German Vok. This concept of " Volk" denoted a people of a shared origin, language

and culture, as opposed to the more political concept of nation (i.e., a people with

congruent state and citizenship affiliations).' This differentiation can also be extended
to the adjective "v8Ikisch," literally defined as "racial" or "national," but again comoting
the essence of a shared origin, language and culture.

However, the term also

encompassed such divergent ideas as political strength, cultural theuries and literary
directions.'

Volksche Ideologie was conservatively based: it was anti-liberal and anti-

7 ~ a c o b e e n , Steinacher,
Volkstumsarbeitn, 69.

doc.

no.

13:

"Grundlagen

und

Ziele

der

'~itter, DAI, 12.

a art in Broszat, "Die v6lkieche Ideologie und d e r ~ationalsozialismus,~
Deutsche Rundschau 84 (1958): 5 6 .
[Hereafter cited as " D i e v6lkische Ideologie."]
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democratic, with strong tendencies of authoritarianism and racûm. 'O
Had Deutschtmurbeit been 1im ited exclusively to cultural and social parameten,
it could have been viewed as being within entirely legitimate rights. However, the

ideology behind Vo&msarbeit "made its thnist not primarily cultural ana social, but
rather political and potentially revolutionary. "" This rested largely upon a major postwar tenet of v0Ikische Ideologie, which placed one's loyaity to the Volk above that to the

state in which one lived."

As Sander A. Diamond wrote, proponents of v6kische

Ideohgie believed that "blood was stronger than citizenship or place of birth, and the
magnetism of vôlkisch racial bonds transcendai time and space.

. . .it was the historical

and biologicai duty of al1 Gennans to unite around the concept of race."13 Many

Gemans who now found themselves to be unwilling minority elements in post-WWI nonGerman States began to subvert the cultural and social designs of VoIkstumarbeit to
politicai ends. They attempted to undermine the recently imposed political status quo and
"unite the VoUc in order to express nationalist political feelings. "14

Although pan-

Germanism had, almost from the begiming, been part of the rationaie behind
VoIkrtumarbeit, following WWI, revisionism and irredentism also became evident in this

10

Ronald M. Smelser, T h e S u d e t e n P r o b l e m , 1933 -1939: Volks t u m s p o l i tik and the
Formulation of Nazi Foreign P o l i c y (Middletown, Corn.: Wesleyan University Press,
19751, S .
[Hereafter cited as Sudeten P r o b l e m . ]

13

Sander A. Diamond, The Nazi Movement
(Ithaca: Corne11 Univ. Press, 1974), 4 0 .
14

Smelser, Sudeten P r o b l e m , 6 .

in the United S t a t e s ,

1924-1941,
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work; especially a&

the National Socialist "seinireof power" in 1933."

For the NSDAP, v6Ikische Ideoiugie contained virtually al1 of the elements of its

WeltMshauung (world-view): anti-Semitism, the idea of the Volksgemeimchoft(national
or ethnic community living according to Nazi principles), and the b l d and soi1 theories
of theû new Gemanic m y W 6 Cenaal to this WeItmchauung was the sense of
obligation which Gennans everywhere owed to their race and homeland. In the words
of Hans Steinacher:
Aside fkom state-citizenship [staatsbürgerüche] responsibilit ies , every Gennan in
the world also has ethniccitizenship [~~[kbiirgerliche]
responsibilities. These
responsibilities cannot simply be extinguished if the cultural cornmunity is
protected; the Gerrnan people. attacked as a whole in war and afterwards, must
also defend itself as a whole, that is, they m u t arrive at a communal will beyond
state borders. It m u t become one politicai nation. l7

Hess, during his speech before the 1936 Nuremberg Party Rally. went beyond
admonishment by declaring that failure on the part of Gennans to hl fil these duties was
tantamount to treason against both the Volk and Providence. la The changing concepts of

vôUnsche Ideologie were reflected in the evolution of Deutschtumarbeit itself.

Deutschtumarbeit began in the 1840s when private individuais identifiai the need

" ~ h e tenns National Socialisrn and National S o c i a l i s t ( o r simply NS f o r
either) are abbreviations for the National Socialist German Workers Party
(Nationalsozialistische D e u t s c h e Arbei terpartei, o r NSDAP, or Nazi) and in the
a b s t r a c t , of its ideology.

.

17~acobeen,Steinacher, doc no. 9 : nDenkschrift S t e i n a c h e r s vorn 10 -4.1933 zur
Reorganisation der Volk~tumspolitik,~
54.
''~iamond,

The Nazi M o v e m e n t , 7 9 .
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to retain German culture among those who had emigrated from German lands.19 As early

as 1845 authors began publishing works on the fate of their brethren abroad and the
regions into which they had ~ e n t u r e d . Emigration
~~
Societies were eventually formed.
The service of providing potential emigrants with information concerning wuntries
accepting immigrants, and the condition of the Deutschtum already resident there, was
to becorne a major tenet of Deutschtumarbeit within the Reich-a very logical step since
the emigrants would thereby have formed ties with the movement before they ever set

foot outside of Gemany. And once abroad they might be more inclined to send reports
and information back to the various organizations.
By the early 1880s. other interest groups began to appear, such as the

Schmvereinen (Protection Associations) and the Schulvereinen (Scho01 Associations)

from which the VDA was born." Eventually, there existed a plethora of private, official
and semi-official clubs. organisations and protective societies, al1 variously active in

De~tschtmarbeit.~
They al1 shared in common the desire to protect the spiritual,
19
Gottfried Fittbogen, "Die wissenschaftlichen Aufgaben der Kunde vom
Auslariddeutschtum, Mi tt e i l ungen der Akademie zur wissenschaf tli chen Erforschung und
zur P f l e g e des Deutschtums 2
(July 1933) : 166[Hereafter cited as
nAuslanddeutschtum."

20~ilhelmStricker wrote Die Verbraitung des deutschen Volkes iiber die Erde
in this year, see Ritter, DAI, 6 - 7 .

22~nthonyKomjathy and Rebecca Stockwell claim in Geman Minoritiee and the
T h i r d Reich: E t h n i c G e r m a n s of East Central Europe between the W a r s (New York:
Holmes and Meier miblishers, Inc., 1980, 1, [hereafter cited as German Minorities])
that by the inter-war period, there existed over 100 dif ferent organisations within
An
the Reich, representing various social, political and religious concerns.
example of one of the oldest organisations devoted to Deutsch tumsarbei t wae the
Alldeutscher Verband (Pan-Gennan League) .
Founded in 1890, this nationalistic
Organisation sought ta unite al1 Germans, and the territories which they inhabited,
into a Greater Germany (GroBdeutschland). During the inter-war period membership
declined greatly, from 40,000 in 1922 to 8,000 in 1933 ( i b i d . , 3 ) . Nevertheless,
it survived the Nazi take-over of power in 1933, and remained a bastion of
conservatism until its dissolution by order of SS Obergruppenführer Reinhard

Introduction
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material and financial well-being of Germans abroad and to maintain the German culture

and language among them. As Smelser explains, " Volkrumsarbeit,can be defined as an
intense conceni for the welf'are of ethnic Gerrnan groups and an attempt to foster closer
ties between these groups and the Reich German population through social, economic,
and cultural assistance. "" Some results of this German and AustrianU labour among the
Germanic communities abroad were the founding of schools, the stocking of libraries and
the extension of economic assistance to business ventures?

There also arose an

extensive amount of literature and journalism spouting v6fisch concepts: from
institutional1y generated periodicals and dictionaries, to school textbooks, to a multitude
of literary works.26
Smelser h a identified several motivating factors underlying De~schtumarbeit."
The fust was the relatively late date of Gennan unification into a nation-state-the Second

Reich was not founded until 1871. Even then, many Germans still found themselves to
be outside the boundaries of this new state. Such Gennans were to be found not only

- - - -

Heydrich on 13 March 1939 ( i b i d . , 1-2 and 8-9) .
23

Smelser, Sudeten Problem, 4-5.

24

Although the emphasis of this thesis is upon the German Reich's
Deutschtmsarbeit as it related to Canada, it must be stated that Austria led the
way in the world-wide movement, both before W W I and in the first few years of the
inter-war period (Felix Kraus, nFiinf Jahre Schutzbundarbeit , in Volk untex V 6 l k e r n :
Bücher des Deutschtums, vol. 1, ed. Karl Loesch and A. Hillen Ziegfeld [Breslau:
Ferdinand Hirt, 19251, 31 [hereafter cited as wSchutzbundarbeit"]). Despite the
fact that a good and close working relationship existed between the groups in
Austria and Gemany, separate identities had to be maintained due to an Austrian law
which forbade the spread of the Austrian organisations to G e m a n s o i 1 (SchSfer,
V.D.A., 26) .
2S~melser,Sudeten Problem, 5 .
26~roszat, Die volkische Ideologie,

60-61.

I n traduction
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in neighbouring European counmes, but (and herein lies the second factor) they were
also scattered across the globe after centuries of emigration from their various Germanic
homelands. The third reason was the rise of Slavic nationalism in eastern Europe in the
late nineteenth century, which resulted in the diminution of the status of the Gennans
resident in Slavic lands.

Smelser's fourth and final reason for the profusion of

Deutschtumarbeit was the loss of WWI by Austria and Germany. Their defats gave
the greatest impetus to the expansion of Deaschtumarbeit because of the ensuing erosion

of power, prestige and economic standing of the many Gerrnans who became minority
elements in the newly constituted or enlarged nations of Europe.

Furthemore,

Deutschtumsarbeit enab led many Germans w ithin the Reich to demonstrate their pol itical
dissatisfaction with the democratic government imposed upon them by Versailles, while
simultaneously demonstrating that they were still loyal to the German Volk." Another
inducement to becorne involved in Deutschtumarbeit was the disappointment felt by
many Reichrdeiasche that the ethnic Germans abroad had lacked sufficient German
nationalist feelings. Had they been suficiently imbued with Gerrnan nationaiism, it was
reasoned, more countries would have been convinced by their respective ethnic German
elernents to remain ceutral in the last war."

Over the years, the above-rnentioned

reasons led to the founding of various private, semi-official and officia1 organizations
within the Reich which tried to maintain the "cultural integrity" and improve the

Boedicker,
.Dia
Auslandsdeutschen als Faktor der deutschen
*'I3dgar
A ~ B e n p o l i t i k ,Nationalsozialistische
~
Monatshefte 2, no. 18 (September 1931) : 418.

In traduction
"materiai welfare of ethnic G e r m a everywhere. ""

Within the private sphere of Deutschtmarbeit, the largest and most influentid
organization in the Reich was the Vereinfur &s Deuîschfum irn Ac~sland. The VDA's
semi-official wunterpart was the Deutsche Auslandr-I~zsntut(DAI, German Foreign
institute). Both organizations expended large amounts of time, energy and funding in
order to maintain and foster world-wide Deutschtwn. The governments of inter-war
Germany had several reasons for becoming involved in Deutschumsarbeit, both in their
own right and in support of the other organisations.

These reasons ranged from

considerations of economics to irredentism; but these considerations were always based
first on the needs and interests of the Reich and only secondarily on those of the ethnic
Germans entertained. This was as true for the govenunents in the Weimar era as it was
for the National Socialists.

The main officiai Reich organization engaged in

Deu~schtulll~arbeiit
during the Weimar era was the Awamges Amt (AA, Foreign

Office). The AA, through its embassy and consular staffs, defended the interests of
Reich citizens abroad. Officially, members of the AA were not to conceni themselves
with the Vokdeutsche, because this represented a violation of the sovereignty of foreign
States, but, unofkially, liaisons and cooperation did exist.

Once again, this was

especially prevaient under the NS regime. When the National Socialists came to power,
this governrnental body continued its work among the Deutschtwn im A I C S W . But it
was now faced with cornpetition for hegemony in this field by various NSDAP

organizations, both official and semi-official .
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Smelser, Sudeten P r o b l e m ,
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Already during the 1920s members of the NSDAP had recognised the potential
which the Gennans abroad represented for the growing movement. 31 However, noth ing

was done in this regard until the National Socialists scored their f ~ s major
t
victory at the
polls on 14 September 1930, at which time two windfdls came their ~ a y . ~The
* fust
windfdl was the international press coverage of the elections which brought the
movement and its ideals to the attention of ethnic Germans around the world. Canada's
ethnic Germans were no exception; for example, the Norhyesten gave Hitler and his
movement much press in the months immediately following the ele~tion.'~The second
windfdl was that with electoral success came funding for the previously financially

strapped Party. The National Socialists could now afford to propagandise among the
ethnic Germans abroad. Thus the AmIQndr-Abteilmg der Reichdeitung der NSDAP
(Foreign Department of the Reich Leadership of the NSDAP), was established in 1931
by order of Gregor Strasser?

When, in 1933, the threat arose that the Depanment

would be dissolved under pressure from Robert Ley and Alfred Rosenberg, Rudolf Hess

3 1 ~ a n e - ~ d o lJacobsen,
f
"Die Gründung der Auslandsabteilung der NSDAP 1 193 1 in Gedenkschrif t Martin G d h r i n g S t u d i e n zur Europaischen Geschichte, ed.
Ernst Schulin (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag GMBH, 19681, 353-3551933) ,

32

Ibid., 355-356.

33
See "Hitlers Geheimnis," and "Hitler erwartet bald NeuwShlenIn in D e r
Nordwesten [Winnipeg], 15 October 1930 [hereafter cited as
"Hitlers Idee eines
Reform-Parlaments," NW, 22 October 1930; "Der sichere Sieg Hitlers," NW, 29 October
1930; and "Hitler Über Deutschland und England," NW, 05 November 1930.

m;
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Gregox Strasser joined the NSDAP in 1921, and participated in the Hitler
Putsch of 1923. Hia activities for the Party, as a speaker, an organizer and a
member of the Reichstag, from 1924 to 1933, made him one of the most influential
Party functionaries with respect to its eaxly development. Positions he held within
the Party included: Gauleiter (District Leader) of Lower Bavaria and North Germany
in 1921 and 1925 xespectively, Reichspropagandaleiter from 1926 to 1927, and
Reichsorganisationeleiter £rom 1928 to 1932. In 1932 he resigned from his Party
offices over a falling out he had with Hitler. He was murdered by the SS in June
1934.

Introduction
intervened to ensure its c o n t i n ~ a t i o n ~ ~ ~
The man who had convinceci Hess of the need for the survival of the AufcurdsAbteiiwg, and who then became its new leader, was Ernst-Wilhelm Bohle. Bohle had

been born in England and raised in South Afiica?

He had travelled to Germany to

attend university, receiving a Bachelor of Commerce degree in Berlin in 1923. He
stayed on in Germany and joined the NSDAP in December 193 1, the same year he joined

the Awlands-Abteilmg as the specialist on the Union of South Afiica.

Bohle was

appointed head of the Department by Hess in May 1933, and in October of the same year
was elevated to the position of Gauleiter (District leader). In 1934, the name of the
Aulands-Abteiiung was changed to the Auslandi-Organisation der NSDAP (AO, Foreign

35
Born in 1890, Robert Ley joined the NSDAP in 1924 and became Gauleiter
(district leader) of the Rheinland i n 1925. He was a member of the Prussian Landtag
from 1928, and a member of the Reichstag from 1930. After Gregor Strasser withdrew
£rom hie offices in 1932, Ley became exclusive head of the office of the Political
Organization of the NSDAP. He carried out the coordination of the German labour
unions in May 1933, and then headed the Nazis' replacement organization for al1
unions, the Deutsche Arbeitsfront. Ley hung himself in 1945 while awaiting trial
by the Allies in Nuremberg.
Alfred Rosenberg was born in Reval in 1893 and joined the NSDAP in 1919. He
was intimately involved with the N a z i Party paper, the "Volkischer Beobachter, from
1923. Rosenberg sat as a Nazi member of the Reichstag from 1930 to 1945. He was
Reichsleiter of the Party from 1933 to 1945, and head of the AuBenpolitisches A m t
der NSDAP (APA, Foreign Political Office of the NSDAP), also from 1933. Rosenberg
was sentenced to death at Nuremberg i n 1946.
Rudolf Hess, born in 1894 i n Alexandria, Egypt, became a member of the NSDAP
in 1920. Hess took part in the Hitler Putsch in 1923, for which he was imprisoned
with Hitler. While in jail, Hess helped to write Hitlerts book, Mein K a m p f . Hess
became Hitler's
persona1 secretary in 1925, Chairman of the political
Zentralkommi~sion in 1932, and Deputy FUhrer in 1933.
From 1933 he was a
Reich~ministerwithout portfolio, and from 1939 he was a member of the Ministerrat
f ü r Reichsverteidigung (Ministerial Council for tne Defence of the Reich) . Hess was
appointed second in line to replace Hitler on 1 September 1939. With the intention
of securing a separate peace with England in order that Germany and England could
then combine forces to defeat the Soviet Union, Hess parachuted into Scotland on 10
May 1941. Arrested, he epent the remainder of the wax in prison. He died in 1987
while serving a life sentence handed down to him at Nuremberg in 1946.

36~iographicalinformation for Bohle, unless othewise specified, i s from
Jonathan P. Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea: National Socialism in Canada,
(Waterloo, ON: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1981), 55-60 [hereafter cited as
Brothers Beyond the S e a ] ; and Donald M. McKale, The Swastika O u t s i d e Gemany (Kent
State: Kent State University Press, 1977), 45-49 [hereafter cited as Swastika
Outside Germany] .
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Organisation of the NSDAP). The two main functions of the A 0 were to get Gennans
abroad to join the Nazi Party, and to act as an insariment of National Socialist foreign
policy beyond the control of the A A n Thus, beginning in early 1934, Bohle ordered
his hinctionaries abroad to report on the political reliability of the AA diplomats tl~ere.~'
Closer to Bohle's hem, however, was his desire to have authority over al1 Germans
abroad, regardless of ~itizenship.~~
AIthough Bohle, in October 1934, had been
appointeci by Hess to assume control of Volkrduzsche affairs arnong the staff of the

Deputy Führer, this mandate apparently did not extend beyond the bounds of that
o f f k a That is, Hess had alremiy decided a month earlier that the A 0 was to confine
itself to the Reichsdeutsche, while the V D A was to have jurisdictioa over Bohle's coveted

V~Ikrdeutsche.~' Obviously not content with this state of affairs, Bohle began to curry
favour with Heinrich Himmler, who by 1935, had himself been granted increased
authority over VoLkrdeutsche affairs through the Volkrdeutsche Mittektelle wh ich he
effectively ~ontrolled.~~
Bohle was admitted to the SS in Septernber 1936, and was
37

Bob Moore, "Nazism and Gennan National6 in the Netherlands, 1933-40,"
Joumal of Contemporary History 22 no. 1 (Jan. 1987) : 46-47. [Hereafter cited as
Nazism and German national^.^]
McKale, Swastika Outside Gennany, 6 0 .

38

"~onald Hawley Norton, 'Karl Hauehofer and His Influence on Nazi Ideology and
German Foreign Policy, 1919-1945, (Ph.D. dise.,
Clark University, Worcester,
Massachusetts, 19651, 114-115. [Hereafter cited as nHaushofer and His Influence on
Nazi f d e o l ~ g y . ~ ]
40~acobsen,Steinacher, doc. no. 31 : "Der 15. Oktober 1934 und saine Folgen,
163.

41~acobsen,Steinacher, doc . no. 62 : nKompctenzkonflikte mit der AO, " 265.
42

Heinrich Himmler, born in 1900, partook in the Hitler Putsch of 1923,
although he did not join the Party until 1925; the same year in which he joined t h e
newly created Schutzstaffel (SS, Guard Detachment) . He was Deputy Gauleiter of
Lower and Upper Bavaria from 1926 to 1930, and wae alsa Deputy Head of Propaganda
during the same period. Himmler was a Nazi m e d e r of the Reichstag €rom 1930. In
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promoted to SS-GruppenjEhrer (("MajorGenerd ") in April 1937. Two other signposts
of Bohle's rising influence also came in 1937 when his A 0 was integrated into the AA

on 30 Januafy and he was elevated to the position of Stamssekmar und Chef der
Awlandr-Orgunisation im Alcswümgen Amt

(State

Secretary and Head of the Foreign

Organization in the Foreign Office) on 21 Decemberau Nevertheless, neither Bohle's
admission to the SS nor his entry into the AA were enough to secure for him cornpetence
over the Volksdeutsche: Right up to 1939 the mandate of the A 0 was still confined, at
least officially. to fulfilling the role of the State for German citizens abroad only?
The official statu of the AO, like the AA, necessitateci its limitation to work
among only the Reichsdeutsdre, but this was largely ignored. In the grab for mini-

empires, which typifed the govemance of the Third Reich, the A 0 under Bohle's

.~~
leadership ever attempted to expand its influence and control to the V o k s d e ~ s c h eThat
1929, he was given command of the SS, with the title Reichsführer SS. He secured
primacy of place for both himself and his SS over his nominal superior, Ernst Rehm
and his army, the Sturmabteilung (SA, Storm Detachment; the original Nazi
paramilitary organisation, created in 1921) by orchestrating the political rnurders
of highranking members of the Nazi Party, and the SA, including Rohm, in the summer
of 1934. During the remainder of the decade, Himmler managed ta bring under his
He
authority, al1 elements of the German police, melding it with the SS.
established the concentration camp system, culminating after the outbreak of the
Second World War in the extermination camps in which millions perished.
Also
following the outbreak of the war, he created the Waffen-SS (Armed SS) as an army
separate and distinct from the Reichswehr. In 1939 he became the Reichskommissar
f ü r d i e F e s tigung deutochen Volkotums (Reich Commisaar for the Strengthening of the
V o l k ) , and under this banner implemented a harsh resettlement and Gemanization
policy of Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. Himmler committed suicide, while in
Allied custody, on 23 May 1945,
For information on the Volksdeu tsche Mit t e l s t e l l e , see below, chapter 2, page
131.
43
@il
Ehrich, "Die Auslands-Organisation der NSDAP," in D a s D r i t t e Reich im
Aufbau: übersichten und Leistungsberichte, vol. 2, ed. Paul Meier-Benneckenstein
(Berlin: Junker and Dünnhaupt Verlag, 19391, 320.

4 4 ~ i d . ,296 and 302.
4 S ~ o t hBob Moore (in "NaziSm and German Nationais, lm4 8 , and John Perkins (in
=The Swastika Down Under: Nazi Activities ir. Australia, 1933-39," Journal of
Contemporary History 26 no. 1 (Jan. 1991), 111) agree that much of Bohle's
leadership and direction of the A 0 centred on building his own "empiren within the
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such a state of affairs was tolerated, if not permitted, is evidence of the NS desire to
"coordinate" into their WeIranschuung not only every desirable element within the
Reich, but also al1 ethnic Germans abroad. In short, the Nazis picked up the disparate
pieces of Deutschtmarbeit already laid before 1933 and moulded them into a twl for
their own uses.
The Deutschtum im Ausiand themselves became involved in Deutschtmurbeit
through a growing sense of their ethnicity and from sheer necessity. The identification
of the Germans abroad with the Reichsdeutsche had been intewified during WWI when
soldiers of the Reich had passed through the various ethnic German settlements in the
East, and in so doing rejuvenated the settlers' sense of ethnicity. This found partial
expression after the war through the codescence of ancient regional identities into

vdkisch ones which implied no allegiance to the newly formed or enlargecl
rather was an indication of a revitalisecl pan-Germanism?

States

but

Another index of a growing

ethnic awareness among the Voiksdeutsche was that the youth who would have formerly
enrolled in universities in the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the East, were now doing
so within the Reich proper."

For those Germans who suddenly found themselves to be

living outside of the boundaries of Germany or Austria after WWI, there arose a real
need to organize themselves into protective societies as they soon began to experience

Nazi State. The brief biographical sketches provided above for the likes of Hess,
and Himmler, demonstrate that Bohle was nat alone in this pursuit.
46

Broszat, "Die valkische I d e o l ~ g i e ,60-61,
~
and Smelser, S u d e t e n P r o b l e m , 6.
For example, the Saxons of Transylvania became the Hungarian-Germans; the Swabians
of the Banat became the Rumanian-Germane, to which the ethnic Germans of Bessarabia,
East Banat and Bukowina also belonged; and the Germans formerly identified
separately as those £rom Bohemia and Moravia joined to become the Sudeten-Germans.
47

Broszat, "Die volkische I d e o l ~ g i e ,1958,
~
60-61.
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unabashed officia1 assimilationistpolicies aimed at "de-Germanization. "'
As such, these
Germans took an early, active role in the creation of organisations which concemed
themselves with laying the foundations for their eventual cultural autonomy within the
new states.

For the ethnic Germans in Canada, who dso created numerous organisations,
especidly after WWI, the rationaie did not lie in the pursuit of cultural autonomy. In
wuntries such as Canada, where there had been intense anti-German sentiment during
WWI, the residual effects of which lasted well beyond the war-years, Deutschtutnsatbeit

was a means by which they could reassert their ethnic identity and reclaim a more equal
position with respect to the majority ethnic group of the land. Paramount in these efforts
was the retention of the German language, especiaily in the schwls. By the end of the

1 9 2 0 ~however,
~
a politicization of Deutschtumarbeit becarne noticeable. When the
National Socialists secured power within Germany, Deutschtumsarbeit in Canada assumed

a decidedly political and pro-Nazi bent which lasted until the outbreak of the Second
World War. What began in Canada in the 1920s as an innocuous attempt to re-assert
German ethnic identity following the First World War was manipulated and aansformed
during the 1930s into little more than a National Socialist platforrn from which the ethnic

German element in Canada was to be moulded into the Weitansc~ungof the Third
Reich.

Today, attempts to maintain and preserve one's ethnic heritage are not only

48

Kraus, wSchutzbundarbeit,n 32-33.
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common-place but officia11y enwuraged through the concept of multiculturalism.
However, this was not always so. As will be shown, the extreme Anglo-Canadian
nationalism born of the First World War spurred an intensification of efforts to assimilate
the non-Anglophone immigrants. The various ethnic groups were left to defend their
languages and c u i ~ r e as
s best they could. But they were not entirely berefi of outside
aid. Italy, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, Yugoslavia, Hungary,
the Netherlands, France, Denmark, Sweden and Norway al1 attempted to help their ethnic
kin beyond their borders," as did Germany. The ethnic Germans in Canada were
nurturexi, funded, and provisioned, both materially and spirituaily, by their ethnic
brethren in the Reich. Without such assistance, it is probable that the ethnic Germans
in Canada would have, nevertheless, continued to fight for the preservation of their
ethnicity, particularly arnong those religious groups, such as the Mennonites, for whom
language and culture were indivisibly linked to religion. But the reality was that they
were not left to their own devices. In the pursuit of ethnic retention, the Deutschunt in
Canada accepted and even sought aid available from institutions and governments within
Germany, and this left them open to being influenced and directed by these agencies.
This very situation, so crucial to a tme undentanding of German-Canadian attempts at
49

See Karl Viererbl, "Auslandsdeutsche Rundschau," Nationalsozialistische
Monatshefte 7, no. 74 : 463, and Jacobsen, Steinacher, 1 9 7 0 , xxxv, footnote 2. The
longstanding existence of concern over ethnic brotherhood raises some interesting
questions with respect to conditions in Canada today. For example, do the French
continue to interest themselves in the fate of fellow Francophones around the world?
If so, how, to what extent, and ta what ends are the Québécois separatists affected?
That Jaques Parizeau had deeired France ta be the first country to recognize an
independent Québec is not surprising, eince at one stroke a reaffirmation of the
bonds between these ethnically related peoples would be made and the ignominy of
1763 avenged, albeit belatedly. It is hardly conceivable that France would not
concede this nfavour,n since close cultural and more importantly, economic ties to
an independent Québec involved in the North American Free Trade Agreement would give
to the "mother countryn a point d'appuie into this market. Obviously, however,
these and similar questions are beyond the scope of this study.
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ethnic retention, requires that the history of the inter-war Deutschumsarbeit in Canada
be placed into the context of the movement within Germany. To omit doing so would
be to paint an incomplete and misleading picture of the situation. Although others.
especially Jonathan Wagner in Brothers Beyond the Sea: National Sociaiism in C d ,
have investigated the connections between the Reich and the work done in Canada, they
have done so primarily with regard to the movement during the 1930s." Providing more
information on the major Reich players in Deutschtumarbeit reveals the stanling
magnitude and scope of the world-wide movement. But this in itself raises a number of
problems. The sheer number of organizations involved in Deutschrumsarbeit during the
inter-war period militates against the undertaking of an exhaustive study within the
parameten of a Master of Arts study. Moreover, many records were lost during the
Second World War (e.g. those of the Propaganda Ministry). Those extant today are
scattered across Germany and the United States in various holdings. Thus, due to
considerations of scope and records studied, this thesis will, for the most part, lirnit itself
to an examination of one private, one semi-official and one officiai Reich organization

or agency in an attempt to exemplify the efforts of the entire movement. These are: the
Verein

Br

d a Deutschtwt irn Auland, the Deutsche AuslaBcls-Institut and the

Awdm'ges Am. An examination of the Deutschfmarbeit undertaken by these Reich
bodies will reveal much direct and indirect evidence of thei. activities and influence
among Canada's Deutschm.

~ o n a t h a n Wagner, B r o there Bayond the Sea : Na t i o n a l Socialiem i n Canada
(Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier Univ. Press, 1 9 8 1 ) . For more on this work, see below,
chapter 1, paoes 6 9 -73.

CHAPTERl
CANADA'S ETHNIC GERMANS
The ethnic Germans in Canada have a long and distinguished history.
Unforninately, it has aiso been obscureci and trivialid. The contribution made by
Gennans to the settling and development of this country has been great. Prior to 1914

immigrants from the Geman speaking regions of the world were arnong the most prized
in the eyes of the Canadian immigration authorities. However. the First World War.
through rabid propaganda, brought about a loathing not only for Germany but also for
al1 things Gerrnan-and this included the people who spoke the language, regardless of
how long they might have been in the country. Bowing to such racism, many Gemans
themselves contributed to an obfiiscation of the true nature of Canada's cultural
composition by abandoning the German language and blurring their racial origin on the
census reports. Others, however, were very keen on refurbishing the German image in
Canada and also on strengthening the bonds between themselves. their fellow German

speakers, and Germany. In short, they were active in Deutschtumrarbeit. Although

Canadian reactions to the German element during the Second World War were less
severe than during the First, much of the progress made in reasserting their ethnicity
during the intervening years was undone. This chapter is intended to fil1 two functions.
First, it is a select historiography of monographs published on the German element in
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Canada. l Secondly, it will present a history of the German element in Canada, up to the

inter-war period, in an effort to demonstrate their diversity and highlight a marked trend
toward their rapid assimilation. Thus, the diff~cultiesinherent in, and the limited
responses aroused by, Deurschtwn~arbeitin Canada during the inter-war period will be

made appreciable.

Numbers and Settlement Patterns
The definitive work on the history of the Germans in Canada is Gerhard Bassler's

translation and editing of Heinz Lehmann's publications of the 1930s. Through The

G e m Ccutadiuns,I 7501937: Immigration, Srniernent and

the English reader

is able for the fust time to benefit from Lehmann's German language writings on the
Geman element in Canada. Extensive use of the available German, English, and even

French Iiterature enableci Lehmann to produce "the most comprehensive and scholarly
account of the immigration and settiement of the entire ethnic German element in

l ~ h e extent of historical literature on the Germans in Canada is truly
impressive, especially when one includes works written in German. For less focussed
but more comprehensive historiographies of German immigration to Canada, see Hartmut
Froeschle, "German Immigration into Canada. A Survey," translated by Werner
Bauaenhart, German-Canadian Y e a r b o o k V I (1981): 16-27, [hereafter cited as "German
Immigration to Canadan] and K.M. McLaughlin, T h e G e r m â m s in Canada, Publication of
the Canadian Historical Association with the support of the Multiculturalism
Program, Government of Canada, no. 11 (Ottawa: Canadian Historical Association,
1985).
2

Heinz Lehmann, T h e Germas Canadians 1750 -193 7: immigration, Settlement and
Culture, trans., ed. and introduced by Gerhard P. Bassler (St. John's Nfld.:
Jespersen Press, 1986) . [Hereafter cited as G e r m a n Canadians.] The works included,
in full or in part, in German Canadians are: the books Z u r G e s c h i c h t e des
D e u t s c h t u m s i n Kanada (published in 1931) and Da8 Deutschtum in Westkanada
(published in 1939), his two articles on the post World War 1 immigration of Germans
to eastern Canada, "Das Deutschtum in OstkanadaIn Deutsche Arbeit 34, 12 ( 1 9 3 4 ) :
610-613, and 35, 1 (1935): 12-17, and the analysis of his map of German settlement
in western Canada, entitled " Z u r Karte des Deutschtums in den kanadischen
Pràrieprovinzen, D e u t s c h e s Archiv f ü r Landes- und Volksforschung I I , 4 (1938): 859866.
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Canada. "' Arnong the primary sources used were questionnaires, German language
newspapers, j o d s published in Germany, British and Canadian officiai reports on
immigration, the Census of Canada between 1871 and 1931, as well as the C e r n of

Prairie Provinces between 1906 to 1936, and the Canada Year Book (under various titles)
fiom 1867 onwards. These were augmentai by a truly impressive list of secondary

Lehmann's writings were definitely influenced by the age in which he wrote.
That is, he was active in Detitschtunrsarbeit. In fact, the two largest organizations in
Germany devoted to Deutschnutlsarbeit, the Verein jür dus Deutschtwn im Auland
(VDA), and the Deutsche Au&M~-I12stlttlcr (DAI), provided support for his work during
the 1930s." Conseqriently, he was very much concerned with the rise of German ethnic

group comciousness. For example, he bemoaned the total assimilation already suffered
by the earliest German senlers in the Maritime Provinces, wamed against the impending

assimilation of the Gerrnm in centrd Ontario, and advised how best to maintain and
foster the German ethnic identity among those on the Prairies who were least assimilated.
As he wrote in the original preface to Dar Deaîschrwn in Westkunada, he hoped that his

efforts would ,

...close [the gap in historical writings about the German-Canadians1, and provide
an overdue account of the signifimnt contributions of ethnic Germans to the
development of western Canada.. ..This book should, above dl.. .famil iarize the
descendants of our people [in Canada] with their own historical accomplishments,
reinforce their ethnic consciousness and give them new strength in theù efforts

3

Quoted from Bassler's introduction to Lehmann, German Canadians, xxv.

4~bid.,2 and

5.

Canada 's Ethnic Germans

for the preservation of theu ethnic identity.'
One of the more significant aspects of Lehmann's work was his interpretation of
the various census materials in arriving at an accurate figure for the number of ethnic

Germans in al1 of Canada, which he estimated to be approximately 450,000 by the end
of the 1 9 3 0 ~The
~ German element at that time was wncentrated in western Canada.
where 71.2 per cent of dl German-speakers resided (this represented 11.2 per cent of the
entire Prairie population).'

Since 1871 the census had been taken every decade and

requested information on "racial origin. " But starting in 1921, a more useful and
accurate measure of ethnic retention was inaugurateci via the implementation of the
category of "mother tongue. " According to the 1931 census, 275,660 people were Iisted

as having German as their "mother tongue, " as opposed to 258,883 who were listed as
German according to "racial origin. " Lehmann refimd as too low these official counts
of Germans in western Canada. He claimed that 275,000 was the minimum number of
German speakers in the West; a more accurate figure would be between 275.000 and

6
Lehmann's figure of 4 5 0 , 0 0 0 ethnic Germans in Canada, accords well with t h e
estimate made by the German Consul General to Canada, Ludwig Kempff (Kempff to
Auswartiges Amt [AA, Foreign Office], journal no. 3 8 7 , 22 April 1 9 2 7 , Politisches
Archiv des AuewSrtigen Arntes, Bonn, R77347 [hereafter cited as PA AA, followed by
the volume number] )
Kempff rej ected the 1 9 2 1 Canadian census figure of 2 9 4 , 6 3 6 as
too low, while he felt that the figure of 1.3 million ethnic Germans given by a
Pastor Schmook was very exaggerated.
Instead, after adjusting the 1 9 2 1 census
figures (for exactly the same reasons as would Lehmann) , and adding some 21,000
post-war immigrants (as of 1926), he felt that the total number of ethnic Germans
in Canada could be no higher than 500,000.
Baesler himself contributed to the accuracy of Lehmannns work by verifying his
English-language sources and footnotes (Lehmann, G e m a Canadians, xxii 1 . From this
one can extrapolate that Lehmann's extensive use and collation of the varioiis
Canadian cenaus data was accurate and reliable. This greatly facilitates further
studies on the German element in Canada since the need ta re-invent the w h e e l , as
it were, is reduced if not obviated.

7

Information and figures for this section on the number of ethnic Germans in
western Canada are from ibid., 296-304, unless otherwise stated.
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This discrepancy was due to the effects of assimilation and

inaccuacies in reporting the m e language spoken at home. A more glaring error in the
official figures lay in the reporting of racial origin.

Lehmann claimed that former

citizenship and ethnic identity were often confusecl; this assertion was made al1 the more
plausible by the fact that ninety per cent of the Gennan element stemmed not from
Germany but rather from eastem or southeastern Europe. Another factor wntributing
to inaccwacies was that, although eighty per cent of German males in the Prairie
provinces married Geman fernales, the remainder entered into m ixed marriages. The
result was a loss of German identity among their offspring. Consequently, Lehmann
arrived at the verdict: "Without thorough corrections these statistics [Le. those basecl

upon "origin" in the various census] should not be used to determine numerical
strength. "'
His reasoning was made clear by a glimpse at the figures for the Mennonites:
"among the total of 72,064 unquestionably Geman-speaking Mennonites of western

Canada, onIy one-third acnially acknowledged their Gerrnan ethnic identity, while 47,282
reporteci their racial origin to be 'Dutch' or 'Russian. '

The inaccuracies hold equally

'~ehmann, G e r m a Canadians, 298. Interestingly, just as Lehmann 60 diligently
attempted to determine a more exact figure of ethnic Germans in Canada, so too was
he equally diligent in excluding from this figure those he did not consider to be
German, that is, the Jews. As he remarked, since Jews for the most part listed
Yiddish as their linguistic community, "only a minimal number of Jews may be assumed
among the Geman-speaking categoryn ( I b i d . , 297). An excellent history of Jewish
German attempts to flee the perseeution of the National Socialist regirne through
immigration into Canada is found in Irving Abella and Harold Troper, N o n e is too
M a y : Canada and the Jews of Europe, 1933-1948, 3rd ed. (Toronto: Lester Publishing
Ltd., 1983; 1991).
The authors clearly dernonetrate the appalling apathy and
inaction with which these efforts were met by Canadian citizens and their
governments.
'~ehmann, G e r m a n Canadiane, 2 9 8 - 2 9 9 . Despite the admitted Dutch ancestry of
Menno Simons, Lehmann argued that his followexs, by the time of their migration from
Prussia to Russia, had been thoroughly Germanized. Since then they had etubbornly
retained the German language and custorns and hence should be considered German.
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true for many who reported themselves as: "Austrians," "Russian" Lutherans and
Catholics, " Hungarians, " "Romanians, " "Poiish," and "Yugoslavians. "

Lehmann's

deductive revisions of the number of ethnic Germans on the Rairies are presented here
in Table 1 (see below, page 25). The distribution of these 360,000 ethnic Germans
arnong the provinces and territories of western Canada is shown in Table 2 (see below,
page 25). These figures, which list about 100,000 more ethnic Germans on the Prairies

than did the 1931 census were, according to Lehmann, confmed by the 1936
quinquemial census of the three Prairie provinces. The latter census recorded a rise in
the number of those identieing themselves as German which coincided with a decrease

in the numbers of those listing themselves as Austrians, Russians, and Poles. Io Lehmann

opined that this greater accuracy in reporting ethnic descent in the 1936 census was a
remit of the educational effort (Deutschtmarbezl) between 1931 and 1936 arnong the
Germans, as well as of greater clarity in the questions posed by the enurnerators. As
M e r proof of the correctness of his figures, Lehmann stated that during this period no
Germans immigrated to the Prairies; rather, there was an out-migration to British
Columbia, eastern Canada, and even Germany.

Further confusion as to the heritage of the Mennonites was intentionally propagated
by themselves as a result of Great War experiences. The similarities between the
word Deutsch and the English word Dutch enabled them to escape the persecution
resulting £ r o m the rampant anti-Gerrnan racism of the time. Lehmann's analysis of
the nDutchn-"Deutschn connection was, in fact, an echo of what the German Consul to
Winnipeg, Lorenz, reported to the Foreign Office on 20 April 1927 (see the appendix
to a letter from Kempff to AA, [Montreal] journal no. 419, 27 April 1927, PA AA,
R77347: Lorenz to AA, [Winnipeg] journal no. 177, 20 April 1927).
10

For a cornparison of the difference in reporting German or Austrian origin
between the 1931 and 1936 census, see Lehmann's "Appendix Table 5: Cornparison of
1931 German Mother Tongue Data With 1931 and 1936 German and Austrian Origin Data,
in Gennan Canadians, 352.
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Table 1.-Ethic Gennans by Ongin
on the Prairies in 1931
258,000

1 Germans by origin according fo the 119311 census
German Mennonites classified as Dutch or Russian by
origin

12,000
12,000

I
I

-

-

-

-

Cathoiic and Lutheran Germans From Russia who reported
themselves as Russian by origin
-

-

-

-

persons of German origin erroneously reportbg a British,
Hungarian, Romanian, Yugoslavian, Polisb ongin etc.
-

-

-

persons altogether of German origin in western Canada
Source: Lehmann, Gennan îZmdmzs, Table Vm.4, 301.

Table 2. -Ethnie German Distribution
in Western Canada in 193 1

Saskatchewan

1

British Columbia

Yukon and Northwest
Territories
Total

173,000

21,800
300

360,000
Source: Lehmann, C i e m CanadraBs,Table m I . 3 , 3M.

If Lehmann could rejoice at an apparent rejuvenation of ethnic awareness through

Deutschtumrarbeit in western Canada, the same could hardly be said of those of German
origin in the east." In fact, his assessrnent of the situation was bleak: he postulated that
the Gennan element there was virtually a thing of the past due to an advanced state of
11
Information and figures on the strength of the ethnic Germans i n eastern
Canada are from i b i d . , 304-311, unless otherwise s t a t e d .
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assimilation. l2 Much of the problem here he identifieci as resulting from a clear lack of
leadership among the Geman immigrants. Lehmann isolated three important reasons for

this. First, most of the Reichsdemche with leadership potential who had emigrated in
the second half of the 1st century opted for the United States rather than Canada.

Secondly, when nationalist ideas were sweeping the world in the 1890s, the concepts of

German nationalism were not embraced by the eastem Canadian German element.
Finally, the Great War ended any and ail pretence of German ethnic separateness in

eastern Canada with the destruction of the German language press and the closure of
German private schools. In fact, Lehmann believed that, had not some 20,000 of the
more than 70,000Gerrnan speaking immigrants to Canada between 1923 and 1930 settled
in eastern Canada, the remaining 60,000 to 70.000 descendants of those who had corne
to Canada during the nineteenth century would also have been assimilated. In this
regard, Lehmann achially defiated the number of ethnic Germans found in eastern

Canada, for he deemed only those who retained the German language as their mother
tongue and who held onto Germaa cultural aspirations to be "ethnic Germans." Thus.
"ethnic Gennans" were to be found primarily among the Mennonites and Lutherans,
demonstrating the close relationship between faith and ethnic retention. This was mue
also of some immigrants who had originally settled in exclusively German Catholic blocs

or 'closed" colonies. Table 3 (see below, page 27) shows where those who reporteci
German as their mother tongue in 1931 were to be found in eastem Canada.

l

I

/

Canada 's Ethnic

Germans

Table 3.-Persons in Eastern Canada
Whose Mother Tongue Was German in 193 1

the rest of the province of Quebec

1,227

the three Maritime Provinces

1,255

Total
Source: Lehmann, Gennan î%u&ms,

90,639
Tabfe VIiI.8, 301.

This figure of some 90,000 persons in eastern Canada whose "mother tongue"

was German fell far short of the officiai census figures for those who clairned their
"origin" as Geman.

In 1921, 164,217 persons living in eastern Canada reporteci

thernselves as German by origin; in 193 1 this figure was 2 14,661, an increase of about

30,000(excluding the 20,000 immigrants who came during that decade). This increase
Lehmann attributed to a recovery of "a certain pride in their German descent."13
However uplifting this sentiment may have been to Lehmann, the inability of
approximately 100,000 Anglicized persons to wmmunicate in the German language
meant that they were useless to the aims and aspirations of Deufschtwnsarbeit in the short

mn.

Only if they returned to the Germanic fold through language instruction, for

exarnple, would they ever be of any value to the nationalistically minded.

Far more valuable in this regard were those immigrants who had been born in
Germany itself. Table 4 (see below, page 28) shows the number of ethnic Germans who

131bid., 307. This analyeis echoes that of C.R. Hennings, "ho in December
1933 wrote that by 1931 many Germans had sufficiently recovered their courage as ta

re-identify themselve~with the Deutschtum. This was especially evident among the
ethnic Germans in the larger cities of eastern Canada. See C.R. Hennings, "Vom
Deutschtum in Kanada: 1. Gesamtiibersicht ,
Der Auslanddeutsche 17 (1934): 142.
This article provides a very good, succinct overview of the ethnic German element
in Canada.

!
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had been bom in Germany and were residing in eastem Canada, according to the 1931
census. This census further indicates that 53 per cent of the immigrants bom in
Gennany had not yet been naturalized. Lehmann, writing in 1939, was of the opinion
that there still remained about 5,000 of these 13,000 immigrants in eastern Canada who
had not becorne Canadian citizens, since the five year waiting period for naturalization

had long since expired for those who had immigrated between 1E6-29. This, in his
opinion, was attributable to the economic hard times Canada experienced during the early

1930s and to a favourable response among these penons to the rise of National Socialism
in Germany thereafter.
Table 4.-Persons Born in Germany
Residing in Eastern Canada in 1931

Greater Montreal

2,254

the rest of the province of Quebec

535

the three MariUme Provinces

53 1

1

Total

13,982

Source: Lehmann, Gennan cimzdkm, Table Vm.9, 307.

More than 70,000German speaking immigrants came to Canada between 1923

and 1930.14 Aside from the 20,000 Mennonites (2,000-2,300 of whom senled in
Ontario), these immigrants came not in groups but individually. Integration of these
newcomers into the Geman-Canadian comrnunity was somewhat retardeci, despite the
fact that steps were taken to see them settled among the Germans already established in
-

14

-

-

-

-

- -

Lehmann, German Canadian8 , 3 O 6

.
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Canada. Lehmann larnented that integration did not progress more smoothly, since these

latest arrivals were the ones most imbued with the concepts of volbische Ideologe; many
were neo-national ists who tended to sympathize with National Socialism. As Lehmann
explained:
The new arrivals, due to their experience at the front, did indeed have a better
understanding of the commonality of fate arnong al1 the many German ethnic
groups in the world. Yet they had no influence with the old-established Germans
[in eastem Canada], due to theù sheer inability to build for themselves a free and
secure existence in the country during the years of severe economic crisis. The
two groups have corne closer together only in the most recent past.15
From the perspective of De~schtwrrr6eit.the belated formation of ties between old and
new immigrants was a most regrettable occurrence, since it was precisely these post-war
immigrants who were most wncerned about the loss of ethnic identity.
Intimately linked to Lehmann's statistical work on the number of ethnic Germans
in Canada was his thorough chronicling of the senlement patterns of the Germans in

Canada, from the early eighteenth century to the 1930s. In providing this information.
he clearly demonstrated that religious affiliation, not country of origin, was the
predominant determinant of where they would settle.

Although Germans of many

different denominations were to be found in every Prairie provirice, it would not be
inaccurate to state that the majority of Mennonites senled in Manitoba, the Catholics in

Saskatchewan, and the Lutherans in Alberta. I6
Within most areas of ethnic German settlernent were to be found representatives
of vimially every ethnic German enclave of Europe and elsewhere. Gerrnan-Canadians
15~eh~ann
G te n n a n Canadians, 3 0 9 .

" ~ e e Proeschle. "German Immigration i n t o Canada,

24.
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hailed from regions such as Transylvania and Dobrudja in pre-war Rumania; the Banat,
Galicia, Bohemia and Moravia (Czechosiovakia), and Bukovina in the former AustroHungarian Empire; from areas such as Volhynia, the Volga River Valley and the Black
Sea area of the Soviet Union; from the former Wilhelmine Reich, including areas lost

to Poland; from Switzerland; fiom the United States; and from South America. This
multiplicity of origins, itself an obstacle to unifying the entire German element, was
compounded by the many denominations to which these ethnic Germans belonged. The
most widely adhered-to religions, listed here in order of strength of numbers, were the
various Anabaptist congregations as a group (including the Mennonites, Amish, and
Hutterites), Cath01ics, Lutherans, and Baptisa.
Many of the German Churches, especidly the Anabaptist, were strong proponents
of German ethnic heritage retention due to a fear that loss of that heritage would also
entail the loss of allegiance to their ancestral faith. That the churches had not been
entirely effective in these efforts was attributed by Lehmann to the paucity of clergy who
had been trained in Germany proper. The flocks were lefi in the hands of many who had
been born and raised in the United States and who were more arnenable to the
substitution of English in their services in order to a m c t more followea. This was
especially so with regard to the Catholics and Lutherans, whose congregations Lehmann
identifed as the rnost rapidly assimi!able."

''lehmann,
German Canadian*, 285-287. See also W.A. Mackintosh and W.L.G.
Joerg, eds. Canadian Frontiers of Settlement (Toronto: The Macmillan Co. of Canada,
1936), vol. 7, Group Settlement: E t h n i e C o m u n i t i e s in Western Canada, by C.A.
Dawson. Dawson attributed the ease of assimilation of the German Catholics to the
very universality of their church ( i b i d . , 318-3211. The Catholic church was the
centre of German social life and the leading proponent of the need to retain the
German laquage, at least in Saskatchewan's closed Catholic settlement of St.
Peterl S .
The inter-racial church could not support such considerations in
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The inability or lack of desire on the part of these denominations to work
cooperatively with one another for the retention of the German heritage was clearly
evident; this was especially so with the Anabaptisa, who desired to maintain a
separateness from the outside world.

Thus, despite the great potential which the

concentration of the most recent ethnic German immigrants to the Prairies held for

Deutschtumurbeit, denominational concem tended to diminish, if not negate this
potential. As such, the adherence of these groups to an increasingly radical volkische
Ideologie, after the Nazis came to power in Germany, could hardly be expected.

Nevertheless, Lehmann granted to the various denominations much praise for whatever
ethnic dlegiance still remained in the 1930s.
If the denominations hindered a complete coalescence of al1 ethnic Germans in
Canada, they also provided the basis of a Iarger ethnic community than would have been

possible had the immigrants merely followed settlement patterns based upon place of
origin. Furthemore, these closed settlements provided the isolation needed for the
preservation and maintenance of the German language and customs. In this regard,
Lehmann singled out the Mennonites as the greatest defenden of al1 things German,
asserting that they were the driving force behind the resurgence of a German ethnic
identity after World War 1 (WWI).
Efforts to achieve a greater retention of German ethnicity and cohesion among the

Gerrnan element in Canada were not limited to the ecclesiastic field. By the 1930s.

congregarions where French or English Catholics, for example, were also present .
Thus, outside of Quebec, the best medium to communicate the message of the church
to al1 congregationalists was the language of the Anglo-Celtic majority--English.
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many Gennan clubs and organizations had been reestablished or newly formed across

Canada. The repercussions of WWI anti-German sentiment had devastateci the pre-war
associations which included insufance associations, sports clubs, social groups, and
riflemen's clubs. Although some Germans formed these associations dong the lines of
their places of origin, such as the Siebenbûeger Smhen- Verein (TransyIvan ia Saxons'
Club) in Manitoba, many were organised according to denominational affiliation.

Umbrella organizations were created to coordinate efforts and eliminate duplication of
work in the fostering of the German language and culture. But it was not until the 1930s
that such organizations achieved any degree of success. National Socialist activists in

Canada, such as Bernhard Boa and Franz Straubinger, led the way in overcoming
obstacles to organizing the German-Canad ian element into centrai coordinating agencies,
especid1y the Deutsche Arbeitsgemeimc.fren (Gennan "Co-operative Societ ies ") of
Saskatchewan (founded 1934)' Ontario ( 1934)' and Québec ( 1936).

Bernhard Bon was born in Bavaria in 1892, and came to Regina in 1923 in order
to becorne the editor of the German-language weekly, Der C o ~ r i e r . 'His
~ involvement
with Deutschtumarbeit in Canada began in the 1920s with his work arnong Catholic

organizations on the Prairies; his wmmitment to vdkische Ideologie apparently
intensifiai after the Nazi seizure of power in 1933.l9 Bon became the Deutscher Bwid
CaMda western district's publicity and press agent in February 1935."

Shortly

thereafter, he moved his place of residenœ from Regina to Winnipeg, the seat of the
Sea, 82

.

Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea, 4 0

.

" ~ a ~ n a r ,Brothers beyond &e
19
2O

=id.
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Gennan Govenunent's diplornatic representation for Western Canada. Bernhard Bott
t;ecame a

member of the Nazi Party on 1 May 1936.'' Between 1936 and 1939, Bon

became the real driving force behind the Bwid, as its basis of support shiM from

Eastern to Western Canada; in fact he eclipsed its leadership which had hitherto been
based in the east?

Benihard Bott began the process which would culminate in the founding of the

Saskatchewan Arbeitsgemeimckjt in 1929.

In this year he formeci the Deutsch-

kanadisches Zentrakmitee (German-Canadian Central Cornmittee) in Regina. Although
it was limited to just this

one city, its member organizations presaged the creation of an

umbrella organization which might represent the wmmon interests of a diverse crosssection of Saskatchewan's Deutschtwn.

By 1934 the ZéntrubnÙtee included the

following member groups: five German denominational groups (two Catholic, two
Lutheran, and one Baptist), three cells of the Deutsch-canadischer Verband von

Saskatchewan (German-Canadian Society of Saskatchewan), one Ortsgryppe of the
Deascher Bund Canada, the Deutsch-CoMdischer Club (Geman-Canadian Club), the
Deutsch-CoMdischer Unîerstiitzwzgsverein (German-Canadian Support Association), the
Deutsches Haus (German House), Deutscher Verein G e m n i u (Geman Association

Germania), and the Deutscher Club Teutonia (German Club Teutonia)? This fust step
in unifying Saskatchewan's ethnic Germans, regardless of origin or denomination was

21

I b i d . , 60.

221bid.,
23

82.

Lehmann, Gelman Canadians, 2 7 7 .
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followed with Bon's successfid creation of the Deursche Arbeitsgemein.sch@
Srrrkatchewan, on 30 June 1934, during the Gennan Day celebrations.

The

Arbeitsgemeimchajt's constituent membea included: dl th irty-s ix local groups of the
Voherein deutsch-canudischer Katholiken (Peoples' Association of German-Canadian
Cathoiics), ail twentyeight local groups of the Deutsch-canadischer Verband von
Saskatchauan

(Geman-Canadian

Society

of

Saskatchewan),

province-wide

representatives of the Mennonitiisches Provi~aIkomitee (Mennonite Provincial
Cornmittee), the Deutsch-kadisches Zemahmitee (German-Canadian Centrai
Cornmittee, based in Regina), and the Saskatchewan Kreis of the Deutscher Bu&."
Arbeitsgemeimchaj? was intended

to

The

act as an umbrella organization which would

represent the cornmon interests of al1 ethnic Germans in Saskatchewan. In Ontario, a
similar effort was undertaken by Bon's protege Franz Straubinger?

Franz Straubinger was born in 1905 in Straubing, Bavaria and emigrated to
Canada in the 1920~.~~
Shortly after arriving in Regina in 1929, he began working in
Deutschîcunrarbeit under Bon. Straubinger gained experience in organizing and
administration while secretary for the Deutsch-kunadischer Verband von Saskatchewan.
and while organizing the fust four German Days in Saskatchewan as a member of the
Deutsch-kanadisches ZentraIkom~tee.~
In late 1933, Straubinger moved to Ontario with

2 5 ~ omore
r
on Bott, see bolow, chaprer 2, pages 126-128.
'%nless o t h e w i s e stated, biographical information on Straubinger is f r o m
Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea, 85-88.
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the expressed intention to uni@ that province's ethnic Germans.

And because

Straubinger had been a quick convert to the ideals of the New Germany, evenhially
joining the Party in 1936, this ultimately meant their unification under the banner of
National Socialism. Following Bon's example in Saskatchewan, Straubinger, began his
work in Ontario by creating in March 1934, the umbrella organisation for clubs in one
city, in th is case the De&-kanadisches

Zentralkomitee Toronto (Germa-Canadian

Central Committee of Toronto). It was made up of representatives fiom the Deutscher

KuIturverbond (German Culturai Society), the K&hoiische Gemeinde (Cath01ic
Community), the Verein Harmonie (Harmony Club), and the Toronto Omgruppe of the

Deutscher Bund Kanada.a

Next, Sûaubinger used this body as the nucleus, in

wnjunction with other Ontario clubs, to organize Ontario's fint German Day. And
during this event in late summer 1934, the Deutsche Arbeitsgemeinchuj? Ontario

(DAGO) was called into being. Evennially, as more clubs joined DAGO, it came to
represent well the diverse nature of Ontario's Deutschtum. Lehmann reported that by the
mid- 1930sTDAGO included the following groups : VereinHumnie (Toronto), Deictsche

Kukurverband (Toronto), Deutsche GeselLschaft (German Society, Toronto), DeutschKatholischer Verein (German Catholic Association, Toronto), Deutsch-Luthertsche
Gemeinàe (Germa-Lutheran Community,Toronto), Stahihelm (Stee1 Helmet, [a Reichbased organization for German veterans of WWI] Toronto local), Siebenblirger Sachsen
und Schwaben Krankenumerstützung~~erein
(Tmy lvanian Saxon and Swab ian Health

Insurance

Association,

Kitchener-Waterloo),

Deutsch-SchwSbischer
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Krankenunterstiituutgsverein (Geman-Swabian Health Insurance Association, KitchenerWaterioo),Concordia Club (Kitchener-Waterloo),Liederkrunz (Choral Society. Ottawa),
Deutscher Ci& (German Club, fiom both Ottawa and Woodstock). Verein Deutsches
Heim (Association of the German Home, Hamilton), Deuîsch-kanudischer Verein

(German-Canadian Association. London). Deutscher Verein Teutonia (German
Association

Teutonia,

Windsor),

Erster

Siebenbiirger

Sachsen

Krankenuntetst~gmerein(Fint Tramy lvanian Saxon Health 1murance Association,

Windsor), Deutscher VereinFrohsinn (German Association Cheemilness, Kingsville) and
three Onsgruppe of the Deutscher Bwid (Toronto, Kitchener-Waterloo and Ottawa)?

Despite the obvious diversity of its composite membership, DAGO was, for al1 intents
and purposes a Nazi organization, due to the political leanings of its chairman,
Straubinger. This was dso the case for Quebec's Arbeitsgemeimchaj?, the head of which
was Party member Lothar Pfau. In fact, in a report submitted by Kempff to the AA in

1935, he Iisted these two groups under the heading of NSDAP organizations."
According to a DAGO report of 1935, the goals of the organization were "to
support Gennan schools, to provide travelling libraries, to make available German
cultural films, and to organize and stage the Deutsche Tage in on tari^."^^ Highest on
this Iist of priorities for the Arbeitsgemei11schofr was the education of Ontario's ethnic
2g~ehrnann,German Canadians, 311 -312.
30
*Erganzungsbericht zu Runderlass vom 11.11.33 Geschaftszeichen 113-00 10/5,"
[Montreal] journal no. 1432, 20 Decembex 1935, PA AA R77333.

"~ited in Wagner, B r o t h e r ~Beyond the Sea, 89. Most likely working towards
meeting these etated goals, Straubinger, while visiting Germany in the winter of
1934-1935 requested of the DAI that it send an exhibition on the Deutschtum
Ausland to Canada (see Grisebach [DAI] to Gexhard, 28 February 1935, USNA
~81/394/5134920)

.
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German youth in volkische Ideologie and the Nazi WeItanscchuung. However, despite
much energy expended to these ends, little by way of tangible results was accomplished
because participation in the education program was vimially n~n-existent.~~
Wagner
States that, for the most part, the same could be said of similar attempts on the Prairies.
He attribut& this state of affairs to the indifference, assimilation and anti-Naziism among

a ana da's' ethnic German community in general.33

As such, the greatest service the

Arbeirsgernei~t~chajZett
perfonneà with respect to Deutschtmarbeit was their central role
in organizing the "GermanDays ."
For Lehmann, the greatest expression of a trend towards coordinated unity was
the "German Days. " Both Edmonton and Winnipeg hosted these annual week-end long
celebrations from 1928 to 1939. In 1930, the Fust German Days were celebrated in

Saskatchewan,and continueci until 1937. Ontario's Germans were also staging their own

German Days by the mid-1930s.

Attendance at each was high, averaging several

thousand participants. Lehmann explainecl that,
As celebrations representative of al1 segments of the German-Canadian
community, [the German Days] have already developed a definite pattern. They
open in a stadium or a large festival hall, with an official ceremony during which
keynote addresses and important resolutions are presented. This is followed by
competitions of singing clubs, athletic competitions, performances of costume and
folk dance groups, the awarding of prizes for the best academic achievements in
Gennan resulting from cornpetition among pupils, etc. Simultaneousiy, mal1
exhibitions of arts and crafts made in the long winter months by German
Canadians, often with great artistic skill, are held?
The resolutions to which Lehmann alluded were indicative of "the cultural life and
32~ee
ibid.,
33

-id.

,

91-94.

94.

34~ehmann,German Canadians, 28 1 .
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political aspirations of the German ethnic group. "35 The three main areas of concern
among leaders of the German Days, as expressed through these various resolutions were:
1. To retain the German ethnic heritage, which included the need to be politically

active so that their interests were represented in schools and local administrations

2. To lobby the provincial govements for the reinstatement of the German
language as the language of instruction in schools where Germans formed the majority
3. To combat defamatory lies and misinformation about Hitler's New Germany,

as well as the Germans in Canada.
Regardless of these intentions and aspirations, however, Lehmann identified lack of
leadership in the secular sphere as one of the greatest problems hampering greater
adherence of the Germans in Canada to their ethnic rmts, which in tum resulted in their
assimilation. Compounding this were petty rivalries within the Canadian organizations
which tended to drive away potential leaders, while the unemployed, who had the time
to act in leadership roles, appear not to have been accepted in this capacity.
Of al1 the various rasons for loss of the Geman language and cultural traits
among the Gennan-Canadians, Lehmann identified as most significant lost battles waged
~~
atternpts had been made
over the schooling issue, especially in the w e ~ t . Although

prior to WWI by British-Canadian imperialists to rid Canada of non-British influences
in the school systems, only the onset of war with Gennany in 1914 afforded the
oppominity to do so completely. War psychosis and hysteria had by 1916 gained the

36
For details of this contentious issue in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta,
see i b i d . , 314-323.
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upper hand in Manitoba where bilingual public schools were abolished and Germanlanguage private schools prohibited. In Alberta and Saskatchewan, neither of which had
made concessions to non-Anglo immigrants by way of bilingual public schools, Gennan

as the language of instruction in German private schools was denied through the demand
that their cmicula be coordinated with that of the public schools. Further reducing the
desirabil ity of maintaining separate schoois in these provinces was the simultaneous
demand that an English public school exist in school districts which, up to that tirne, had
had only a Geman private school. The added cost to immigrant taxpayers of supporting

this governent mandated school, compounded by the fact that there would be no
deviation from the curriculum, forced the closure of vimially every German private
school in Saskatchewan and Alberta. Lehmann also noted that one of the greatest threats
posed by the unilingual English school system was the dienation which occurred between
the older and younger generations, a situation which tended to make the youth lose their

ethnic identity al1 the more e a s i l ~ . ~
By way of offering suggestions as to how best to preserve their identity arnong
the German element in Canada, Lehmann States that,

...a more comprehensive and free system of education is needed, which
familiarizes the youth of German descent with the great achievements of the
German spirit and the emotions and values of the German psyche, and which ties
them with strong emotional bonds to their German heritage. This requires the
existence of good German libraries in dl the larger municipalities, travelling
libraries for rural Gemans, a travelling German theatre, travelling costume and
folk art groups, art exhibitions during German days to stimulate German
handicrafts, Gerrnan film shows, lectures in the form of adult training courses.
and direct contact with the intellectuai life of the people in Germany by way of
radio and short-wave broadcasting. A beginning for al1 this has been made, yet
37

I b i d . , 335.
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much work rernains to be done in order to achieve lasting result~.~'
However, in the final analysis, the preservation of the Gennan ethnic identity came down

to leadership and desire."

Because Lehmann had so often noted a lack of leadership

among the Gennan element in Canada, one can only surmise that he expected at least
some of that leadership to emanate from the Reich itself, i.e., from the leading elements
of Deutschmarbei including the VDA and the DAI.
Although Lehmann's works were the most comprehensive with respect to the
entire Deutschtwn in Canada, there also exist several w mplemenfary , specid ized, and
extensively detailed works on the various groups of Germans in Canada. Of these
works, Frank H. Epp's two volunes on the Mennonites in Canada between 1786 and
1940 are the most notable. But before we move to the topic of the Mennonites, the most
1

i

widely studied German-speaking group in Canada, which is primarily the story of the
pwpling of the Canadian West, the history of the Fust German element in Canada should
be toId,
Eastern Canada

Ethnic Germans have been a part of Canada's immigration history for centuries.
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I b i d . , 331.
For a good examination of t h e f o l k and decorative a r t
t r a d i t i o n s of t h e Germans i n Canada and Pemsylvania, eee Michael B i r d and T e r r y
Kobayashi, A S p l e n d i d H a r v e o t : Gemanic Folk and Decorative Arts in Canada (Toronto :
Van Nostrand Reinhold Ltd,, 1 9 8 1 ) . The o b j e c t of t h e study is not t h e e l i t e movers
and shakers of t h e German-Canadians but r a t h e r t h e craftsmen and a r t i s a n s who
g e n e r a l l y worked a t t h e i r tasks on a p a r t - t i m e baais for r e l a x a t i o n and income
supplementation a f c e r a h a r d day's work, T h e a u t h o r s demonetrate t h a t t h e r e was a
d i s t i n c t i v e craftsmanship among the German s e t t l e r s , thereby r e f u t i n g the once
widely held n o t i o n t h a t much of t h e i r f u r n i t u r e had been imported r a t h e r than b u i l t
i n Canada. T h e i n c l u s i o n of many photographs i l l u s t r a t e s w e l l t h e beauty of t h e
o b j e c t s and t h e s k i l l w i t h which they had been made.
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Lehmann, German Canadians, 335-344.
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In fact, they were responsible for the earliest colonization of what would becorne
Canada's East. By the third decade of the twentieth cenairy, the near total assimilation
of their descendants into the Anglo-saxon culture meant that this region contained

marginal soi1 for the bits of Deutschtumarbeit to ripen.

Several monographs,

discussed below, demonstrate how this state of affairs came to pass.
Winthrop Bell's nie "ForeignProtestants " und the SettIemeni of Nova Scotiu: The

History ofa Piece of Arrested British Colonial Policy in the Eighteenth Century recounts
the history of the foreign Protestants "from antecedent proposais for colonizing with
foreign Protestants, and the European origins of the actual migrants, right through to
their complete establishment in Nova Scotia. "" Although many aspects of their history
had been previously noted, the cornplete history had never been told in one volume and
with such detail.

Furthemore, according to Bel 1, the previous accounts include

inacc~racies.~'And yet this work is much more than just a study of these immigrants
to British America, for Bell does great service to the concept that nothing transpires in

a vacuum. He lucidly recounts the relevant events not only of Nova Scotian history but
also of larger issues, such as government, population. religion, and the effecu of wars,
in the histories of Britain, Switzerland, the German states, France and colonial America

4O

Winthrop Pickard Bell, The "Foreign Protestantsn and the Settlement of N o v a
Scotia: The H i s tory of a Piece of Arrested British Colonial Policy in the Eighteenth
C e n t u r y (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 9 6 1 8 .
[Hereafter cited as
"Foreign Protestants. * ]
"Ibid., 6 3 4 . For example, he refutes the contention that Lunenburg w a e narned
by, or on the behalf of, the German settlers from Hanover; instead he aaserts that
the name derived £ r o m a demonstration of allegiance to the new British monarchical
line (pages 4 0 5 - 4 0 7 ) .
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as they relate to Canada and its coloni~ation.~~
This mammoth work of 673 pages is
perhaps as close to a definitive shidy of a limited topic as one can get; the history
recounted takes place primarily during an eleven year span, between 1749 and 1760!

m e "ForeignProtestants " and the Settiement of Nova Scolru is a well researched work,
drawing upon many archival sources and a plethora of secondary authorities. Bell's
documentation is so extensive as to compel him to defend it twice-in both his
introductory and concluding remarkr.

The work itself can best be described as

comprehensive: it covers virtually every field of history, from social and military to

urban and institutional. Its value rats in providing a detailed account of the earliest
settlement of the German element in Canada and in accounting for their rapid
assimilation. Bell has determinecl that the transition to the English language among those

Germans in the Lunenburg settlement began quickly, in either the fust or second
generation." The absence of a German speaking clergy is identifid as the chief reason
for this,&and it echoes Lehmann's contention that church and ethnic group sustained one

another. Assimilation continuai until the 1930s when not one living descendent could

42

See ibid., 87-93 for the most valuable example, which is his excellent brief
synopsis of German history up to the eighteenth century. It is recapitulated to
demonstrate that "there was no real state--empire, kingdom, or what not--by the name
of "Germany, as there was a kingdom of Great Britain and one of France. There was,
of course, a German language; and while a large part of the territory over which
that language was spoken was certainly 'Germany,' Germany in that senee had no
precise boundaries" (page 87). Thus does the reader get the sense that Bismarck's
unification of most of the German States by the end of the nineteenth centurj was
truly a significant event
Moreover, one can deduce that the inter-war v6lkisch
efforts to unite the various ethnic German groups around the globe were not new,
just different. In fact, one may go sa far as to recognize in al1 of these efforts
an historical trend among the Germans.

.
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I b i d . , 583 and 588.
Aïthough the British authorities favoured this
situation, the lack of a German clexgy was not of their doing; it seems that no
German minister could be procured in Europe who was willing to go to Nova Scotia.
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be found who still spoke the language, although some of the older inhabitants had spoken
it in their youth."

Bell's work is a graphic illustration of assimilation which causeci

Deutschtulllsarbeit in Canada to be focused on ethnic Germans living in the West, rather
than the East.

Jean-Pierre Wilhelmy's Ge-

MerceMnes is another contribution to the story

of eighteenth century Gennan immigration to Canada."

The utilkation of many

secondary sources, including books, articles, and newspapen, as well as extensive
archival sources from Canadian, British, Arnerican and German depositories, and
rnemoirs, diaries, etc., results in an extensively researched work. Wilhelmy traces the
history of these soldien, including the reasons for their employment, the story of their
recruitment in the German states and theù arriva1 in Canada, their conduct in the war,
their repatriation, and, for those who remained in Canada, their contributions to the
emerging nation.47 Wilhelrny intersperses the text with many contemporary quotations,
which greatly enhance his work by capturing the essence of life arnong the mercenaries.
The British Crown's motives in hiring these trwps centred on the political and
moral difficulties involved in trying to raise troops in Britain to put down a rebellion in
their own colonies. Once entered into, the decision to hire foreign trwps was followed

to the full. Wilhelmy estimates that some 30,000 Gemans soldiered on behaif of the

45

I b i d - , footnote 17, 585.
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Jean-Pierre Wilhelmy, GeMercenaries in Canada, with a preface by Marcel
Tntdel, trans. by Honey Thomas (Beloeil, PQ.: Maison des Mots, 1984; Beloeil, PQ:
Maison de Mots, 1985). [Hereafter cited as Gennan Mercenaries.]
47

Ironically, Wilhelmy states that up to the time of publication other authors
had glossed over the importance of these Germans to the British cause, but he
returns the favour by writing surprisingly little about the Canadians, British or
lndians who fought alongside the central ethnic group of this study.
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British during the American Revolution (i.e., fiom 1776 to 1783); 10,000 of them were
stationed in Canada during this period." The German contingent's wnmbution to the
British war effort is revealed by the fact that, although only about 20,000 German

mercenaries were on North American soi1 at any one time, this approximately equalled
the total number of British troops stationed in America during the ~ a r . ' ~When
hostilities ceased, about 2,400 officen and men decided to settle in Canada:
approximately 1,400 chose Quebec while most of the remainder chose Nova Scotia over
what would become Ontario."

Many of those who opted to remain in British North

America did so because they had already married women of the local population.
Wilhelmy contends, quite rightly, that this number was not great in cornparison to later
waves of immigration but, for the period in question, it was significant both numerically

and socially. The influx of some 2,400 men to a total population of about 110,000
represented an increase to the male population of between 3 and 4 per cent." Among
those who settled in Canada were many doctors, craftsmen and artisans; they and their

descendants added greatly to the pool of skilled and professional men in what was to

become Canada.'*
Wilhelmy's work can be considered revisionist for two reasons. He fust strikes
18
f b i d . , 15.
Although these troops are most commonly referred to as
"Hessians," they in Eact came from many regions of Germany, including: the
Electorate of Hanover, the Duchy of Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, the Principality of
Waldeck, the Duchy of Anhalt-Zerbst, the County of Hesse-Cassel, the County of
Hesse-Hanau, and the Margravate Ansbach-Bayreuth.
19

I b i d . , 74
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a blow at French-Canadian nationalists who daim a French racial purity dating back ta
the conquest.

The rapidity of assimilation of the Germans inm Quebec society is

amibuteci to the fact that many of the mercenaries came from regions in which they
would already have leamed French and so would quickly abandon the Gerrnan language.
Furthemore, many family names have been altered over the course of time so as to
~ ~ many Québécois who assume a French origin
obscure their Germanic o r i g i n ~ .Thus,
wuld very well have a Germanic forefather. Consequently, those involved in inter-war
Deurschrwrcarbeit would have been hard pressed to win back for the Vok, the
thoroughly assimilated descendants of the Geman mercenaries. The second revisionist
aspect results fiom the fact that not only does G e m Mercenarics bring to the fore the
great contribution which these Germans made in defending Canada from American

invasion, but it also shows that they were not an army of occupation who oppressed the
French populace. W ilhel my admits that unpleasant incidents did arise, especiaily due to
the practice of billeting troops in the homes of Wirants who were reluctant KI support
the British cause. However, he shows that discipline prevailed arnong the mercenaries

and that those who committed crimes were severely punished. The blame for past
confusion over this issue rests, according to Wilhelmy, with previous writers who

researched their works inadequately.

The history of the German element in Ontario, from the end of the American
Revolution to the end of WWI is recounted in Werner Bausenhart's German Imrmgratl*~n

and Assimilation in Ontario, 1783-1928."
53

See Wilhelmy's

Bausenhart isolates "the factors having a

l i s t of euch name alterations, i b i d . , 213-216.
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bearing on the image of people of German origin in the provincewand in so doing,
"reveals that, unlike any other group in the province, the Germans [as a result of WWIJ
have suffered the fate of a sudden fall €tom the position of being among the most
desirable immigrants to that of the least desirable. and bat in a relatively short tirne. w55
The work is based largely upon secondary sources but is nevertheless a good synthesis
of this material. G e m Imnigrtzion und Assimrmrlan'on
in Ontario presents the history
of the Germans in Ontario in a brief yet enlightening manner.
Much insight is shed upon the larger issues involved in their immigration, such

as the push-factors that led to German ernigration, their rapid assimilation in Canada. and
the reasons for a growing German nationalisrn among the Germans in Canada following
German unification in 1871. Bausenhart gives context from the events of Gerrnany's
unification to the resulting patriotism engendered among Germans in Canada. Up to
1871 Germans had belonged only to small, second-rate States in a world dominated by
Great Powers.

For those in Canada. the new-found prominence of their ancestral

homelands resulted in the creation and spread of various German clubs and organizations.
Another result was a re-awakened interest in retaining the German language, a language
which seemed destined to become extinct in Ontario by the tum of the century. By 1900
German had dropped to the status of a teachable subject in the school system, English
had replaced German as the language of religion in many congregations, the use of
German was on the decline in public life, and the readership of the Gerrnan-language
54

Werner Bausenhart, G e m k n m i g r a t i o n and Assimilation i n Ontario, 1783-1918
and Toronto: Legas, 1989).
[Hereaf ter cited as Germkn

(New York, O t t a w a
migration.]
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weeklies was shrinking. For a time, this trend was reversed and was due largely to the
efforts of the Decascher Schulverein (German School Association), which had been
founded in Berlin, Ontario in 1900. By the second decade of this century , the concern
over the issue of language retention had been sufficiently stined up by this organization
that the Waterloo school system witnessed its largest enrolment ever in German Ianguage
courses. Unfortunately, the effects of WWI reversed this a d v a n ~ e .In
~ ~fact, the impact

of war feeling went so far as to bring about a name change for Waterloo County's major

urban centre, which, up to 1916, had been called Berlin but has since been known as
Kitchener (in honour of the British Field Marshal).
One of the better historical studies of the German wmmunity in Waterloo County
is Kitchener: An IiIiistrated History , by John English and Kenneth McLaughlin.

Theirs

is an urban history, using an array of sources, both primary and secondary. Much of the
work is devoted to biographieal sketches of the entrepreneurs who laid the foundations

of the city. But attention is also given to the social history of the city and highlights the
assimilation which beset iu German inhabitants. Despite a long history of a rich social

life based on traditional Gennan events sponsored by German clubs, the retention of
German traditions and language was waning in the Waterloo a m by the tum of the
century; a result of the fact that most residents were already of the second and third
generations. The repercussions of WWI end& any M e r pretence of the Germans
remaining apart from mainstrearn Canadian society (excluding some Mennonites who

57

John English and Kenneth McLaughlin, Ki tchener: An I l l u s t r a t e d History,
[Hereafter cited as
(Waterloo, ON: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1983) .
Ki tchener. 1
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opted for migration). Instead, they chose to abandon cultural distinctiveness in favour
of full integration into Ontario's economic and political life." Also of great value in this
history is the coverage given to nineteenth œntury German emigration from Europe and
the effect that this had on the growth of the region.

The Mennonites were the fmt senlers to the Waterloo area and began arriving

from Pennsylvania in 1786.59 The 1820s marked both the end of this major influx of
Mennonites from the US. and the begiming of the immigration of large numbers of nonMennonite Ewopean Germans to the ares.* This transformeci the lifestyle of the
township since the newcornea were mostiy petite bourgeoisie rather than farmers. By

1833, the concentration of German speaking people in the area was reflected in their
choice of the name "Berlin" for the emerging town, which was fast becoming the

religious and cultural centre of the region. By 1853 Berlin's population was about 700.61
Two factors, coinciding in the late 1850s. facilitateci the direct immigration of European

Gerxnans to the area. The fust was the completion of the Grand Trunk Railway from
Toronto to Berlin in 1856 with the result that immigration officiais in Quebec directed
non-Anglo-saxon European immigrants to the area. The second was the opening of
direct steamship routes between Europe and British North America in 1857. thereby

59

For a good treatment of their culture and customs, see J. Winfield Pretzf
sociologica'l study, The Waterloo Mennonites: A Comunity in Paradox (Waterloo:
Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1989).
6 0 ~ h e y carne f rom such arcas as : Hesse-Darmstadt , Prussia, Waldeck.
Wiirttemberg, Alsace, Lorraine, the Baltic states, Saxony, Mecklenburg. and Holstein.
See English and McLaughlin, Kitchener, 11.
61
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preventing the United States from absorbing the majority of Gennan emigrants, as had

been the case in the 1 8 4 0 ~ .The
~ ~ economic diversity afforded by the railway and the
amival of skilled immigrants coming directly from Europe cornbined to tum Berlin into

an industrial centre by the 1870s.

According to the 1871 census, Berlin's population

had risen to 3.000,73 per cent of whom were ethnic Germans; of these, thirty per cent

had been born in Germany."

The b e g i ~ i n gof the twentieth century saw Berlin's

population climb to almost 10,000, about eighty per cent of whom
Germans."

were ethnic

In 1911 the population of Berlin exceeded 15,000, and Berlin was

incorporateci as a city on 17 July 1912?
Berlin's German citizens displayed much German nationalism prior to 1914. On
2 May 1871 some 10,000 gathered for festivities celebrating Germany's victory over

France and the subsequent creation of the Second Reich.'

In 1897 a monument to

Kaiser Wilhelm 1 was erected in Victoria Park. Annual birthday celebrations were held
for both Bismarck and Kaiser Wilhelm II. World War 1 changed al1 of this forever."
The last birthday celebration held for Kaiser Wilhelm occurred in February 1914.
Shortly after the war broke out, members of the local militia tore the bust of the Kaiser

from its pedestal in Victoria Park and threw it into the nearby lake. By the end of 1914

62~ee
ibid.,

10.

63J3id., 31 and 71.
6 4 ~ i d . ,70 and 71.
65

I b i d . , 73.
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,
and 6 9 .
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For a thorough survey of the shameful manner in which *patrioticn Canadians
treated the Germans in Berlin, Ontario during the war, see ibid., 107-130.
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German instruction in the public schoois had been hdted, Gennan was heard less
frequently on the streets, and British-Canadians denounced not only Gennany but dso
'Germamess. " Interestingly, the narne change from Berlin to Kitchener was not of
Anglo-saxon doing but rather was a decision of the city's own council. Fearing that
markets beyond the city rnight limit trade with city businesses, due to a perception that
Berliners were not sufficiently patriotic, the city council decided to change the name on
21 February 1916. Despite a provincial veto on the grounds that this might lead to civil
strife in the town, a ci&-wide plebiscite on 19 May cleared the way for the name to be
changed on 1 September 1916, but this did divide the citizenry.aAnother very divisive
event in Kitchener's history was the conscription election of 1917. The fact that the anticonscription Liberal candidate, W. D. Euler, won, reinforced the impression that
Kitchener was a German city. In the final analysis, the war pushed the German element
of Kitchener irrevocably into accepting assimilation. The rise of National Socialisrn in
Germany did M e to aiter this. Although some in Kitchener were sympathetic to Hitler
when he fust came to power, English and McLaughIin contend that by 1936 most had

corne to reject his racial and militaristic p01icie.s.~~Despite Kitchener's large ethnic

German composition, the potential for this city to becorne a hotbed of activity for Nazidorninated DeutscIttumarbeit was smdl .
Gottlieb Leibbrandt, in Little Paradse: The Saga of the G e r =Canudianr of

68

On 2 December 1919 the city council attempted to change the name back to
Berlin. However, some 500 persons, mostly veterans, filled the chambers and thus
intimidating the council, secured the permanence of the new narne.
A physical
assault of a few aldermen and the ethnic German P3.P.P. W.D. Euler followed the
meeting, just for good measure.

" ~ n ~ l i s hand McLaughlin, Kitchener, 164-167.
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Waterloo Comfy, Ontmio. 18Mb1975,70gives an account of the trials, tribulations. and
accomplishments of the settlen and their offspring in this once predominantly German

area. Under the guise of the "cultural rnosaic, " the author is acnially doing latterday
Derrtschtmarbeit-he hopes that the book will "fulfil a practical as well as an academic
purpose" to "strengthen the historical wnsciousness of the German ethno-cultural
~ornrnunity."'~ The work often devolves into hyperbole in praise of Germans and
Germanness, especially of the various self-made leaders of the Waterloo County German
cornmunity. Al1 of this makes the book more an object of contemporary interest than of
historical value to the student of Gerrnan-Canadian history. Leibbrandt's approach is not
chronological but rather biographical, and in this way he highlights or exemplifies the
main events which he desires to present. The author includes the disclaimer that that this
is not a complete history of the subject?

The focus of the book is upon the non-

Mennonite European Germans who settled in Waterloo County. For the most part, Linle

Paradse is well written, although the author does at times display dificulty in
comecting his own writings to his lengthy quotations of primary sources.
Herbert Karl Kalbfleisch's study, 77ze History

of the Pioneer G e m n Language

Press of Ontario, 1835-1918, traces the development, growth, and eventual decline of
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Gottlieb Leibbrandt, Little Paradise: The Saga of the G e r m a Canadians of
Waterloo County, Ontario, 1800-1975, t r a m . by G.K. Weissenborn and M . G . Weissenborn
(Kitchener: A l l p r i n t Co. Ltd., 1980). [Hereafter cited as L i t t l e P a r a d i s e . ]
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one of the best tools any ethnic group can possess to protect and foster theù heritage."
The history of the newspapers is told through very detailed biographical accounts of theû
founders and editors. This approach enables Kalbfleisch to recount the founding of the
many papers, explore the political orientations of the personalities involved, and examine
both the quality of the German language used and the contents of the papers thernselve~.'~

The retention of a language and culture is very much dependent upon that
language being easily accessible. As such, the availability of the printed form of that
language is virtuaily a necessity; so too, however, is a demand for such writings. The
one condition cannot exist without the other. For this reason Kaibfleisch concedes that
fhe advanced process of assimilation of the Germans into Anglo-Canadian culture would
have spelt the eventual demise of the German language press.

The Canadian

government's ûrder-in-Council of 2 October 1918 which banned the publication of
newspapers in the German language was, therefore, merely the coup de grâce, not the
force behind ir derni~e.'~This Order-in-Council marked

...the end of the p ioneer phase of German journalism

in Ontario. The revocation
of the Order-in-Council at a later date did not bring about any immediate revivai
of the German newspaper press in the province. Fusion and assimilation of the
Geman community into the predominantly English-speaking pattern precluded
73

Herbert Karl Kalbfleisch, The History of the Pioneer G e m a n Language Press
of Ontario, 1835-1918
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1968) . CHereafter
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Language Press.]

74~albf
leisch8s sources include secondary sources, gazetteers, the files of
the various Gsrman language newspaper publishing companies, and of course, extant
copies of the newspapers themselves.
75

Ibid., 11. About 30 secular and denominational newspapers were printed in
Ontario during the time studied; none of them was ever more than a local weekly.
For an analysie of the motives behind the Government's decision to ban the German
language press in Canada only six weeks before the end of the war, see Werner A.
Bausenhart, "The Ontario German Language Press and Its Suppression by Order-inCouncil in 1918, Canadian E t h n i c S t u d i e s 4 , 1-2 (1972): 35-48. [Hereafter cited as
"Ontario German Language Press."]
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any attempt to re-establish the Gennan newspaper.. .
Those of German extraction who migrated to southern Ontario after the American
Revolution were quickly assimilateci to the Anglo-saxon rnajority around them, in part
because they brought no Geman teachea or preachen with them."

Their relatively

small numbers also played a role in theû inability to counter the effects of the larger

cultural group. It is hardly surprising that it fell to the Mennonites, a Gerrnan-speaking
group which depended upon sepration €mm the secular world for its cultural and
spiritual survival, to fund the fmt German language weekly to appear in Upper Canada."
In the following half cenniry the German language press flourished as the readership base
increased through natural increase and continued immigration. This period merely
coincided with, rather than resulted fiom, the immigration from Europe of the "Fortyeighters," participants in the failed revolution of 1848, since its leaders chose to emigrate
to the

U.S. rather than Canada."
The period of growth for the German Ianguage press in Ontario was followed in

the fust demde of this century by the arnalgamation of many of the German language

papers. Amalgamation was the result of several factors: the rapid increase in the number

of papers had outstripped the available readership pool; publish ing a Gennan language
paper was costly due to the added expense of German type, and even labour since
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Kalbfleisch, German Language Press, 106-
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i d , 18 and 2 0 .
The Canada Museum und Allgemeine Zeitung w a s first
published in Berlin, Ontario on 2 7 August 1835 by Heinrich Wilhelm P e t e r s o n .
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German-speaking typesetters were in short supply; but most important, the ethnic
Germans were assimilated into the English-speaking culture. Second and third generation

Germans in a predominantly English-speaking Ontario saw less need for retention of the
G e m language than had their forefathers?

Amalgamation brought about not ody

fewer newspapers but also a lower literary quality of the papers as more space was given
over to loçal news. Altered too was the content of foreign news coverage; the once
abundant detailed news of events in Europe was reduced quantitatively and q~alitatively.~'
This point is especiaily significant since, and here Kalbfleisch acknowledges Lehmann's
analysis of the situation, detailed reportage of events in Germany had been an important
"spiritual" link to the homeland for the immigrants.'" The lessening demand for such
news obviated the necessity for an abundance of Geman language papers. Nevertheless,
the Geman language press in Ontario had made contributions to what would eventually
be termed Deutschtwttsarbeit. The press had

made a substantial and determined effort to raise the general standard of education
arnong its Gerrnan patronage. But with the exception of a smail sprinkling of
professional men who had migrateci to Canada, the clientèle of the German papen
was composed Iargely of f m e n , artisans and shopkeepers. Since the latter
groups were by far in the majority, it was to these that the newspapers. for
practicai reasons, had to address themselves. But it would be unjust and
misleading to daim that they lacked a high ideal, even though they may oRen
have fallen short of it?
The German readership of these papers was divided not only by class and education but
a0
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also on the more basic level of dialect. The newspapers had to contend with two distinct
groups of ethnic Germans in Ontario. Those who came fust, from Pennsylvania, spoke
the Law-German dialect, while those who came later, directiy from the Reich, used
High-German. The editors of the papers made compromises in writing their copy and
this resulted in a lessening of the newspaper's power as a bulwark against bastardkation
of the Geman language?

The anti-German sentiment generated in Canada by the First World War had
resulted in the 1918 ban on the publication of Gerrnan language newspapers. It was not
liW until January 1920. The German language press in Ontario only recovered afier

the next world war had run its course. On the Prairies things were a littie different. By

1921, circulation of the four western Canadian German language papers which had

resumed German-language pub1ication had reached approximately 40,000 (including at
least some subscribers in eastern Canada).=

Assimilation throughout the 1!ZOs,

combined with the economic crisis of the Great Depression, had by 1931 combined to
reduce circulation to 26,000, despite the immigration of thousands of German speaking
persons. In 1921, one in six German-Canadians read German papers; in 193 1, only one
in twenty did so. According to Kalbfleisch, the inter-war period marked for the West

what had gone before in the east in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries-the
"rapid fusion and inkgration of the Gerrnan racial groups" into the culture of the AngloCanadians?

For the proponents of Deutschtumarbeit this rneant nothing but the
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prospect of tough going in increasingly infertile soil; and ethnic Gennan assimilation goes
a long way in explaining why the movement stood littie chance of wiming overwhelming
support arnong Canada's ethnic German wmmunity.

Western Canada
The bulk of Gennan immigration to western Canada came as a part of the massive

immigration boom between 1870 and 1914." Most of the German immigrants came not
from Germany but rather from the Austro-Hungarian and Russian empires. They were
members of various denominations, especidly the Anabaptist, Cathol ic, and Protestant

churches, a mixture of urban and rural settlen, and spoke either High or Low German.
Gerald Friesen neatly sums vp this inherent divenity, stating that "they were numerous
in total but divided into so many parts and so affected by the events of world politics that
they never achieved a pan-German identity in Canada.

Eventually, they too

accommodated to the British-Canadian n o m . "= Nevertheless, the German language and
traditions were retained to some degree and for some time. At the time of writing,

Lehmann held the most hope for these western Germans to embrace the vülkisch
movement, since they were the most recent mivals and thus the least assimilateci. The

pattern of their settiement had much to do with this.

Among the Anabaptists and

Catholics, settlement occu~edprimarily in orgrnimi groups and closed blocs. Other
areas of German concentration were established by "gravitation group settlement, " that

or

a good review of the world-wide immigration to Canada*s weet, eaa Gerald
Frieeen, "Immigxant Communities 1870-1 9 4 0 : The Struggle for Cultural Survival,
chap. 11 in The Canadian P r a i r i e s : A History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1984). [Hereafter cited as "Immigrant C~rnmunities.~]
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is, "[ethnic Gennan] migrants.. .acrived independentiy but were drawn together by mutual
attractions"." Unfortunately, the numerical strength of the Germans in western Canada
is not matched by the availability of historical literahire on them. True, much has been

written on the Mennonites, but there is definitely room for more detailed works on the
other German groups and denominations. Histories of the ethnic German populace of
the individuai provinces, their major urban centres, as well as comprehensive
monographs on the Catholics and Protestants, are la~king.~'Perhaps we have Lehmann

to thank for this; his extensive coverage in the 1930s of the Gerrnans in western Canada
may have dampened the enthusiasm of later historians to flesh-out these stories.

Frank H. Epp's Mennonites in C d a , 1 7861920: nie History of a Separate
People, and Mennonites in Canada, I9201940: A People's Sttuggle for Survivai
represent the most comprehensive studies of the Mennonite experience in Canada to
194419' Both volumes draw upon a mountain of sources, both primary and secondary.

90
Msgr. George Aberle's From the Steppes t o the P r a i r i e s : The Story of the
Germans S e t t l i n g i n Russia on the Volga and the Ukraine, a l s o the G e x m a n s S e t t l i n g
in the Banat, and the Bohemians in C r i m e a , Their Resettlement i n the Amcricas--North
and South America and i n C a n a d a (4th e d . [Dickinson, ND: Bismarck Tribune, 19631 1
is a popular history, sanctioned by the Roman Catholic Church, of the German
Catholic migrations from, and into, the regione so precisely defined in the title.
Although Aberle does describe the German Catholic settlement in western Canada, the
scope O£ the book permit8 no detailed discussion thereof. Furthemore, much of the
information pertinent to the study of German immigration and settlement in Canada
can be found in more reliable scholarly studies. The book is devoid of referencing,
a bibliography, and objectivity,
A more valuable contribution to the history of the ethnic Germans in Canada's
West is Bruce Rameeyrs A H i s t o z y of the G e r m a n - C a n a d i a n s i n British Columbia
(Winnipeg: National Publishers, 1958).
Despite the facc that it is a popular
history containing no referencing or bibliography, it nevertheless contains much
valuable information about this gxoup, its leading members, and their clubs and
organisations.

gl~rank
H . Epp, Mennonites in Canada, 1786-1920: The H i s t o r y of a Separate
People, illustrations b y Douglas Ratchf ord (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1974 1 ; and
Mennoni tes i n Canada, 1920 -1940 : A People's Struggle f o r Sumival (Toronto:
Macmillan of Canada, 1982) . [Hereafter cited as Mennonites,
1786-1920 and
Mennonites, 1920 -2940, respectively 1

.
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A difference does exist between them, however, in the writing style. Mennonites in

Cîznuda, 17861920 is clearly written, highly intelligible, and a pleasure to read. On the
other hand, Mennonites in Canada, 292@1940 is more cumbersome; this is uonic
because a greater attention to referencing increases its value as an historical work but
leads to a style which is less than srnooth. Nevertheless, both of Epp's works are
invaluable historical works as they do much to analyze the story of this dl-important
immigrant group to Canada. Thein is a story of perseverance in the face of adversity,
not only because of the hardships inherent in the life of a pioneer, but also because the
early promises of toleration were later rescinded by federal and provincial govenunenu.
Epp begins his study with an overview of the Mennonite and nonanforrnist
movements, from the begimings of the Reformation to William Penn's most weiwme
offer to immigrate to his colony which was founded in 1681." By 1776 some 100.000
German speakers from different faiths had settled there?

From these various peoples

92
E p p , Mennonites, 1786-1920, 23-45. For a more comprehensive study of the
early Anabaptist movement , see Claus-Peter Clasen, Anabaptism, A Social H i s tory,
1525-1 618: Swi t z e r l a n d , A u s t r i a , S o u t h and Central G e m a r z y (Ithaca and London:
Corne11 University Press, 1972). Since virtually every other work concerned with
the Anabaptists in Canada contains at least some early history of the movement, this
more detailed account is of much value.
The limited period and geographic area
encompaesed by this study was due to the availability of primary source material
published since the 1930s.
Since much material concerning the Netherlands and
Northern Germany remained unpublished at the time of writing, the author
concentrated more upon the Hutteri tes than the Mennonites. Nevertheless, this work
is valuable to the student of Mennonite history in the sense that it sheds light
upon the earliest period of the Anabaptist movement. Clasen's unbiased approach
lends much fairness to his analysis, an example of which is that although he places
much blame upon the Catholics and Lutherans for the persecution of the Anabaptists,
he is also sensitive to the fact that Anabaptist doctrine was a threat to the
established order and claims that perceptions of the persecution suffered by the
Anabaptists may have been clouded by their own loathing of their detractors, and
might therefore have been exaggerated. This work is very helpful in understanding
the bases and extent of the Anabaptistsr convictions as well as their revolutionary
import which led to the persecution of the Anabaptist groups, their expulsion £rom
various countries and migrations to eastern Europe.
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amse a Pennsylvania Deutsch culture. The strength of this culture was such bat, at the
time the Mennonites of Pennsylvania contemplated migrating to Canada following the
American Revolution, they were still very much German. Language retention was the
hallmark: Their religious services were wnducted in High German, and theu everyday

discourse was in the Pennsylvania German dialect?

For those who decided to migrate

to Canada, retention of their language and culture were a large concern and British North
America seemed to offer the best opportunity to achieve this." Such considerations were
also evident among the Russian Mennonites who were looking for a new home in the
l87ûs.% Most important, however, were guarantees that their beliefs in non-resistance

would be protected .
The fust Pennsylvania Mennonites came to present day southern Ontario with just
such a guarantee. They had been granted an exemption from militia service through the

Militia Act of 1793. Another Anabaptist group induced to leave the United States for
Canada were the Amish, who were aiso extended this exemption.* By 1849 the non-

resistors had successfully petitioned the Government of the Province of Canada to abolish
the fees imposed upon them for such exemption.98 Not long afterwards, the Mennonites
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See ibid., 54-55.
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For an overview of the history of the Mennonite European migrations which
brought them first to Prussia and then to Russia in the l700s, see ibid., 23-45.
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The Amish were a consenrative off-shoot of the Mennonites, the result of a
schisrn between Jacob Ammon and his Swiss Mennonite congregation in 1693. Orland
Gingerich' s The Amish of Canada (Waterloo, ON: Conrad Press, 1972) is a sociological
and historical treatment of the subject. Because it was among the first complete
histories of this group, it is a valuable contribution ta the history of the
Anabaptist movement in Canada, despite a lack of referencing and a rather scant
bibliography .
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in Russia and Pnissia experienced a reversal in their supposedly entrenched rights of nonresistance. Impending compulsory military servi= in these two States, as well as the
Russification of their schools in Russia, induced the various Mennonite congregations to
send a joint delegation to North America to look for a new area of settlement where their
religious beliefs would be tolerated.99

The Canadian government, eager to have these proven f m e r s senle Manitoba,
extended every guarantee they s~ught.'~"On 23 July 1873, the Secretary of Agriculture,
John Lowe, presented to the Mennonite representatives a fifteen point "Privilegium."
Entrenched in this document were the Canadian Government's guarantees that the
Mennonites would have cornpiete exemption fiom military service, exclusive land bloch
reserved for them to settie in closed communities, the right to religious freedom and to
educate their children without restriction, and the right to a f f i rather than swear
allegiance. Furthemore, they were to receive funds and provisions for the journey from

Hamburg, Germany to Fort Garry. Much of what the "Privilegium" containeci had
already been extended to the Mennonites in southern Ontario. The provision for block
settlement was new, as was the right to educate their children. On the basis of these

99
See ibid., 133-156 and 159-181 for a good synopsis of the discord among and
within the various Mennonite communities in both Canada and Russia during the second
half of the nineteenth century. Once again, the difficulties which Eaced thoee
involved in Deutschtumsarbeit during the inter-war period are evident. Despite
common religious beliefs, each of the varioue congregations held other beliefs which
These differences prevented any
differentiateà one congregation from another,
meaningful cooperation among them which would have helped maintain their religion,
language and culture. It would not be until after the Second World War that success
in this regard was achieved.
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guarantees, some 7,000Mennonites emigrated to Canada in the 1870~.'~'

The right to closed or block settiement was important to the Mennonites. The
exclusion of other language and cultural groups from the areas in which the Mennonites
were to settle in Manitoba augured well for the preservation of theü own language,
religion and customs. Their practice of remaining separate from the outside world would
thereby be continuai. Two such settlements were established in southern Manitoba, not
far fiom the border with the United States of America: the East and West Reserves, so

named because of theû geographic location on either side of the Red River.lm Although
the village system which the Mennonites brought with them fkom Russia did not really
survive the tum of the century, as the settlers opted increasingly for the North American
individudistic homestead model, the two Reserves did become the areas of greatest
concentration for the Mennonites in Manitoba.'03
The other innovation in the Canadian govenunent's guarantee of 1873 to the
Mennonites was the right to educate theû children as they saw fit. It was innovative
because no other immigrant group had ever been offered this provision. Perhaps this was

because of its unconstitutionality . Education was a provincial matter and, as such, was
101
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'02~or a social, urban and institutional history of the civic and ecclesiastic
administrative centre of the West Reserve, eee Peter D. Zacharias, Reinland: An
Experience in Cornmuni ty ( Reinland: Reinland Centennial Cornmittee, 1976 1 . This work,
which commemorates the one hundredth anniversary of the founding of the village of
Reinland, is surprisingly good as far as this sort of literature is concerned. Also
surprising, however, is the virtual silence of the community's fate during the
inter-war period. Nevertheless, it is a well researched work, which incorporates
personal diaries, correspondence and interviews, original town documents, and many
archival sources.
Noteworthy are the many reproductions of prirnary source
documents, as well as a wide selection of photographs interspersed throughout the
work

.
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beyond the jurisdiction of the Dominion goverment. Before the "Privilegium" had been
presented to the cabinet for approval, but after the Russian Mennonites had already
received it and returned to Russia, the Minister of Agriculture, John Pope, altered it to
ref'ect the reality of Canadian law. This alteration would lead to much controversy in
the struggle over Manitoba schools in the next generation.

The Mennonites' use of the German language in their religious services
necessitated the retention of this language among their children. '04 They consequently
established schools wherever they migrateci. This was true in southern Ontario and in
western Canada. And yet, even on this most crucial issue, the various Mennonite
congregations were divided. The progressive congregations were open to accepting
English within their system while the conservatives stood fast against this since they
feared the dilution of their beliefs. The Manitoba Public Schools Act of 1890 put an end
to bilingual public schools and made English the language of instruction. Allowance was
made for continuecl, but limited, teaching of French and, by extension, German, provideci
that at lest ten students were of that language group. Religious instruction was also
curtailed by this Act; it could only be done after the regular school day had finished.
By 1907 the fears of the conservative elernent of the Mennonites seemed to be justified.
Under the direction of Manitoba Premier Rodmund P. Roblin, the mandatory raising of
the flag at al1 public schools was instituted in order to inculcate patriotic sentiment among
the youth. This manifestation of militarism was anatherna to the pacifistic Mennonites.
Many Mennonite schwls which had opted for the public system reverted to privatization
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while othen, which had been contemplating the switch, now declined to do so.
The corning of WWI intensifid public opinion against the Mennonites and their
practices; it also struck another blow against German language instruction. As Epp
explains, 'Public concem about enemy aliens, pacifsrn, German culture and private
schools comprised a single cause against which British patriotism and Anglo-saxon
culture had to take a fm

On 10 March 1916, these sentiments, in effect,

became law through the passing of the Manitoba Schwl Attendance Act. English was
made the exclusive language of instruction in the public schools; the Act also made
attendance compulsory for children between the ages of 7 and 14 if acceptable private
schwling was unavailable.

The govemment would decide what was or was not

acceptable. Manitoba was not the only province to quash bilingual school instruction;
nor was it the fust. Ontario had aiready done so in 1913, Alberta went next in March
1915, and Saskatchewan enacted similar legislation in Decernber 1918. '06

The war also tested the Canadian govement's wmmitment to respect the
Anabaptists' conviction of non-resistance, which necessitated honouring the pledges made
to this effect as far back as 17%.

Although the Anabaptist groups were not forced to

submit to conscription, this was not achieved without a fight or price-they were
disenfranchisecl in 1917. At least some of the problem resulted from the migration to

Canada of Anabaptist conscientious objectors from the U.S. Although immigration from
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'06see Bausenhart , "Ontario German Languagc Press, " 43 -44. Mennonites f rom
Ontario, Manitoba, the U.S., Prussia, and Ruseia began to settle in numbers in both
Alberta and Saskatchewan after they became provinces in 1905; see Epp, Mennonites,
1786-1920, 3 0 3 ff.
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Europe had ended in 1914, Mennonites continued to enter from the U.S. Begiming in
1918, another Anabaptist group, the Hutterites, also undertook the northward migration

for essentialIy the same reasons: to escape persecution for their German roots and
seemingly unpatriotic non-resi~tance.'~As the persecution of cunscientious objectors in
the U.S. intensifid, so too did the Anabaptist migration.108 In Frank Epp's words, "The
presenœ of these 'drafi-dodgers' added fuel to the fies of public opinion, thoroughly
aroused by a people insisting not only on military exemption, but also on German culture
in their churches and schools. Although the war came to an end, those fues were not
quickly quenched. "log

The Inter-War Period
In the affermath of the war, public sentiment led by returning soldiers turned even
more against the non-resistoa who had "shuked" their duty and thereby been spared the
horrors of the trenches.'1° This led to an amendment of immigration laws in the spring
of 1919 which prohibited non-resistors and other nondesirable groups (i.e., citizens of
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For the history of the Hutterites in Canada, eee Victor Peters, Al1 Thinge
Commcn: The Hutterian Way of Life (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1965). The focus of the study is upon the Manitoba Hutterites, but the fact that
innovations intxoduced in one colony invariably find their way into the others
necessitates that al1 Hutterite groups in Canada and the United States be analyzed.
Although the historical section of the work (for it is also a eociological study,
especially with regard to the post-World War Two period) is based extensively on
secondary sourcea. The fact that these are mostly-in the G e r m a n language makes it
especially valuable to unilingual Anglophone readers.
l ae
Epp, Mennonites, 1786-1920, 318.
The best account of the persecution
suffered by the Hutterites at the hands of W.S. Army personnel is found in Henry C.
Smith, The C o m U l g of the Russian Mennonites: An Episode in the Settling of the Last
F r o n t i e r , 1 8 7 4 - 1 8 8 4 (Berne, Indiana: Mennonite Book Concern, 19271, 277-282 and 292293.
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These and other forms of

chauvinism and intolerance on the part of their fellow Canadians induced many
Mennonites in Canada to look to Latin America for a new land in which to preserve their
traditions and beliefs.'ll Fortunately for Canada, this period also coincided with the need
of some 100,000 Russian Mennonites to flee the fledgling Soviet regime.

Epp's second work, Mennonites in Ccuuzda,192@194û,devotes much attention

to the Russian Mennonite refugees of the 1920s; especially those who came to Canada.
The inability of the Mennonite groups in Canada to work cooperatively is also a central
theme. Am id the crises of ever-more restrictive Canadian immigration pol icies, the
Great Depression, and pernicious assimilation, no umbrella organization could be
established which could represent the interests of dl the congregations. At the begiming
of the 1930s there were eighteen different "denominations" in Canada and each felt that
it alone had solutions to such problerns. The continuing disunity can be judged by the
fact that the total number of "denominations" had increased to twenty by the end of the
decade.'12 Nevertheless, some Mennonites did try hard to protect the German heritage

and language; almost invariably these people belonged to the post-war immigrants, the
Russian Mennonites.
Perhaps the greatest value of The Menmnites in C d a , 192a1940 is Epp's
ability to place into context how members of a pacifistic group could become
sympathizers of the Third Reich. In order to understand such a paradox, Epp delves into

l1l~uringthe 1920s eome 7,000 Mennonites emigrated from Canada to Mexico and
Paraguay, see E p p , Mennoni tes i n Canada, 1 9 2 0 - 1 9 4 0 , 48-138.
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the history of the southern Russian Mennonites who had not emigrated in the late
nineteenth century. The story begins with the hardships they endured during the Great
War up to the signing of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, which gave Germany vast tracts
of Russian land, including the southern Russian areas of German Mennonite
concentration. When the German soldiers moved into this area. many Mennonites
welcorned.them with open m. Some even supported the Germans by denouncing
Bolshevik sympathizers. As Epp explains:
In retrospect, the enthsiastic support given to the Gerrnan occupation
army was a political mistake, for the effects of this partisanship would follow the
Mennonites into World War II and beyond. Seen against the anarchistic backdrop
of the preceding years, however, the German-Mennonite alliance made sense.
The Mennonites, like the other German wlonists, abhorred and were repelled by
violent insurrection, disorder, and theft. To them, the Gerrnan troops appeared
as if sent by providence, and in the crises of the moment there could be little
reflection on the future implications of such association. Al1 that mattered at the
time was that they enjoyed the protection of authorities who spoke their language,
who entrustecl them with local power, who instilled in them a powerful sense of
German cultural identity, and who equipped sorne of them with weapons usehl
in selfdefence, l I 3
Mennonite participation in the Se&stschutz (Home Defence) uni& resulted in their
identification by the Soviets as enemies of the State, thus jeoparduing their survival in
Russia. In the aftennath of the Revolution, some 20,000 Mennonites managed to gain
entry into Canada.'14 The success of this enterprise rested largely with the Canadian
Pacific Railway , the Canadian National Railways , and the Mennonites. Their lobbying

had been instrumental in having the ban on immigration of their compatriots in the
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Although some of the new Russian immigrants

settled in southern Ontario, most went on to fulfil the conditions of entry and settled on
the land. Many new settlements appeared, fkom northern Ontario to British Columbia.
By the late 1920s, calls for an end to al1 immigration echoed across Canada, with
"native sons" in the West crying the loudest.

Bowing to political and economic

considerations, the federal government virtually absolved itself of responsibility in such
matters by making immigration conditional upon provincial approval. The result was the

announcement of an end to further immigration on 30 October 1929. When news of this
reached Russia, panic ensued among the Mennonites who stili desired to emigrate, and

a rush on Moscow began.'16 The situation soon became desperate as they faced forced
retum from whence they came, or worse, to Siberia. Only Germany's concem and
actions saved the day. Of the approximately 13,000 Mennonites who had gathered in
front of the gates of Mosww, some 6,000 found refuge in Ger~nany."~Epp explains
that,
Germany's energetic intervention on behalf of the desperate refugees
contrasted sharply with Canada's indifference and negative verdict. Not
surprisingly, the impact of Germany's benevolence on behalf of the refugees was
profound. An earlier empathy for things German now turned into enthusiasm and
even patriotism. Those receiving German beneficence, while the rest of the
world ignored theu plight, subsequently demonstrateci an indiscriminate
appreciation for anything ~ 0 ~ e c t with
e d Germany.. . . I l 8
Canada's Mennonites were disappointed with their govenment's intransigence. Through

'lssee i b i d - , 152-179.

'160n the p l i g h t of t h e Moscow rafugoee, eee *id.,
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their perseverance, however, wntinued lobbying enabled about 1,344 Moscow refugees
to enter Canada by 1932."9 These people did not forget ail that Germany had done to
save them. Epp writes:
Their gratefiil sentiments were expressed in a statement of tribute and thanks
directeci to the German goverment shortiy before the departure of one of the fust
groups to Canada. The testimony thanked the country for its good deeds and
concluded, "May G d bless the Geman Reich and its leaders for ever and ever."
There would be more such prayers before the 1930s were over.'"

Of al1 the Mennonites, those who came to Canada during the 1920s were to prove the
most responsive to the pan-Germanism of the Deutschfzimsarbeitof the 1930s. They were

already disciples of the vgLlisch movement due to the dienation and dislocation suffered
during and immediately after the First WorId War, a result of which was their
cooperation w ith the Reich agencies involved in ~eutschrumarbeit.12'

Al though many

other Mennonites were ambivalent about the tum of politicai events in Germany after

1933, enough of the recent arrivais from Russia (as Epp writes) "were for a time at least,
enarnoured of Adolf Hitler and his new Germany that a brief but intense flirtation with
National Socialism cannot be ~verlooked."'~But not ail did so. By the outbreak of
World War II (WWII), the honeymoon had ended and most Mennonites, including those

from Russia, had w m e around to the realizatïon that not ail was golden in the Third
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For a more thorough discussion of the basis and reasons underlying
Mennonite adherence to v6lkische Ideologie, see Jonathan F . Wagner, "Transferred
Crisis: German Volkish Thought among Russian Mennonite Immigrants to Western
Canada," Canadian Review of S t u d i e s in Nationalism 1 (1974): 202-220.

"'E~~, Mennonites. 1 9 2 0 - 1 9 4 0 , 548. Epp also devotes much space to the other
Mennonite congregations which opposed National Socialism thxoughout the 19308, see
i b i d . , pages 5 5 6 - 5 7 6 .
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Reich. Many who had earlier express& support for the New Germany had, by this time.
recanted their previous positions.
A more comprehensive and detailed account of the effects of National Socialism

upon the entire German element in Canada is provided in Jonathan Wagner's Brothers

Beyond the Sen: Ndom1 Socialkm in C a ~ d a .Two of the most important aspects of
this work are his analysis of the numerical strength of those among the Germans in

Canada who were strongly pro-National Socialists and his overview of the German
language press on the Prairies which disseminated NS propaganda in Canada. Wagner
isolates three factors which proved important in the acceptance or rejection of National
Sociaiism by the Germans in Canada. First was the year of entry to Canada: most of the
German-Canadians who had come to eastern Canada before the twentieth century had
already been assimilated and, as such, were not receptive to the National Socialists'

Welianschauung. Secondly, many of those who had come to Canada since the turn of
the century had been imbued with the concepts of volkische Ideobgie which predisposed

them to the Nazis' propaganda. The third factor was the regional division of occupations
among the Germans. In urban easten Canada most were involved in trade and industry.
whereas agriculturalists predominated in the West. Surprisingly, f m e r s and worken
were the least attracted to the "National Socialist Gerrnan Workers Party, * at least as far

as membership was con~erned.'~ For Canada. where over sixty per cent of the ethnic
' 2 3 ~ e eJonathan P. Wagner, "Nazi Party Membership in Canada: A Profile,
Social Hietory 14, no. 27 (1981): 233-238. According to German archival sources
there were 88 Nazis living in Canada between 1933-1939. Wagner demonstrates that
the pattern of NS joiners in Canada reflected the trend within the Reich. Most were
under the age of 45, were opportunists who joined after 1936 (well after Hitler had
corne to power), and were from the lower middle class. Wagner contends that more
Germans in Canada did not join the Party, as was the case in other countries with
large concentrations of Germans, such as Argentina and Romania, primarily because
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Germans were involved in f m i n g as of 193 1, this was signifiant. lu The overwhelming
major@ of Party members in Canada were the p&e

bourgeoisie of the lower middle

class who lived in the major wban centres of Ontario and Quebec and were hardest hir
by the depres~ion.'~
The Party was most effective in those cities which had a large base
of recentiy arrived Reichrdeutrhe and which had direct contact, through consular

representation, with the Reich. This was me of Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, and
Vanwuver.

In 1934, an ostensibly non-partisan organization cailed the Deutscher Bwrd
CMada was ~reated.'~~
In aciuality it was an NS organuation, created by Nazis to

"Canada's German population reconciled itself to life outside the Reich better than
aome other German groupsn (page 238).
Of particular note in this article is
Wagner's appraisal of why so little effort has been expended in the past on writing
the history of the Canadian Nazi movement. "Part of the reason for this neglect,"
he explains, "relates to the problem of sources.
Most often those Canadian
historians who have dabbled in Nazism have stopped their investigations upon
exhausting the limited Canadian (mostly English) sources. They have failed to look
outside t h e country to European sources for additional information.
What has
emerged £rom this too limited approach is not only an incomplete picture but an
inaccurate one as well
The result is a "kind of half -a-loaf historyn (page 233) .
One could extend this condentnation ta other periods as well. For instance, rarely
is the importance of the Conquest placed into the full context of the Seven Years'
War; while the War of 1812 is often presented with little reference to the
Napoleonic Wars.
Writers of Canadian history would do well to remember the
importance of seeing bath the trees, and the foreat, rather than merely enauring a
Canadian content in their stories.

.
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See ibid., and Wagner, B r o t h e r s beyond the Sea, 68-70.
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For more information on the Bund, see below, page 108.

See also Wagner,

Brothers Beyond the Sea, 64-72; and Jonathan F. Wagner, "The Deutscher Bund Canada,
1934-9, The Canadian Historical Review 58, 2 (June 1977) : 176-200. An attempt was
made, especially after 1935, to maintain the illusion that the Bund was a purely
Canadian organization, in order not ta incur the wrath of the Canadian Government
due ta perceptions of one nation interfering in the interna1 affairs of another.

As such, its membership was supposed to be limited to Volksdeutsche. Nevertheless,
some Reichsdeutsche remained members right up to 1939. This was the situation for
the twenty families who emigrated directly from the Reich in 1929. Although only
half of the heads of these families were farmers, they had settled as a group and
began homesteading in Loon River, Saskatchewan.
Hard hit by the depression,
repeated crop failures and faced with increasing indebtednese, they grew
discontented with their lot in Canada. Ail became members of the Bund and fell
increasingly under the spell of Hitler and his movement. By 1939 they had become so
Nazified, and so embittered by their experience in Canada, that al1 of these
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coordinate and propagandize C a r d a ' s D e u t s c h . To camouflage this political bent,
it was also very active as a social club. Membership in the B d peaked at about 2,000
by the time of its demise in 1939. Again, membership was basically lirnited to the urban
centres where the most recent ethnic German immigrants were located. The failure of
this organization to attract more followers could be attributed to the advanced state of
assimilation among most of the Germans in Canada and to the fanaticism of those who
did join. The actions of Bund memben opened themselves to aspersions of disloyalty

as war once more approached.
In fact, it was precisely such concents which forced the Germans who were not
Nazi sympathizers to corne out openly against the New Germany. They were induced

to do so in 1938 by growing anti-Nazi sentiment in the rest of the country. They feared
that a generai wave of anti-German sentiment reminiscent of the last war might erupt if
they did not actively show their loyalty to Canada.

In 1934, the Gerrnan-Canadian

League had been fonned as a united front to counter National Socialism. However, it

was not until 1938 that its membership grew to appreciable numbers. By 1939 the

League had a branch in every major city which containeci a substantial German element

and a total membership of about 1,800 members.lz7
Another important aspect of Wagner's Brothers Beyond the Sea is his examination
of the seven leading German language newspapers published in the Prairie provinces
during the 1930s (for their particulars see Table 5, page 74). Since the Geman language
settlers returned to Germany one month before the beginning of WWII.

See Jonathan

F . Wagner, "Heirn Ins Reich: The Story of Loon River's Nazis," Saskatchewan Hietory
2 9 (1976): 41-50.

"'wagner,

B r o t h a r ~Beyond the Saa, 130.
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press in eastem Canada was not revived after WWI, these Prairie papers had significance
for al1 of Canada. Aside fiom the two Catholic affiliatecl newspapers, al1 were at the
very least pre-disposed to National Socialism. This is signifiant since the printed
medium was the most effective means by which the NS supporters could convey their
message to such a large and geographically dispersed audience. The significance is even
more telling with regard to the Mennonites who were otherwise cut off from such
propaganda, since they tendeci to avoid secular clubs and societies. l"
The papers which presented favourable images of the Third Reich were dl

influenced or used by agencies involved in Dewschtumsarbeit. The Geman language
press was "the single most important means of notiQing the faithfd and othenwof
upwming NS oriented meetings and events such as those held by the Bund and the

German Days.'"

Coverage of the proceedings would then appear in later issues. Space

was also provided for news of the New Germany, much of which came fiom Geman
agencies such as the NSDAP's Foreign Press Office in Munich and the Propaganda
Ministry's Deutsches Nachrichtenb&ro (German News Agency). Pro-Nazi letters and

128~nformationfor this section on the G e m a n language press of western
Canada, including Table 2.5, was compiled from Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea, 102 115.
For a detailed study of the Mennonite press in Canada, see Frank Epp, "An
Analysis of Germanism and National Socialism in the Immigrant Newspaper of a
Canadian Minority Group, The Mennonites, In the 1930s" (Ph.D. diss., University of
Mimesata, 1965). Epp examined "pro-Germanism, in the political context of National
Socialism, in the Canadian Mennonite immigrant press of the 1930s" (pages 4-5) , He
concluded that "...the immigrant newspaper was a fairly representative reflection
of the M e ~ o n i t eimmigrant mind, which, in the 1930s was very strong on nurturing
and preserving cultural Germanism, as essential to the Mennonite way of life, strong
also in its identification with racial Germanism, and though ambivalent on the
question by and large also sympathetic to the political Germanism of the Third
Reichn (page 291)
Although his study centred on Der Bote, Epp compared his
f indings with two other Mennonite weeklies, Die Mennoni t i e c h e Rundschau and Die
Steinbacher Post. In sa doing he demonstrates that among the Mennonites there was
nconsiderable breadth and depth ta pro-Geman and pro-nationalist sympathiesn (page

.

320) .
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Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea, 107.
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essays written in Germany by fnends and relatives of German-Canadians were also
printed.
Wagner contends that the Nazi propagandists were successful in their efforts to
influence the Canadian German language press. This can be seen in the papers' portrayal
of Hitler?

Each newspaper reflected or highlighted those aspects of the Hitler myth to

which its readership were most predisposed. For example, Hitler was presented as a
religious man for the Mennonite readership.

More to the point, success of Party

propaganda appeared in the fact that, aside from the Deutsche Zeitmgfùr Canada, none
of the German-Canadian newspapers had to print such positive images of Hitler. Yet

Wagner warns against assuming that al1 70,000readers of the Geman language press
became NS adherents or wnvert.; he aiso admits that claims that readers were not
influenceci by the propaganda would also be wrong.

In Wagner's final analysis, al1 efforts to bring the Germans in Canada solidly into
the NS camp came to naught with the outbreak of the Second World War. As for the

fate of pro-Nazi Gennans in Canada by September 1939, some of the more committed

had retumed to Germany. Others distanced themselves from the Bund, while some went
so f' as to join the League. The German language newspapers which had demonstrated
sympathy towards the New Germany ûarlier, excluding, of course, the Deutsche Zeitung

fùr

C d a , now reversed their policies, re-affmed their ioyalty to Canada, and

expressed doubts about, and even hostility towards, Hitler's Germany.

I3Osee Wagner, B r o t h e r ~Beyand the Sea, 109-114, f o r a detailed look at t h e
various newspapers' portrayal of Hitler.
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Table 5.-Leadhg German Language Newspapers in Canada
Ilking the ~ n t e r - ~ a~erio&~'
r

secular
I

! Der Caun'er

Sf Peters Bote

Regina, SK

secular, but with
Catholic kanings

Munster, SK

Catholic

Mennonite

Der Bote

I
I
I

weekly: 1,250

weekiy: 1,200

Die Steirhcher Post

Steinbach, MB

Mennonite

Die De&&

Winnipeg, MB

Nationai Socialist;
official organ of
the ileutircher Bund

m-

I weekly: 13,000

Zeihmg

I weekiy:

1,500

weekiy: 6,000

chladu

Another invaluable work, devoted to the study of western Canada's German-

language press, is that of Werner Entz.ln

Entz sketches the histories of the seven

political German-language newspapers which he considers to have exerted influence on
the opinions of their readership. These papers were: fkom Winnipeg, the Norhesten
(1889-1969), the Germania (1904-191 1). the West-Canadu (touted as "The Organ of

Canada's German Cath01ics ," 1907- 19 18), and the Deutsche Zeitung fiir CaMda ( 1 935l3l~einzKloss' "Materialien z u r Geschichte der deutschkanadischen Presse,
Der Auslanddeutsche 11 (1928): 382-384, provides a good benchmark indicating the
declining readership of the German language press by reporting the 1928 circulation
figures as follows: ttNordwesten,m 20,000,
" C ~ u r i e x , ~9,SO0,nMennonitische
Rundschau," 6,500; St. Peters Bote, 1,700; and Steinbacher Post, 1,400.
13'werner Entz. "Der EinfluB der deutschsprachigen Preaea Westkanadas auf die
Organisationsbestrebungen des dortigen Deutschtums 1889-1939 [The Influence of
Western Canada's German-language Press on the Oxganizational Efforts of the Germans
There, 1889-19391, German Canadian Yearbook 2 (1975): 92-138. [Hereafter cited as
"Der E i n f l ~ B . ~ ]
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1939); fkom Regina, the [S~skatchewm~
/ Courier (1907-); from Edmonton, the Aiberta

.

Herold (1903- 1915), and the Herold (1928- 1931). Of these newspapers the Nordwesten
and Courier were the most influentid, due to the longevity of theû publication. As Entz

explains, "they became regular German Canadian institutions and influenced the outlook
of a large segment of the Gerrnan speaking peoples.

Of the seven newspapers, al1 but the W e s t - C d a actively worked to mould
western Canada's German element into a cohesive cultural group. Entz identifies three
ways this goal was pursued.

First, they encourageci prospective ethnic Geman

immigrants to Canada to concentrate their settlement in the western provinces and then
instill in them the desire to retain the German language and customs.lW Secondly. they
attempted to foster the notion that al1 ethnic Germans, regardless of place of origin or
religious aff~liation,were members of the Volk. Thirdly, and the focus of Ena's article.
the newspapers aimed at organising the ethnic German element into large provincial and
national umbrella organizations which would enable them to m a t e a powerful faction of
Canada's Germans. Only through these groups would it be possible to ensure that ethnic

Germans received the political representation which tmly reflected the strength of their
numbers in the West.
Although the various newspapers were very much involved in the creation and
support of umbrella organizations before and during the inter-war period, their efforts

"'1nterestinglyI
thie goal, as it applied to prospective Reich German
immigrants, was echoed b y the German consular representatives in Canada in 1927, see
Kempff to AA Berlin, journal no. 419, 27 April 1927, PA AA, R77347. For more on
this document, see below, chapter 2, page 103.

l
I

1
I

!
I
I

i
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met with little success. A large part of the problem centred on the wide dispersion of
the ethnic Gennan element in Canada and the lack of a coordinated plan to concentrate
settlement into one region. Most important, however, were the inherent divisions and
differences between the ethnic Germans themselves. Throughout the 1930s expressions
of dissatisfaction with this redity were voiced in the western newspapers. For example,
on 18 December 1935, the Courier printed the following:
Among the German-Canadians divisions and suspicions reign. One group
distrusts the other. Bickering and strife make life bitter for many. Does this
have to be? Could we not, as ethnic Germans,who in fact belong to one people,
who are of one blood, bring ourselves to forget our discord and our petty
jealousie~?'~~
One year later, conditions had still not improved, for on 30 December 1936, the Courier
was f o r d , yet again, to appeal to the ethnic Germans to wme together:

The ethnic Germans in Canada are still not a united Volk of brothers; we remain
divided in small groups, each of which i n d d in theory pursues a great wmmon
goal, but for the most part, in practice only promotes special interests. [. . . .
Activity to counter this] wncerns itself with the great task of forging our
Deutschtm into a strong unit for the good of ail, for the good of our children,
our original homeland, and not least of ail, for the good of our adopted homeland
(. . .) [sic] In this way, a chain will be forgeâ over time which will permit
opposition to dl opponents and enemies of the De~tschtwn.'~~
Even the Deutsche Zeitung Fr C d . ,on 8 Febt-uary 1938, recognised the lack of
cohesion among Canada's ethnic Germans when it printed a reader's letter which claimed
that,
The reality cannot be put aside, that an unbelievably large number of Germans
in Canada still do not concern themselves with the Deutschtum and with the
retention of their language. (. . .) [sic] A great many have never once read a

13'cited in Entz, "Der E i n f l ~ B ,1~
04.
13%id.,

131-132.
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single German newspaper and now consider it entirely superîluous [to do sol.'"

i

But little time remaineci to remedy the lack of ethnic whesion. Further inter-war efforts
in this direction were ended with the outbreak of war in September 1939.

Canada declared war on Gennany on 10 September 1939. No time was wasted

in reacting to the possible threat posed by having potential enemies within the gates of
the Dominion. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police had. by the end of August 1939,
aiready cornpileci lists ofpersons linked to the Nazi movement in Canada who might pose
a security risk as "fifth columnists;" and in the saine month, plans for establishing two
internent camps were also in place.n8 These precautionary measures were speedily
utilized, for the arrests of German nationals and naturalized Canadians of ethnic German
origin began on 4 September 1939.13' The timing is signifiiout, since it was one day
after Btitain's declaration of war on Germany, but six days before Canada officially
entered the fkay; a situation which resulted in an ineffectua1 oficial protest on behalf of
the Reich government being lodged with the Canadian authorities. '* Topping the list of
those singled out to be interned were al1 National Socialist Party members residing in

Canada, as well as the upper echelons of the Deutscher Bund C d . Not surprisingly,
among the fust to be interned was Bernhard Bott; his Deutsche Zeitung fiir Canada was

13'wagner,

Brothers Beyond the Sea, 132.

13 9

See i b i d . , 132; and two précised articles found in the DAI'S files, the
first from the "Daily Telegraphu [n-p.] of 7 September 1939, the second from the
"Tggliche Omaha TribÜnen [ n - p . ] of 8 September 1939 [USNA T81/502/5264860 and
5264858, respectively]
140

Précis of a newspapex article published in the "Daily Telegraphn i n . p . 1 ,
of 7 August 1939, USNA T81/502/5264860.
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b a ~ e d . ' ~ 'Before the month of September was over, 265 German citizens and 60

naturalized Canadians had been intemed.14* Once the ringleaders had been rounded up,
efforts to intem Canada's ethnic Germans slowed, most likely due to reminiscences of

Canadian teactions to the enemy alien question during the First World War. In d l , on1y
840 ethnic Germans, regardless of citizenship, were interneci in Canada during the entire
Second ~ o r l dWar.lu And of these, only about 100 of the most fanatical pro-Nazis,
including Bott, remained incarcerated for the d~ration.'~As for the Reich's diplomatic
representatives in Canada, t h g had been handed their passports on 11 September 1939
and ordered to leave the country.14s The following day, the Canadian Govenunent had

decreed that al1 assets of the German Reich were to be seized and held until war's end.'41
When peace was finally secured in 1945, the Canadian goverment contemplated
deporting to Germany those who had held most stmngly to the Nazi ideals.14' Among
these were Bott and Straubinger. However, the escaiating cold war and the ruined state

of Europe combined to convince the govenunent to drop deportation proceedings against

I4'~Al memorandum dated 23 October 1939, USNA T 8 1 / 5 0 2 / 5 2 6 4 8 6 1 .
Iq2wagner, Brothers Beyond the S e a , 1 3 4 ; and a letter from an anonymous woman
f rom ~ r i t i s hColumbia to the-DAI, S e p t e h e r 1939, USNA T 8 l / S O 2 / 5 2 6 4 8 4 7 . - ~ h letter
e
had been smuggled acrose the U.S. border and mailed from there to Germany.
143

Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea, 134. F o r an example o f Canadian treatment
of the enemy alien issue in W W I , see Gerald G. Ross, "Fort William's Enemy Alien
'Problem8 During the F i r s t World War, The Thunder Bay Historicaf Museum Society
Papers and R e c o r d s 2 2 ( 1 9 9 4 ) : 3-22.
144

Wagner, B r o t h e r s Beyond the Sea, 142.

145~oportedin the nDetroitar Abend-Postn
1939, USNA T 8 1 / 5 0 2 / 5 2 6 4 8 5 6 .
146

147

Ibid.

Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea, 1 4 2 .

[Detroit, U . S . A . ] , 12 September
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the former internees and allow them to reintegrate into Canadian society.

The diversity and distribution of Canada's ethnic German population during the

inter-war period hindered its acceptance of v6lkische Ideologie and proved an obstacle
to the efforts of those involved in Deutschtmarbeit. Funher aggravating this state of

affairs was an advanced state of assimilation among much of Canada's Deutschtwn.

Nevertheless, hopes wntinued to be entertained, within both Canada and Germany, thar
the situation wuld be altered in favour of bringing them back into the fold of the V o k

The rationde behind this aim, and the methods ernployed to further it, are discussed in
the chapter which follows.

CHAPTER2
DEUTSCHTUMSARBEIT IN GERlMANY AND CANADA

During the inter-war period, the German govemments were very much involved
in Deutschtumrrbeiit.

Officiai concem in this regard were focused more on

wnsiderations of state than on the interesa of the ethnic Germans per se. The precedent
for such self-serving motivations stemmed not from the Nazis, but rather €tom the
politicians of the Weimar era. The Nazis merely continued the practice, expanding upon
it and ultimately subverting the movement to their own ends. Throughout the inter-war

period, the diplomats of the A~(swÜmgesAm (AA, Foreign Office)were responsible for
implementing the policies of the German govenunents with regard to fostering the
retention of the Geman language, culture and traditions arnong the ethnic Germans
abroad.

In addition to the diplomats. Reich-based organizations were ais0 actively

working towards these goals. Among these were two of the largest, the Vereinfccr dm

De~schtumim Ausûznd (VDA, Association for the Ethnic Germans Abroad) and the
Deutsche Awlartds-htitut (DAI, German Foreign Institute). Although the VDA and the
DAI began as private and semi-ofîicial organizations, respectively, by the end of the

1930s both had been transformed into mere tools of the Nazi Party-State. This chapter
will show how govemments and organizations within the Reich wntrolled and
manipulated Deutschtumurbeit around the globe. Particular emphasis will be placed
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upon events within Canada to demonstrate the poiiticizing effect this had on the efforts
of the ethnic Germans in Canada to maintain and strengthen their ethnic identity.

German Goveniments and Deutschtums(~beit
For the most part, German officiais and public opinion between 1870 and 1914
paid scant attention to those Gerrnans abroad who were not Reich citizens.' However,
Reich consular representatives were available to lend advice and assistance to German
citizens, provided they sought it.' The onus was aiso upon these emigrants to retain their
citizenship. Up to 1913, if a Gerrnan citizen resided abroad for ten consecutive years
without registering at a German consulate his citizenship was automatical1y revoked.
Then, during WWI, German citizens in enemy or neuaal states were told to either
declare their loyalty to Gerrnany or sever dl ties, an uncornfortable option considering
the tepressive measures against enemy aliens taken in most belligerent nati~ns.~
With

the loss of the First World War, the German govenments' attitudes towards the Germans
beyond the borders of the Reich changed radically.

Signs of these changes began even before the terms of peace had been finalized.
Although the Gennan delegation to the pmce negotiation in March 1919 was instructed
not to insist upon the Reich's right to act in the behalf of the German minorities, since

1

Karl Loesch, "Die Ziele, in Volk unter VtXkern: B ü c h e r des Deutschtums, vol.
1, ed. Karl Loeech and A. HiIlen Ziegfeld (Breslau: Ferdinand Hirt, 1925), 15.
2

Edgar Boedicker,
"Die Auslandsdeutschen als Faktor der deutschen
~ugenpolitik, Nationalsozialistische Monatshefte 2, no. 18 (September 1931) : 419.
" ~ r n s t Ritter, Das Deutsche Ausland-Insti tut in Stuttgart 1 9 1 7 - 1 9 4 5 : Ein
B e i a p i e l deu tacher Volkstumsarbeit zwischen den Wel tkriegen (Wiesbaden: Franz
Steiner Verlag G.M.B.H.), 8, footnote 10.
[Hereafter cited as DAI.]

4~bid.
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it was bel ieved that these groups would gain more through self-representation, the

delegation was to secure the minorities' right to preserve Geman culture through
attendance at German schools, churches and the maintenance of a German-language
p r e d Reich diplornatic efforts to protect German minorities temporarily e n d 4 with the
imposed peace treaties which took none of the Geman concem into consideration.' In
fact, the treaties acnially forbade politicai representation of the Germans abroad. leaving

on1y religious, cultural and charitable avenues of assistance available. Nevertheless, in
May 1919 the Reich government had already given assurances to the Germans in the
ceded territories that it wouId concern itseif with their fate.'

The fust indication that

these pledges would be honoured came sometime between August and October of 1921,
when the govenunent of Joseph Wirth embarked upon E~lIungspoIitik(a policy of
fulfilment) with regard to the Treaty of Versailles. Io This policy includeci "an extensive
propaganda carnpaign for the rights of German minorities in the new States of Eastern
Europe. ""

Gustav Stresemann, fust in his capacity as chancellor, fiom August to

November 1923, and then as foreign minister until October 1929, continued this policy.

'R. Carey Goodman, "Did Weimar Have a National Ethnic PolicyPW
History 31 (1988): 5 8 - 5 9 .
[Hereafter cited as nWeimar." 1

Essays in

'Anthony Komj athy and Rebecca Stockwell GeMinori t i e s and the T h i r d Reich:
Ethnic Germans of E a s t Central Europe between the W a r s (New York: H o l m e s and Meier
Publishers, Inc. , 1980) , 3. [Hereafter cited as Gennan Minori t i e s . 1
9

Goodman, "Weimar," 61.

1O

14 0 - 1 4 5 .

Carole Pink, "German Revisionspoli t i k , 1919-1933,
[Hereafter cited as "Gennan R e v i s i o n a p o l i t i k . 1

Historieal Papers 1986 :
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During the formative years of the Weimar Republic. off~ciaiV o W m p o I i t i k took
the fom of presewing and maintaining the German communities beyond the Reich. This

was based upon three primary considerations: foreign trade and diplomacy, revisionism

of the Treaty of Versailles, and the state of the domestic economy. l2

First was the

consideration that the ethnic Germans abroad might foster closer ewnomic ties between
their countries of residence and the Reich, thereby improving the Reich's financial
situation.13 An improvement in the Reich's trading relations with foreign nations could
logically be viewed as a means to alleviate the problems which it faced vis-à-vis
diplornatic isolation in the international arena."

That this required good relations

between the German cornmunities and their "host" nations did not entkely negate the
second wnsideration for supporting Deutschtumarbeit, wh ich was the awareness that
only a strong German element in the disputed areas provided any hope of peaceful

12~hesethree factors are a combination of those pointed out by John Hiden in,
nThe Weimar Republic and the Problem of the Auslandsdeutsche," Journal of
Contemporary Hi~tory,12 (1977): 280-281 [hereafter cited as nAuslandsdeutschen1 ) ,
and Goodman ( Weimar, 5 9 ) ,
13

The government was not alone in this belief. The V e r e i n für das Deutschtum
im A u s l a n d (VDA, Association for Ethnic Germans Abroad) saw the winning over of the
Germans abroad for the interests of German industry as their economic task, see Otto
Schiifer, Sinn und W e s e n d e s V.D.A. : V o l k s b u n d e s füx das D e u t s c h t u m im Auslande
(Opladen: Müller & Co., 1933), 21. [Hereafter cited as V . D . A . ]
In F.S. [initiais
only] , nDie Wirtschaftliche Bedeutung des Auslanddeutschtums,
Der Auslanddeutsche
5
(1922): 462-463, the economic significance of the Auslandsdeutschtum was
proclairned by giving international parallels to their situation and potential
effectiveness: the Jews maintained economic and linguistic ties despite their
widespread dispersal, and the English apparently undertook no foreign business
venture unless compatriots were involved.
14

Hiden ("Auslandsde~tsche,~280-281) uses this argument to show that
revisionism could not have held primacy of place in the Reich's relations with the
Germane abroad, since to do so would have jeopardised their economic goals. Hiden
also clairns that concerne about upsetting foreign governments account for the Weimar
governments' careful distinction between A u s l a n d s d e u t s c h e and Volksdeutsche. This
is an interesting point, since the Nazis too were very specific about such
terminology, but for political consideratione.
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revisionism. I5 Although the degree to wh ich this consideration influenced official Reich
policy remains in dispute,16 the Weimar govenunents, by means of the minorities
question, began early to politicize the issue. The fate of the Gerrnans who found
themselves beyond the western borden of Germany following WWI attests to this.

On 16 October 1925 the Treaty of Lomnio was concluded between Germany.
France, Belgium, Great Britain and Italy.17 The purpose of the treaty was to
collectively and severally guarantee

. . . the

". . .

maintenance of the territorial statu quo

resulting frorn the frontiers between Germany and Belgium and between Germany and
France

. . . ."18

The prirnary consideration which induced Stresemann to renounce the

Grenzdeuttsdw in these western border States was the desire to secure the withdrawal of
the Allied troops of occupation fiom the Ruhr.19 The pact also paved the way for

Germany to gain entrance to the League of Nations, thereby ending its virtual
intemational isolation.

Furthemore, because it only guaranteed the borders on

Germany's western flank, Stresemann had lefi open the possibility of a negotiated
"~ink ( "Gennan Revisionepoli tik,
Weimar reviaionism.

145)

stresses the peaceful approach to

"~ichard Blanke ("The German Minority in Inter-war Poland and German Foreign
Policy--Some Reconsiderations,
Journal of Contemporary History 2 5 , no. 1 (1990 :
91) rightly cautions against placing too rnuch emphasis upon the motive of
revisionism. Hiden goes even further, questioning the very exietence of revisicnism
as an official Weimar Deutschtumspolitik (nAuslandsdeutsche,n2 7 9 ) . Ritter (DAI,
2) is also of this opinion, seeing the aims of the Volkstumsarbeit as being limired
and not intended to achieve revisionist or irnperialist aims, equating the
universalism of the movement with that of Socialism or Catholicism.
See also
Goodman, ( Weimar, 6 5 - 66) for more on the historical debate .

or

the full text of the .Treaty of Mutual Guaranteen concluded at Locarno,
see League of Nations Treaty Series: The Publication of t r e a t i e s and International
Engagements Registered with the Secretariat of the League of Nations, vol. 54 (19261 9 2 7 ) , doc. 1292.

"~~gmunt
Gasiorowski, "The Russian ûverture to Germany of December 1 9 2 4 . " The
Journal of M o d e m Elistozy 30 (June 1 9 5 8 ) : 106-108.
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More M i n g of the revisionist sentiments of the

government was the fact that it had not entirely tumed its back on those in Alsace.
Throughout the latter 1920s, the Reich covertly funded the Alsatian movement for
autonomy from France, thereby demonstrating that dthough Weimar's Voktuntspoiitik
was not necessarily revisionist. it could be used for such purposes."

Just as the Treaty

of Locarno was signed in order to further Germany's foreign policy objectives. so too
were the covert funds given in the attempt to set a precedent (in the event of a German

minority victory in Alsace) for future revisions of Germany's eastern borders.
The third primary consideration behind the Reich's support of Deutschtumurbeit

was that the state was economicaily unable even to entertain the notion of absorbing the
millions of German refugees attempting to flee from the border areas. The Auswaniges
Amt took the position that these Germans were of more value to the Reich where they

were. and indeed, with few exceptions, required proof that asylurn seeken were political

(and not merely economic) refugees before they would be permitted to immigrate to the
Reich. This stance was taken due to the growing unemployment in Germany and the
housing and food shonages experienced in the years following WWLP
20
Marshall M. Lee and Wolf gang Michalka, G e m k n Foreign Policy, 191 7-1933 :
C o n t i n u i ty or Break? (New York: st . Martin1s Press, 1987), 83-84 and Fi*, "German
Revisionspoli tik, 1986, 144 .

2 1Goodman,

nWeimar,n 66-67.

22

Auswktiges A m t , Akten zur deutschen auswiirtigen Poli tik, 1918-1945, series
A, vol. III, (Baden-Baden and Gattingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 19851, doc. 2 5 8 :
" D a s Auawartige Amt an die sdchsieche Gesandtschaft in Berlin," 25 August 1920, 521.
These factors were still motives for the continuation of Deutschtumsarbeit during
the Nazi period.
In the words of a Deuteche Stiftung memorandum of 1936, "the
presence of a strong German community may be likened ta a political mortgage on [the
cededl territoriesn (Auswârtiges Amt, Documents on German Foreign Policy, series C l
vol. V [London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 19661 , doc. 3 6 5 : "The Foreign
Ministry [by order Twardowski] to the Minister of Economicsn Berlin 11 June 1936,
611-616, enclosure 2; hereafter cited as DGFP) The same document also mentions the

.
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These three rnotivating &tors which induced the Weimar govemments to support

Deutschtumarbeit (i. e. , foreign trade and diplomacy. revisionism, and the domestic
economy) demonstrate above ail that such work was intended fwst and foremost to further
the Reich's interests, and oniy secondarily to meet the minorities' ne&?

As such, the

goals of this support for the different ethnic Gennan comrnunities varied depending upon

their particular situation? Although the pol iticization of Voktumsarbeit began early in
the Weimar era, it was not until the coming to power of the National Socialists thst such
work was unquestionably subverted to State and Party ends?

The Nazis attempted to

politicize the various German groups abroad, and thereby mobilize them in the name of
National S~ciaIism.~
The key to both of these goals was effective and unrelenting
propaganda.
The issue of control over propaganda topped the agenda at a conference of the
heads of government and Party departmenu, held on 24 May 1933?

Goebbels and

Neurath, as heads of PROMI and the AA, respectively , both desireû to have the right to
propagandize outside of Germany. According to the minutes of the meeting, Hitler
settled the matter thus:

f act that emigration of Germans frorn these areas into G e m a n y would greatly tax the
Reich's food and housicg situation.

2 3 ~ e eGoodman, "Weimar,

65 and 67.

" ~ e e Otfriod Dankelmann, "Aus der Praxis auswàrtiger Kulturpolitik des
deutschen Irnperialisrnus 1933-1945,n Zeitschrift ffirGeschichtswissenschaft 20, no.
6 (1972): 719-736.
[Hereafter cited as "Auswartiger Kulturpolitikn.l
26~itttr,DAI, 3.
27

DGFP, Series C, vol. 1, doc. 261, "Minutes of the Conference of Heads of
Departments, t*Wednesday,May 24, 1933, at 5 : 0 0 p.m.,* 4 8 3 - 4 8 5 .
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The task of the Press Department of the [AA] is to cornmunicate to world
public opinion the definite official politicai view of the Govemment; the task of
the [PROMI] is to see to it that the knowledge of this official point of view is
supported by propaganda among the peoples. Substantial means are needed for
this, since experience shows that propaganda abroad is very expensive?
Morwver, Hitler decided that

No amount [of money] was too high for a good working propaganda
establishment. In future the Press Department of the [AA] will limit itself to its
previous traditional activity. Active propaganda abroad is taken over by the
[PROMI] which is setting up a press office of its own."

The outcorne of this meeting was apparently finaiized in a decree dated 30 June 1933."
PROMI's leader, Goebbels, was given cornpetence over

...ail questions ~

~ e ~with
t ethedexercise of an intellectual and moral influence
upon the nation. propaganda in the interests of the State, of culture and of the
national economy, the instruction of public opinion at home and abroad
concerning the same. and the administration of d l organ izations designed to serve
these endse3'
'

In order for Goebbels to carry out these duties, several functions were transferred from
various Reich organizations to PROMI. Among these were: the 'Organization of news
and information in foreign countries, art, art exhibitions, organization of films and sport
in foreign countries" hitherto wntrolled by the AA; and the "Institution and celebration
of national holidays and State festivals...," as well as the press and radio broadcasting
from the Reich Ministry of the Interior? Clearly, Goebbels had won for himself a large

29

Ibid.

3O

"Decree Regarding the Taske of the Reich Ministry of National Enlightenment
and Propaganda, 30 June 1 9 3 + I I n reproduced in full in Robert Dell, Germany Unmasked
(London: Martin Hopkinson Ltd, 1934), 155-159.

32

-id.,

155 and 157.
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stake in Deutschtmarbeit; and he set to work shortly thereafter to influence not only
Goebbels'
the ethnic Germans, but also foreign public opinion, in the Arnerica~.~~
directive of 20 September 1933 recorded the two centrai aims of Nazi propaganda in the
New World, succinctly summarised by Alton Frye as follows:
1. In accord with the racial doctrines of National Socialism, to
consolidate, gain control over, and enhance the power position of German
elements in the several American States.
2. To win influence over public opinion in the Western Hemisphere in
order to improve Germany's international position, and to weaken the power of
American governrnents to provide effective opposition to Nazi pol icies and

For the purposes of this thesis, the fust goal is obviously most relevant. However, it is
interesting to note Frye's overall analysis which daims that attempts to achieve the fust
goal seriously hindered the realization of the second, as American governments becarne
increasingly uneasy with the perception that Germany was meddling in their internai

Perhaps most important to the study of Deutschtmarbeit in Canada, with regard

to Goebbels' decree, were the stated means by which influence was to be secured.
According to Goebbels
The carnpaign for winning over public opinion in foreign countries will be
initiated by the competent Ministry and its confidentid agents, in accordance with
a comprehensive programme covering al1 the means of conveying information.
Chief among the latter are:
an extended German wireless news service,
3 3 m ~ e n a r aInstructions
l
for German Propaganda Relative to Action i n North and
[Hereafter
South America," reprinted in full in Dell, Germany ~ m a s k e d ,1 6 1 - 2 3 9 .
cited as "General I n s t ~ c t i o n a . ~ ]
34Alton Frye, Nazi Gennany and the American Hemisphere, 1933 -1941 (New Haven:
Yale Univ. Press, 1967) , 31. [Hereaf t e x cited as Nazi Gezmany.1
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the same in a thoroughly neutrai guise,
a skilful wireless broadcast propaganda, which will also be organized for
overseas Iisteners,
direct atternpts to influence the foreign Press.. .,
the publication of German propaganda articles in this foreign Press in a
form not recognizable as propaganda,
the cultivation of persona1 relations with leading foreign newspaper
representatives and newspaper owners, with a view to possible
influence by personal favours,
a cultural and tourist-travel propaganda which hencefortb must dso to
some extent be skilfully employed for purposes of political
propaganda,
furthemore, any sort of organization adapted to the influencing of opinion
in favour of Germany. Such would include occasional exhibitions,
above al1 in the field of the graphic arts, which would include, in
particular, al1 propagandist works conceming the new [sic]
Germany.
Finally, there is the question of ûanslating these and other German books
and writings into the native language of the States in question: that
is to &y. in the present case, into English, Spanish and
Portuguese.36
Many of the above-mentioned plans to reach the ethnic Gerrnans in behalf of National
Socidism were eventually employed in Canada. Nazi short-wave broadcasts to America
had already begun on i April 1933, under direct orders from Hitler?

In Canada, short-

wave listeners were advised by the Cariadian German-language press of the upcoming
week's schedule of programs. 38

Thus forewarned, they could avail themselves,

throughout each week, of German music, essays, which often featured topics conceming
ethnic Germans around the world, news from Germany, as well as political speeches by

3 6 n ~ e n e r aIln s t r u c t i o n s ,

165.

3 ' ~ r i t z H.
Reimesch,
nAu~landdeutschtum und
Deutscher
Auslanddeutschtum und evangelische Kirche, 1935 yearbook: 6 9 .
38

Rundfunk,"

S e e for example, fiDeutscher Kurzwellensender: P r o g r a m m vom 19-26 Juli 1933 , "
NW, 19 July 1933.
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National Socialist leaders.3g Goebbels' instructions also elaborated on the concept of
tourist and cultural propaganda which was to be carried on abroad. In many areas of the
globe, the offices of the large shipping lines were to be entnisted with the task of its
dissemination. The North German Lloyd steamship company had agents in the major
urban centres across Canada-agents who distributed National Socialist propaganda films

to German-Canadian clubs and organizations free of charge."

Since film was the most

effective and perhaps even the best propaganda ml of the nazi^,^' it is hardly surprising
that Franz Straubinger expended considerable effort in procuring Nazi film propaganda
for Canada.42 Straubinger, as a representative of the Foreign Fiims Limiteci, Canada,
attempted, in 1936, to have the major Canadian theatre chahs show German films, but
was unsuccessful due to the boycott of German goods which was then gaining ground."

Straubinger next attempted to rent private theatres to show films to exclusively ethnic
German audiences. However, he again met with failure because owners were afkaid that

they would be blacklisted and therefore no longer eligible to procure English-language

39

Especially appreciated were those speeches of Hitler which were broadcast
via short-wave; see for example, Stürtz to the Leitung des Partei-Archivs der NSDAP,
7 November 1934, NSDAP Hauptarchiv, Hoover Institution Microfilm Collection, reel
no. 34, folder no. 664: "Canada."
40~agner,Brothers Beyond the Sea, 61.
41

Heinrich Volberg, Auslandsdeu tscbtum und D r i ttes Reich: D e r Fa11 Argentinien
(Koln: Bohlau Verlag, 1981) , 167.
4 2 ~ conespondence
~ ~ h
passed between Hoffmann and Straubinger, as the latter
attempted to procure films from Germany. See for example Straubinger to Hoffmann,
17 January 1938, USNA T81/31/28265; Straubinger to Hoffmann, 16 F e b m a r y 1938, USNA
T81/31/28259; Hoffmann to Straubinger, 23 March 1938. USNA ~81/31/28262;Straubinger
to Hoffmann, 12 May 1938, USNA T81/31/28257; Hoffmann to Straubinger, 18 May 1938,
USNA T81/31/28258.
43~traubingerto Hoffmann, 18 October 1936, USNA T81/26/23830-23831.
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films.u This left him only one avenue to pursue; the procurement of films in the sixteen
millimetre format which would enable Nazi propaganda films to be shown in the private
meeting ha1ls of the German-Canadian clubs and associations." Straubinger 's efforts to
show Nazi film propaganda continued into 1939, by which time he could report limited
success in this field?

The implementation of Goebbels ' propaganda instructions is especially evident
with regard to the Canadian Germa-language press. The most obvious examples are the

blatantly pro-Nazi bent of the Courier and the Deutsche Zeitungfir C d a while Party
member Bernhard Bott edited them. ûther Canadian German-language newspapen were

also used as conduits for Nazi propaganda, including the Mewnitische Rutuischau, the
Nordwesten, and the AIbenu Herold. Al1 five of the above-mentioned newspapers printed
news service material sent to them by Rolf Hoffmann, head of the Munich based

Acc~~presseabteiIung
der N

W (Foreign Press Divis ion of the NS DAP) ." Another

agency which supplied Canadian German-language newspapen with news reports was the
Propaganda Ministry's Deutsches Nachrichtenbüro (German News Agency)." Evidence
exists that some of the Catiadian German-language papers also printed feature articles
44~traubingerto Hoffmann, no date, USNA ~81/26/23836-23837.

4 5 ~ b i d .and Straubinger to Hoffmann, 17 January 1938, USNA T81/31/28265.
46~traubingerto Hoffmann, 12 February 1939, USNA T81/29/25974.
47

See correspondence between Ho£fmann' s of fice and : the Alberta Herold, 2
February 1939, USNA T81/25/ 22196, and 10 July 1939, USNA T81/25/22195; the
Mennonitische Rundschau, 2 February 1939, USNA T81/29/25594, and USNA/T81/29/25593;
the Nordwesten, 3 Pebruary 1939, USNA ~81/29/25678, and 10 July 1939, USNA
T81/29/25677; the Courier, 2 February 1939, USNA T81/25/22479, and 1 0 July 1939,
USNA T81/25/22478; and the Deutsche Z e i t u n g fiis Canada, 20 December 1937, USNA
T81/29/26410, 3 February 1939, USNA T81/26/22526, and 10 July 1939, USNA
T81/26/22521.

"wagner,

~ r o e e r e~ e y o n dthe ~ e a ,108.
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sent to them from Germa~y.'~In an attempt to reach English speaking Canadians and
counter the "lies" about the New Germany being published in the Canadian Englishlanguage press, Bernhard Bott began printing an English-language section in the Deutsche

Zeitmgflir Canada in mid-1937?

Hoffmann applauded this rn~ve,'~
and provided the

newspaper with English-language material, including feature articles. 52 Clearly then,
Goebbels' decree of 20 September 1933 regarding the dissemination of propaganda in the

Americas was applied to Canada.
There remains, however, one other tenet of Goebbels' decree which must be
discussed, since it has considerable bearing upon an undentanding of the full extent of
Reich-based propaganda which was disseminateci through the Canadian German-language
press. Goebbels explained that efforts to sway public opinion in favour of the National
Socialist regime and its ideology, "...must be done with extreme caution, so that neither
the sources nor the reai aims of such a propaganda may be per~eptible."~Such a
deliberate policy of camouflaging the true origin of Nazi, or pro-Nazi articles renders the
findings of any study of Deutschtumarbeit, bas& upon content analysis of Canadian

49

See correspondence from Hoffmam's o f f i c e to: the Mennonitische Rundschau,
4 May 1936, USNA T81/26/23563; and the Deutsche Zeitung f ü r Canada, IS June 1936,
USNA T81/26/23206.
'O~ott to Hoffmann, 10 June 1937, USNA T81/29/26424-26427.
S'~o~fmann to
T81/29/26413-26414.

the

Deutsche

Zaitung

für

Canada,

9

December

1937,

USNA

' * ~ e efor example, Hoffmann to the Deutrrche Zeitung f ü r Canada: 17 June 1937,
USNA T81/29/26428; 1 November 1937, USNA T81/29/26418; and 15 December 1937, USNA
T81/29/26411; as well as Bott to Hoffmann: 27 April 1937, USNA T81/29/26431-26432;
and 16 November 1937, USNA T81/29/26415-26416.
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German-language press, rather s u s p e ~ t .The
~ problem rests in the fact that one is unable
to determine whether the articles ernanated from within the Reich or frorn Canada;
whether the authors were citizens of Canada or elsewhere; whether authors with nonGerman family narnes were in the employ of the Nazis, or if in fact such narnes were
merely aliases."

Unfortunately, the PROMI records relating to its influence over the

Canadian German-language press have been lost. Thus, M e evidence remains which
would enable one to convincingly dispel the above-mentioned concems as they relate to
the attitudes of Canada's Deutschtum towards Nazi Germany. Whose attitudes did many
of the articles wntained within the German-language press tnily reflect; the ethnic
Germans' in Canada, or the National Socialists' in Germany? One is not even able to
assume beyond a reasonable doubt that the editon of the papen (excluding Boa) were
convinceci proponents of National Sociaiism. Decl ining readership of the Canadian
Germa-language press, and the poor mnomic situation in Canada during the 1930s,
could have combined to predispose German-Canadian editors to another stated tactic of
Goebbels.

This was to supply articles to foreign newspapers, "for the most

part. ..entirely free of cost, and sometirnes [these newspapen were] even paid to publish

54
An example of a study based on content analysis is Epp's RAn Analysis of
Germanism and National Socialism in the Immigrant Newspaper of a Canadian Minority
Group, The Mennonites, In the 19308, (see above, chapter 1, page 72, footnote 128) .

''E'or instance, Hof fmann' s department informed the Deuteche Z e i tung fiir
C a n a d a , on 14 March 1939, that Philip Spranklin, an Englishman, was prepared to
submit reports from Berlin concerning events in Germany (USNA T81/26/22525) .
Straubinger at least once signed an mûpen Lettern to the citizens of Manitoba
with the name "G. Macdonaldu (Wagner, Brothers B e y o n d the Sea, 8 7 - 8 8 ) . Granted,
this was not a newspaper article, but there is no reason to discount the possibility
that other articles, signed with a similarly bogus name, had not been written for

the press.
56

Wagner, Brothers B e y o n d the Sea, page 108, footnote 192.
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them...."n Thus the appearance of National Socialist propaganda. in the guise of
Deutschtwltsarbeit, in the German-Canadian press could well have stemmed from little
more than economic necessity on the part of the papers. Such considerations necessitate

a broader study of Deutschnurrsarbeit in Canada; one which includes an analysis of what
the Nazis in Germany had in mind for their ethnic brethren outside of the Reich.

The earliest c o n c m for Germans abroad, as expressed by Hitler, was in the fust
point of the 1920 Party program. This was in the pan-Gemianic mould which sought
"the unification of al1 Germans in the Greater Gennany on the basis of selfdetermination
~ f p e o p l e s . "Similar
~~
sentiments were repeated in Hitler's book, Mein K ' ,written
in 1924." By 1928, Hitler, while continuing with this view, also clarified that NSDAP
policy would include "no Germanizing or Teutonizing" of those not belonging to the
Germanic race; he was interested oniy in wnverting to National Socialism those "who
belong to our people, who are of Our blood, and who speak our language" in keeping
with "v6lkisch racid views. "60

Almost immediately upon assuming office in 1933, Hitler spoke before the

""~eneral instruction^, " 211.
On the decline in readership of the Canadian German- language press, see above,
chapter 1, page 74, footnote 131.
58
English translation of the program found in Perry M. Rogers, ed. Aspects
of Western C i v i l i z a t i o n : Problems and Sources in History, vol. II (Englewood Clif fs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1988) , 318 -320.
Interestingly, those in independent
Germanic states such as Luxembourg and Switzerland were, according to Heinz Kloss
( B ~ d e vox
r
den Toren des Reiches : Vom volksdeu tschen Schicksal [Berlin: Propaganda
Verlag Paul Hochmuth, 19401 , 7 [hereafter cited as B d d e r v o r den Toren] ) , excluded
from such considerations.

"sec Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf (Ralph Manheim, trans. N . p . : Verlag Prz. Eher
Nachf, G . M . B . H . , 1925. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1943. This 15th reprint,
1971) , passim.
'O~ited in McKale, Swastika Outeide Gennany, 9 and 10.
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Reichstag on the subject of the German minorities, stating that,
Especially close to our hearts is the fate of the Germans living beyond the borders
of the Reich, who are tied to us through lmguage, culture and custorns and who
fight hard for these things. The national govemment is determined to represent.
with al1 means at its disposal, the internationally guaranteed rights of the German
minoritiedl
Similar expressions of solidarity were made before the Reichstag in the coming years."
Just as the govenunents of Weimar Germany had utilised the Volkrum issue to

M e r the inter-

of the Reich, so too did the National Socialists subven the interests

of the German groups abroad to state interests. Already in 1928 Hitler had determined
that the fate of some 200,000 Germans in the South Tyrol could not be allowed to
jeopardize relations with Italy, Germany's only logid ally against Versailles." This
decision was faithfully and consistently adhered to during the years of Nazi mie,
culminating in the rnass transfer of much of this population to the Reich during the eariy

years of WWII ." The Germans in Poland were also made to realize the purely utilitarian
role which the minorities issue was to play for the Third Reich, when in 1934. Germany

61

Extract of Hitler's 23 March 1933 speech cited in Heinz Manthe, Schularbeit
im Diensre des Auslanddeutschtums ( N . p . : Volksbund für das Deutschtum im Ausland,
1933), 5.
62

For extracts, see Klose, Brtfder vor den T o r e n , 26.

63
See Hitler' s speech of 13 July 1928, printed in the National Socialist Party
organ, the V6lkischer Beobachter on 18 July 1928 (printed in full in Weinbergfs
introduction to Adolf Hitler, Hitlers Zweites Buch: Ein Dokurnent aus dem Jahr 1928,
ed. Gerhard L. Weinberg, with a preface by Hans Rothfels (Stuttgart: Deutsche
Verlags-Anstalt, 1961), 27-29). Similar sentiments are expressed, almost verbatim,
within the text of the Second Book (ibid., 188). Hitler's decision rested largely
on the view that the Gerrnane in the South Tyrol could do the most for German foreign
policy by bridging the gap between Germany and Italy; a gap which had opened when
the two countries found themselves on opposing sides in the Great War (ibid., 29,
205, and 216).

6 4 ~ e eAlfons Gruber, "Die Option des Jahres 1939 in Siidtirol," dsterreich in
Geschichte und L i t e r a t u r 34, no. SB-6 (1990): 295-300.
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signed a non-aggression pact with P~land.~'These were the very same Germans over
whose fate Hitler decided five years later to wage a war with Poland. The Carpathian
Germans dso experienced this when Hitler backed the formation of the independent
Slovak state in 1939, rather than incorporating this ethnic group into the Reich."

And

finally, following the wllapse of Poland in 1939, Hitler, in fulfilment of his obligations

to Stalin vis-à-vis the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of August 1939, relocated the German
elements residing in what became recognised as the Soviet sphere of influence in
Bessarabia and the Baltic state~.~' Hans Steinacher, writing after the war, remarked on
this trait of Hitler:

For Hitler the questions wnceming the Volk were oniy tactical opportunities of his
policies. He played with. them as he needed them. [Dr. Hemann] Ullmann [who
was very active in Deutschtumsarbeit within Germany] was correct when he stated:
"Hitler practised his greatest betrayal in the question conceming the Volk."'

The degree to which Hitler so cavalierly betrayed the interests of the Deutschtum im
Ausland appears somewhat startling in light of the energies and funds expended by the
Party to Nazify them ana also to coordinate the various groups involved in

Deutschrwtheit. On the other hand, one may perceive these activities as being
conducted precisely to gain controi of the various Geman communities which would

6 5 ~ a c ~ i s t Brown,
er
nThe Third Reich's Mobilization of the German Fifth Column
in Eastern Europe," Journal of Central European A f f a i r e 19 (1959): 129, and 146-148.
[Henceforth cited as " G e r m a n Fifth Column in Eastern Europe."]
66
Valdis O. Lumans, "The Ethnic German Minority of Slovakia and the Third
Reich, 1938-45, Journal o f Central European History 15, no. 3 (1982): 269-271.

67~rown," G e r m a n Fifth Column in Eastern Europe,

146-148.

68~aris-~dolf
Jacobsen, ed., Hans Steinacher, B u n d e s l e i t e r des VDA 1933 -1937:
Erhnerungen und Dokumente (Boppard on the Rhein: Harald Boldt Verlag, 19701, doc.
no. 31: "Der 15. Oktober 1934 und seine Folgen," 163.
[Hereafter cited as
Steinacher.1
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thereby facilitate their use by Germany as Sest benefitted Germany.

In

order to ensure the success of Deutschtwttsarbeit, massive amounts of

govenunent fûnds were needed. During the 1Z0s the German government. through its
various ministries, gave financial support to the Gerrnan minorities abroad. This was in
the form of charitable endowments, subsidies and ruming accounts (laifende Beitrage)
from various govermnent budgets including the AA and the Reich Ministry of the
I n t e r i ~ r .The
~ ~ same can be said of the Nazi period, during which tens of millions of
Reichsmark must have b e n spent annually by al1 of the various ministries, agencies and
organisations involved in such work. O'
Detailed and accurate figures for government funding of the Deutrchtmurbeit,
both within and without the Reich for the entire inter-war period is almost impossible to
determine due to the loss of records and the secrecy surrounding the tran~actions.~'
However, some sense of the enormity of the undertaking can be gained from a few
specific references. In May 1920 some 15 million Marks were set aside by the German
cabinet for the purposes of Deutschtzuns~rbeit.~On 23 March 1926 Stresemann
requested that 30 million Marks be made available for Deutschtwnrarbeit in the ceded
territories "where the Reich's politicd interests were dire-

or indirect& at srake.""

One week later the cabinet made fun& available for Stresemann's proposal.
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December 1926 Stresemann was wnvinced of the need to extend funding for

Deutsckmsarbeit throughout al1 of Europe; no longer was it to be primarily directed at
the ceded territories. To this end he requested that a M e r 80 to 100 million Marks be
made available.'* The governrnents of Weimar Germany wntinued financial support for

De~schtwnarbeitright up to 1933.75 That there was never an indication of flagging
govermental support for such work is signifed by the fact that the AA alone coneibuted
8,059,000 Marks fiom its 1932 budget.76
The NS govemment perpetuated the financial backing of Deutschttwnrrbeit,
contributing millions of Marks annually." From 1933 on, the Ministry of the Interior
alone made over one million Marks a year available for such work.''

One example of

the Finance Ministry's contribution is the 7,708,000Marks allocated for the single year

1936.79 Between 1933 and 1938 millions of Marks more were allocated for ethnic
German libraries, scientific research, and the various organisations involved in

Deutschtumsarbeit.

Just how al1 of this offcial govemment interest affected

Deutschtwnarbeit in Canada will be demonstrated through a representative samph g of
-the actions of the German Foreign Off~cepersonnel in Canada.
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The Auswarftges Amt
During much of the 1920s, the German diplomats in Canada busied themselves
largely with normalizing relations with Canada, relations which had ended abruptly with
the outbreak of war in 1914. Seeking to resume German immigration to Canada, to
improve trade relations, and to end Canada's reparations demands formed the bulk of
such efforts. Trade relations between Germany and Canada had, by 1928, resumed to

such an extent as to make Germany Canada's third largest trading parnier for the fiscal
years 1927 and 1928." Presumably on the basis of the strength of trade between the two
countries, the Germans approached the Canadian government in both 1927 and 1928 in

atternpts to secure for themselves the s m s of most-favoured-nation.8' According to the
Germans, the inability to corne to terms over this issue was due in the fust instance to
the opposition mounted by Canadian b e n who desired the maintenance of a grain

tariff, and in the second by a lack of earnestness on the part of the Canadian govemment.
Another indication of the importance of trade to the German diplornats in Canada was
revealed when consideration was given to open a consulate in Vanwuver in 1928. This

was necessary, German General Consul Ludwig Kempff explained, not fiom any
wnsideration of caring for the Deutschtwn there, but strictly to improve trade?

With

regard to ethnic German property seized in Canada during the war, Kempff, in 1923,

8O

Kempff to AA, [Montreal] journal no. 914, 24 September 1929, Politisches
Archiv des Auewàrtigen Amtes, BOM, R77315 [hereafter cited as PA AA, followed by
the volume number] .

endi en dix

2:
"Aufzeichnung
Über
den
biaherigen
~ e r l a u f unserer
Handelsvertragsverhandlungen mit Kanada," in de Haas1 information packet to von
Weizsacker, III: E 3538, 4 September 1929, PA AA, R7731S.
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Kempff to AA,

[Montreal] journal no. 11, 6 January 1928, PA ?A, R77333.
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estimated the total value to be about half a million dollars."

This figure was either

grossly under-estimated, or was greatly affected by inflation for, by 1929, there remained

an estimated ten million dollars worth of wnf~catedproperty which had still not been
returned despite six years of negotiations between the German and Canadian
go~enunents.~
The AA officiais were also much concemed with the welfare of Geman
citizens residing in Canada, and this included attempts to lessen the anti-Gerrnan
sentiment pmvailing among much of the non-German population.
The records of the German consulates' communications with the AA shed some

light on the extent and duration of Canadian anti-German sentiment stemming from the
First World War. Kempff re-opened the German General Consulate in Montreai on 16

March 1921,u but was unable to secure office space until m i d - ~ p r i l . The
~ General
Consul opined that the delay resulted from discrimination at the hands of landlords who
did not wish to rent space to the German govemment. Another show of "patriotismwto
which the Canadians subjected Kempff was the smashing of the General Consulate's
window during the 1922 New Year's festivities." Continued negative sentiments towards
the ethnic German eiement in Canada induced Kempff to undenake a tour of western

Canada in 1923." He was of the opinion that the German govemment could not sanction

83~empffto AA,

[Montreal] journal no. 1890, 22 May 1923, PA AA.

R77314.

endi en dix

3: nAufzaichnung Über das deutsche Eigentum," in de Haas'
information packet to von WeizsScker, III E 3538, 4 September 1929, PA AA, R77315-

" ~ e m ~ f fto

[Montreal] journal no. 46, 16 March 1921, PA A&

8 6 ~ e m p f fto AA.

[Montreal] journal no. 376, 19 April 1921. PA A A ,
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R77332.
R77314.

Kempff to AA, [~ontreal]journal no. 43/1922, 5 January 1922, PA AA, R77332.
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[Montreal] journal no. 1891, 23 May 1923, PA AA, R773l4.
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a resumption of German immigration to Canada if German citizens were to be subjected
to discrimination on the basis of their origin. By 1925, Kempff was able to report that
the attitudes of Canada's businesmen and smtesmen were warming to norrnaiized

relations with Germany."

However, he also remarked that the Canadian public was

slower to forget the events of 1914-18, and would require much more time to corne
around to a more tolerant point of view. This assessrnent was accurate for, in 1927.
Kempff wmrnented that anti-German sentiment lingered in Canada longer than in other
Anglophone countries, such as the United States or s ri tain? Years of mistreatment at
the hands of their fellow Canadians had left many ethnic Gennans in Canada extremely

bitter. Despite the vengeful attitude of many ethnic Gerrnans in Canada, who were not
inclined to seek a rapprochement with their Canadian neighbours for this very reason,

Kempff held that no progress was to be made by not forgetting the past. He was in
favour of letting "by-gones be by-gones " since the task of Germany's diplomau was to
reconstruct normal conditions abroad, and because one wuld not talk about a "spirit of
Locanio" without acnially sening it into motion.

For these reasons he accepted an

invitation to attend a charity bal1 staged by the rabidly patriotic Imperia1 Order of the

Daughters of the Empire, the very same group which, in 1923, had protested against reopening Canadian immigration to Germans. Finally, by late 1929, Kempff could write
of a noticeable improvement in Canadian attitudes towards Germany. This he saw in the

gg~nsigned
mernorandun from the German General Consulate in Montreal to AA,
[Montreal] journal no. 821, received in Berlin on 27 November 1925, PA AA, R773149O

Kempff to AA,

journal no. 440, 2 May 1927, PA AA, R77347.
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fact that he was now being asked to speak before various Canadian social clubs.9'
Nevertheless, as late as December 1932, Kempff informed the AA that anti-German
sentiment continued to linger within Canada:
More than in other Canadian cities, there are still [to be found in Toronto] many ,
especiaily among the middle-class, who have remained narrow-minded and who
have not yet forgotten the war."
The longevity of haued within Canada towards Germans following the Great War
helps make understandable the rapid condemnation among Canadians of Hitler, his
government, and the repressive conditions within Gemany which followed his
assumption of power . For their part, German d iplomatic representatives during the Nazi

period used every opportunity to assure the ethnic German community in Canada that the
resurgence of anti-German sentiment, especially that found in the English-language press,
was nothing more than a revisitation of sentiments engendered by the Iast war. The

German diplomats, as part of Deurschtmarbeit, appealed to the ethnic Germans'
mernories of persecution, in an attempt to make Nazism understandable, l a s monstrous
and more appealing.=
As for Deutschtumsarbeit itself, Germany's diplornatic corps in Canada had

becorne directly involved as early as the mid-1920s. Writing to the AA in response to

a visit to Canada by Reichsminister Dr. Erich Koch, Kempff stated that he was willing

g l ~ e m p f fto AA, [Montreal] journal no. 1029. 28 Octobcr 1929, PA AAI R77315.
See also Kempff to AA, [Montreal] journal no. 9 1 4 , 24 September 1 9 2 9 , PA AA, R77315.
92

Kempff to AA,

[Montreal] journal no. 1 0 5 9 , 1 Decernber 1932, PA AA, R77315.

g 3 ~ e the
e
G e m a n Day speeches of Consul Seelheim and General Consul Kempff in
"Erfolgreicher Deutscher Tag in Edmonton, A l t a . , " Der Nordwesten [hereafter cited
as N W , 14 August 1935, and nNachklânge vom Deutschen Tag Ontarios," NW, 18
September 1935, respectively.
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to oversee the welfare of the Detctschtwn in Canada? Kempff added, however. that this

task could only s u d if fünds were forthcoming from Germany. Presumably, the
fiinds would be expended for what he considered, in 1926, to be the only avenue
available to this end: increasing the number of German libraries in order to facilitate the
retention of the Gennan l a n g ~ a g e . ~
While in Canada, Koch had addresseci the issue of Canada as a region for German
settlement.

Koch believed that the German goverment should guard against the

Anglicization of Gerrnan immigrants in Canada. Kempff agreed with this assessrnent and
felt that the Germans who imrnigrated to Canada should not passively accept
Angli~ization.~Although they should become "good sons" of their new country of
residence, Kempff thought that they should retain an awareness of theû ethnicity ,as well

as love and sympathy for their homeland. Following up on this Iine of reasoning,
Kempff gave to Consul Lorenz, of the newly established consulate in Winnipeg, the job

of investigating these issues among the ethnic Germans on the Prairies.
Lorenz lost no time looking into the issue of preserving the Deutschtum on the

Prairies.

After criss-crossing the Prairie Provinces on a fact finding mission, he

submined a lengthy report within about six months of being assigned the task?'

The

report is signifimnt as it demonstrates the AA's interest in not only preserving but also

g 4 ~ e m pEf to AA, Journal no. 926, 18 October 1926, PA AA, R77347.
9 5 ~ e m p f ft o Koch, 14 October 1926, appended to Journal no. 926 of 18 October
AA, R77347.

PA
96

Kempff t o Koch, 14 October 1 9 2 6 , appended to Journal no. 926 of 18 October
PA AA, R77347.
97

Appendix to a letter f r o m Kempff to AA, [Montreal] journal no. 419, 27 April
PA AA, R77347: Lorenz to AA, [Winnipeg] journal no. 177, 20 April 1927.
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strengthening the politicai clout within the Canadian system, of the D e u t s c h in
Canada. Lorenz believed that the maintenance of Geman culture and language among
the second and third generations of immigrants to Canada could only be assured if the

settlers conœntrated themselves in one rural region. The industrialization to be found

in Manitoba and Alberta, combined with the high cost of real-estate in these two
provinces, led him to discount hem as preferred destinations. The predominantly
agriculnval nature of Saskatchewan, and the fact that it had the highest percentage of
German-speaking residents according to the 1921 census (13.3 per cent, as opposed to
6.8 per cent for Alberta and 5.8 per cent for Manitoba) led him to wnclude that "It is

my opinion [...that] German immigration be concentrated, as much as possible, in the
province of Saskatchewan, in &der to strengthen the political position of the Deutschum

there." Because the Reichrdeutsche element in Canada was not large anyway, Lorenz
suggested that they be encourageci to disperse among the various existing communities

in Saskatchewan in order to assume leading positions in the cornmunities. An added

result of such a settlement scheme would be the simultaneous reduction of the influence
of the clergy. Settlement patterns based on religious denomination rather than place of
origin, combined with a real lack of culturai activities with which to occupy themselves,
had led to a situation where the ciergy fillecl a function larger than just religious duties.

Lorenz' report continuecl by emphasizing the need for new immigrants to work for a year

or two as fm-hands before taking up land of their own. Oniy in this way could they
becorne familiar with local conditions without wasting what littie money they may have

brought to Canada. Although the Canadian govenunent had recently realized the benefits
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of ethnic group-settiement, they had not relinquished the goal of eventual assimilation.
Consequently, the immigration societies, which from politicai and technical
considerations Lorenz felt had to be Gennan-Canadian, were not to become cornplacent.
The emigration societies within the Reich were to work with the immigration societies
in Canada. But the former must not push too strenuously for more German immigration
to Canada, as Canada was becoming saturated with immigrants-a situation which was
brewing anti-immigration sentiments among Canadian citizens. In conclusion, Lorenz
summarized his report by reiterating what he considered to be the €ive essential points
to the preservation of the Deutschtm in Canada's West:
1. Emigration of Reichsdeutsche to Canada should be restricted to those who

appear able to adapt to conditions in Canada and who were willing to work as farm-hands
for one to two years.
2. Applicants were to be directed to ethnic German settlements.
3.

Representatives of immigration under-takings had to be from German-

Canadian organizations.
4. Considerations as to the particular senlement to which emigrants were to be

sent must be based on confession, rather than country of origin: especidly important is
the consideration that Reichsdeutsche be dispersed among the various ethnic German

cornmunities.
5. New settlements should be founded in large, self-containeci blocs, and above
al1 in Saskatchewan.

The degree to which Lorenz' recommendations, entirely endorsed by Kempff, were
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followed by the Reich government cannot be gauged, due to the closing of the doors of
immigration to Canada by 1930.

Nevertheless, ihese recomrnendations clearly

demonstrate the AA's interest in and desire to influence the Deaschtuna in Canada, a
situation technically beyond the scope of its mandate, since the AA was supposed to
relegate its activities to the sphere of the Reichsdeutsche oniy.
actions of the German diplornatic wrps within Canada, with regard to
Detctschtzunsarbeiir went beyond mere recomrnendations. In response to Foreign Office

directives, the diplomats wntributed directly to Deutschtumarbeit by compiling and
forwarding to Germany information on Canada's ethnic Germansg8 Included in the often

lengthy reports were assessments of the number of ethnic Gerrnans in Canada, brief
histones of their earliest settlement, and their assimilation into the Anglo-saxon culture.
Furthermore, extensive lists were compileci regarding German-language newspapers,
German schools, German churches, Geman-Canadian (social, charitable, religious, etc.)
clubs and organizations, as well as the raisons d'me and membenhip figures of these
clubs and organisations. Although the reports were directed to the appropriate AA
departments, such as Depamnent VI (Cultural Affairs) and Department 111 (responsible

98
The major reports were initiated by order of the AA. The f irst request was
from Abteilmg VI (Department VI; cultural affairs) of 16 April 1927, and resulted
in: Kempff ta AA, [Montreal] journal no. 15/28, 7 January 1 9 2 8 , PA AA, R77347; and
Kempff to AA, [Montreal] journal no. 310, 5 May 1928, PA AA, R77347. TSe second
spate of information resulted from an AA circular of Il Novertber 1933. The results
of which w e r e reported in: Kempff ta AA, [Montreal] journal no. 1114, 8 January
1934, PA AA, R77333; Martin to AA, [Winnipeg] journal no. 439, 15 March 1934, PA AA,
R77333; Kempff to AA, [Montreal] journal no. 1151, [as of 20 November 19341 , PA AA,
R77333; Consulate Winnipeg ta AA, [as of 1 November 19351, PA AA, R77333; Kempff to
AA, [Montreal] journal no. 1432, 20 December 1935, PA AA, R77333.
Additionally,
after the Nazis came to power, the German Consulates in Canada passed on
denunciations of ethnic Germans made by other ethnic Germans in Canada. An example
of which is a letter denouncing someone as a comunist propagandist which made its
way from Seelheim in Winnipeg to the AA in Berlin from whence it was forwarded ta
the Interior Ministry (Seelheim to AA, [Winnipeg] journal no. 512, 20 July 1934, PA

AA,

R77347) .
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for Great Britain, her Dominions and colonies; America: and Turkey), Kempff expected
and desired that they would be passed on to organizations within the Reich involved in
Deutschtmarbeit. 99
Reich diplornatic representatives also facilitated contact between Reich
organisations involved in Deutscirtwrisarbeit with German groups and ind ividuals in
Canada. This situation prevailed as early as 1922, when Kempff provided contact narnes
and addresses of ethnic Gemans residing in Canada to the obscure (even to himself)

Germany-based AujkiZ~gsdienstjZreinenfreien deutsden Rhein (Information Service

For a Free German Rhein). '* More importantly, Kempff requested, in late 1934, that
Franz Straubinger, who had been instrumental in the organization of the Deutsche
Arbe&sgemei11sch@ Ontario, be brought into contact with the AA's Cultural Department

during his upcoming visit to the Reich.'''

While in Germany, the AA put Straubinger

in touch with the VDA, thereby expanding the cooperation in Deutschtmarbeir between

Germany and Canada.lm Also dong this line was the fact that by the mid-i930s, the

German General Consulate in Montreal was being used as an entrepôt for VDA reading
materials sent to the Deutsche Arbeitsgerneimchaft on tari^.'^ An even more telling
incident of service, however, can be traced to Lehmann's remarks in the preface to his
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See for example, Kempff to AA,

journal no, 15/28, 7 January 1928, PA AA,

R77347.
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Kempff ta AA,

[Montreal] journal no. 3937, 25 November 1922, PA AA, R77348

lal~empff
t o Dieckhoff, (Montreal] journal no. 1137, 23 November

-

1 9 3 4 , PA AA,

R77347.
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R77347.
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work on western Canada. Here he singW out German Consul Seelheim as one of the
people who desewed extensive praise for helping, "by word and deed in Canada," to
facilitate the wmpletion of Lehmann's work.'04 This acknowlegement seems to indicate
that the information gathered by the AA's representatives in Canada was made available
to Lehmann; the results were quintessential products of Deiaschtwttsarbeit.
The AA was also active in practicd Deutschtumarbeit within Canada. Cultural
contributions included annual donations of German-language bookslo5 and financiai
assistance for clubs.1M Certain individuals, such as Consul Dr. K. Martin, were
especially active in providing persona1 assistance to the entire Canadian ethnic Gerrnan
cornrn~nity.'~~
This man also provides us with an example of how the Deutschtum im
A ~ l a n dcould aid their brethren back in Germany. At his farewell party, Martin was

applauded for his "untiring zeai" in securing donations fkom ethnic Germans in Canada
for the relief of Germans in the Reich during the winter of 1929-30.108
Following the Nazi seizure of power, Germany's Foreign Office representatives
in Canada helped Nazi@ Deutschtumarbeit in theû region. Generai Consul Kempff was
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Lehmann, German Canadians, 5.

'OS~ppendix (Rodde s 17 Pebruary 1938 report concerning condition of
D e u t s c h t u m in western Canada) ta Grothe to Fischer, 10 March 1938, PA AA, R27206.
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For example, the Winnipeg consulate donated 3,000 Marks towards the
building of a club-house of the Augustana V e r e h s der Kreuzgemeinde (Augustana
Association of the Congregation of the Cross), ("Bankett des Augustana Vereins der
Kzeuzgemeinde," NW, 27 August 1930).
107,

Abschieds-Kommers für Konsul Dr. Martin," NW, 13 August 1930.
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intimately involved in establishing the National Socidist Deutscher Bwid Canada.'"
Kempff, Karl Gerhard (LMdesleiter der NSDAP in Kanada [ F m of the NSDAP in
Canada]), and Lothar Pfau (NSDAP representative in Montreal) discussed the possibility
of creating either a Deursder Bwtd or, if conditions in Canada would permit,
establishing an Onsgnrppe (local Party ceIl) of the Party on 14 January 1934."O Based
on the perceptions that establishing a Nazi Party organization in Canada carried with it
a risk of contravening Canadian and Québec laws, the decision was made to settle for the
creation of an incorporated Bwid which would be open to al1 ethnic Germans in Canada.
This decision rested upon the advice of a Canadian legal fm. the fee for which was paid
by the AA."'

And yet, despite appearances that the B w d was to be an autonomous

Canadian organization, its &re was from the outset intended to be formed by Party
members. The Bwid was organized on the Fiüzrerpritzap, and its hierarchical structure

based on the Gau (district), Kreis (region), Onsgruppe (local ceIl), and Stützpzuzkt (an
even smaller local ce11 when the membership wuld not support an Qmgruppe). The
purpose of the Bwid, according to its charter was " ...the formation of an unpolitical body
comprising memben of the German race in Canada, with the object of fostering German
culture and interests and the cultivation of the ideals of the new Gerrnany." This was
a succinct formulation of NS Deutschtmarbeit. Of course what was omitted was the
admission that al1 of this would be conducted within the parameten of the National
109
Information concerning Kempff's role in establishing the Bund i s from
Kempff to AA, [Montreal] journal no. 40, 15 January 1934, PA &A, R77347.
110

For more information on Karl Gerhard, see below, page 139.
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See i b i d . appendix no. 5 (letter from the legal firm of Hackett, Mulvena,
Foster, Hackett h Hannen to Kenpff, 8 January 1933 [sic.: 19341 1 .
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Socialists' Welmchaumg. Il2 By the end of 1935, the Bund, although widely distributed
across Canada, was still relatively limited in member~hip."~In Eastern Canada, the

B d had approximately 600 members, distributed among the following Ortsgruppen and
Stützpunkren: Montreal, PQ (also the location of its Canadian headquarten), Toronto,
ON (also the seat of the Gau Mine [central district] leadership), Kitchener, ON, Ottawa,

ON, Paschendaele, NS, and Charlottetown, PE. Western Canada also had about 600
ethnic Germans in the Bund, grouped into O ~ s g n p p e nand Stütqunkten as follows:
Winnipeg, MB (also the seat of leadership for both the Gou of Western Canada, and the

KreLc of Manitoba), Edmonton, AB (also the location of the Kreis leadership for
Alberta), Dapp, AB, Athabasca, AB, Olds, Ab, Northmark, AB, Regina, SK (also the
seat of leadership for the ~ r &of Saskatchewan), St. Walburg, SK, Loon River, SK,
Vancouver, BC (also the location of the Kreis leadership of British Columbia),
Vancouver South, BC, and Kelowna, BC.

Through his assistance in establishing the Bund, Kempff, a career diplomat, had
demonstrated a willingness to serve his new political masten, the Nazis; but he did not
do so unreservedly. In early 1934, Kempff fought to prevent the co-ordination of an
older established ethnic German organization, the club "Teutonia." He became active

as a mediator between ethnic Germans in Canada when the Bumi atternpted to exert its
112

The Bund f inally surfaced publicly on 5 July 1933 when it wae declared that
the " H a u p t - und AktionsausschrtBn (Central and Action Committee) of the Bund was
established in Regina ( " N e u e Deutsch-Canadische Organisation 'Deutscher Bund,'" NW,
12 July 1933)

.
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The following information for the locations and membership figures of the
Deutscher Bund Kanada is f rom nErganzungsbericht zu Runderlass vom 11.11.33
Geschâftszeichen 113-00 10/5,* Kempff to AA,
[Montreal] journal no. 1432, 20
December 1935, PA AA R77333; and nErgZnzunsbericht zu Runderlaes vom 11-11-33
Konsulat Winnipeg to AA, recieved in Berlin on 10
Geschâftszeichen 113-00 1 0 / 5 , n
December 1935, PA AA R77333.
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influence and authority over the long-established "Teutonia" club located in Montreal. Il4
The conflict arose when Montreal based members of the Bund, who also held
membership in the "Teutonia," desired to coordinate the older institution into the NS-

Weltanschauung. As was typicai, the antagonists were younger members of the club
itself, who pitted themselves against older ones who did not desire to introduce a political
bent to a. club, the statute of which declared that it was to be free of political and
religious leanings. The rift, however it might be resolved, threatened to dissolve the club
since both sides declared their willingness to resign should their position not carry the
day. Kempff intervened in a mediatory rnanner, in favour of maintaining the autonomy

of the "Teutonia" on several grounds. First was his conviction that the Bwid had been
created to build something new, mit to destroy established ethnic Geman enterprises.
Second, the activities and services of the "Teutonia" were, in his opinion, good; in fact
he claimed that the "Teutonia" was the only ethnic German club in Canada which could

compare to those in New York City. This assessrnent was based on personal experience,
for Kempff had, over the preceding three years, attended several of its functions and had
enjoyed them very much-so rnuch so that he wrote that he would lose his objectivity
towards anyone responsible for the destruction of this club! As his third argument,

Kempff pointed to the patriotic stance the club had taken towards Gennany, both during
and after the Great War, in the form of supporting ethnic Germans interned in Canada
during the war and to the fact that its members had sent money to Gennany during the

Il4

Information f o r t h e conflict between t h e Bund and "Teutonian is f r o m t h e
exchange of letters and reports found appended t o [Montreal] j o u r n a l no. 197, 26
February 1934, PA AA, R99262; and Kempff t a AA, [Montreal] j o u r n a l no. 2 3 6 , 9 March
1934, PA AA, R99262.
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perïod of hyper-inflation during the 1920s; both clear examples of Deutschtmarbeit.
And whereas Kempff had not objected to the coordination of the ethnic Geman club
"Harmonien because it had had socialist leanings, the same could not be said of
"Teutonia. " Finally, Kempff argued that since the Bund had yet to secure its charter
fiom the Canadian government, the group's memben m u t not instigate anything, such

as forcing the dissolution of a long-standing social club, which might impede the granting
of the charter. Thus Kempff suggested a solution which would see B w d l a e r s give
speeches in the club's hall, but which would lave the memben of "Teutonian "masers
in their own house."

In the end, Kempff referred the matter to Party leaders in

Germany, who returned a verdict in favour of the Bwiss designs.

Nevertheless.

Kempff s recommendation won out and thus did he prevent the "Teutonia," which had
celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 1930, from becoming mord inated .
Consul Wilhelm Rodde was the fust National Socialist Party member to be posted
to the AA in Canada?

Although not an "Old Fighter" in the Nazi movement, Rodde

had joined the Party on 1 February 1931, a fact which clearly indicated his deep
cornmitment to the cause. He became an economic advisor to the Party in Munich in
October 1932, and from 1934 had served in Hitler's parallel and competing agency to
the AA, the Dienststelle Ribbentrop (Bureau Ribbentrop).'16 This assignment placed him
''*~nless

otherwise stated, infonnation concering Rodde is

f rom Wagner,

Brodzers Beyond îhe Sea, 4 1 - 4 4 .

ll6~oachirnvon Ribbentrop joined the NSDAP in 1932. Through the creation of
the D i e n s t s telle Ribbentrop, he became responsible for the disarmament question;
Hitler also used him for numerous diplomatic missions, thereby circumventing the
The 1935 Anglotraditional Reich agency responsible for such missions, the AA.
German Naval Agreement was Ribbentrop' s f irst diplomatic success . He was German
Ambasador to Britain, f r o m August 1936 to January 1938, when he wae appointed by
Hitler as Germany's Foreign Minister; a position he retained until 1945. H i s antiBritish foreign policy reached its pinacle with Germany's alignment with Japan, and
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in direct contact with many high-ranking Nazis, one outcome of which was his k i n g
appointed an SS StMdartenjZhrer (Tolonel") by Heinrich Himmler. Another outcome
of his service with the D i e m e l e was the formation of a personai fkiendship with the
head of the AurlandF-Organisatl'on der NSDAP, Bohle. This fkiendship paid the dividend

of having Bohle transfer responsibility to Rodde for al1 affairs of the Party, as well as
al1 vôksch matten, in Canada upon his appointment to the Winnipeg consulate. The

fact that Rodde was a Party member, living abroad in Canada, automatically made him
a member of the AO.'"

By the spring of 1938 Rodde had becorne the national Führer

of the Party in Canada, thus unifying the functions of Party and State in the hands of one

man. Rodde saw it as his chief task in Canada "to bring the local Volksgemsen closer
to the Third Reich, to awaken the love for the old homeland, and to acclaim again and
again to [the German community]: Be proud of your old h~rneland!"'~~
But, in order not
to be perceived as overstepping the bounds of the AO's mandate, he also explained that
it was not his role to involve himself with the interna1 workings of German-Canadian
organizations. Rather, his duty was "to further, at al1 times, the cultural and ethnic

German efforts in so far as it lies within bis] power. " In keeping with these stated
goals, and also in accordance with officia1 A 0 policy,llg Rodde was offien on hand to

the signing of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of 1939.
death by the Allies in 1946.

Ribbentrop was sentenced to
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Clear proof of the existance of the AO'S presence in Canada is to be found
in a letter written by Rodde in Winnipeg on letterhead which bears the masthead:
Na tionalsozialietische Deu tsche Arbei terpartei, Auslands-Organisation, Kanada (Rodde
to Hoffmann, 11 November 1938, USNA T81/31/28157).

l'an~eutsche Vereinigung von Winnipeg,
f19~hrich," A 0 der NSDAP,

315-316.

NW, 13 April 1938.
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speak before the audiences assembled in Winnipeg to pgnake in the Nazi-designated days

of national celebration, such as the "Day of the National Revolution" (January 30; i.e.
the day on which, in 1933, the Nazis assumed power), Hitler's birthday (April 20). and

May Day (1 May). lm Among other areas concerning Deutschumarbeit, including being

featured as the keynote speaker at several Geman Days on the Prairies, Rodde lent much

assistance.to the pro-Nazi Detctsche Zeitungflr C d a by securing fùnding from the A 0
to maintain the paper's viability.'*'
As significant as al1 of the above-mentioned AA involvement in De~schtwllsurbeit

within Canada was, there remains to be reviewed what arnounts to perhaps the most
important role it played in Canada. And that is the AA's conneetion to the German Days.
In mid-1934, the General consul was instrumental in founding Ontario's German
Days.'"

Kempff, by verifiing Straubinger's credentials, and then putting him into

contact with Gerhard, helped to establish a working relationship between Straub inger 's
fledgling umbrel la organization, the Deutsch-kanadisches Zennaikomitee Toronto
(German-Canadian Centrai Cornmittee of Toronto, the forerumer to the Deirtsche

Arbeitsgemeimchajt Ontan'o) and the Deutscher Bund led by Gerhard. This introduction
greatly facilitated the staging of the f ~ s German
t
Day celebration in Ontario, held on the
120

See, for example, "Feier des Tages der nationalen Erhebung, " NW, 2 February
1938; "Hitler-Geburtstagsfeier in WinnipegIn NW, 27 April 1938; "Die deutsche
Nationalfeier in Winnipeg," NW, 4 May 1938; and "Die Feier des Tages der nationalen
Erhebung," NW 1 February 1939.
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See the following documents, al1 found in PA AA, R27206: Peetz (of the
Winter-Hilfswerk des D e u t ~ c h e nVolkes [Winter-Relief of the German Volkl 1 to head
of the A0 [Bohle], 17 Marcb 1939; T h i e (head of the Winter-Hilfawerk des Deutschen
Volkes) to Fischer (legation councillor), 21 March 1939; Fischer to Consul
Hellenthal (AA Department P), 22 March 1939; Windelsg telegrarn No. 17 of 14 April
1939; Fischer to hesd of the A 0 [Bohle], I June 1939.
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Kempff ta AA,

[Montreal] journal no. 541, 29 May 1934, PA AA, R77347.
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Canadian Labour Day weekend of 1934. More significant than this assistance, however,
was the fact that memben of the German diplomatic corps were usually on hand at the

various German Days across the country.

Highlighted as keynote speakers, theù

speeches over the years were inhed with v6Ikische Ideologie. In the face of mounting
negative Canadian press against Gennany afkr 1933, these speeches assurneci the
additional. roles of defending National Socialism and praising its accomplishments.
Through such speeches the members of the AA stationed in Canada had perhaps their
greatest influence on Deutschtmarbeit. Because the keynote addresses, given by the
Gennan diplomats at the German Days, were covered and often reproduced in full by
Canada's Gerrnan ianguage press, many morc thousands who read the newspapen were
exposed to the official line on the Deutsehum than merely those who attended these
festivities.
From these keynote addresses by German diplomatic personnel at the German
Days throughout the inter-war period, a definite pattern in the content of the message
emerges. This pattern representeâ the German Govements' attitudes towards the

Deutschtum and Deictschtwnsarbeit in Canada. Before 1933 the gatherings were utilized
to give to the ethnic Germans renewed pride in theù heritage. Calls for the retention of

the German language and custorns were implicitly and explicitly stated in these messages.
The need for such moral support stemmed fiom the inferiority complex experienced by
the Germans in Canada as a result of WWI and its aftemath. Fostering a spirit of
community arnong ail ethnic Germans, regardless of denomination or place of origin was
intimately associated with both of the aforementioned points. Another important aspect
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of the message was the role ethnic Germans were to play in their new adoptive land.
While being loyal to Canada, it was theu duty to build bridges between Canada and

Germany, in order to strengthen relations between the two countries. A k r 1933, al1 of
these aspects remaineci, but with one obvious difference.

The speeches were increasingly

dominated by both defence of and support for National Socialisrn. In short, the speeches
made by some Gennan diplomats to the audiences assembled at the various German Days
in Canada stressed not only the culturai and racial aspirations of De~ctsckuntscttbeitbut

aiso advanced a politicai dimension which gradually assumed prominence.

In 1929, Dr. K. Martin, in his capacity as both German Consul and honourary
president of the second annual German Day in Winnipeg, spoke on the unity of the
German element in Canada.

He stated that those in attendance, regardless of place of

origin or religious affiliation, had assembled not in opposition to being Canadian, but
rather to demonstrate the important role the German element had played in shaping

Canada. He asserted that the time had corne. some ten years after the end of the Great
War, for the ethnic Germans in Canada to once more be proud of their heritage and
culture. "Thus, festivities such as today's shouid serve to strengthen the national selfconfidence and a feeling of belonging among us Germans and once more bring into the
open the importance of Our Volkstum." Dr. Martin closed his speech with a cal1 for
closer unity among the ethnic Germans bas& on their common language and love of the
homeland. He stressed, however, that by the latter he did not mean unity based on
political conceptions of the Reich, but rather on the apolitical romantic elements of the
-

-

'""~er 'Deutsche Tagt in Winnipeg groBer Erfolg,

NW, 14 Auguet 1929.
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geography of Germany. This speech of Dr. Martin proved to encompass most of the
major themes which were to be repeated and expanded upon over the course of the next
decade.
Consul Dr. H. Seelheim, in his numerous speeches before the German Days
across the Prairies during the 1 9 3 0 ~also
~ stressed the need for unity among the

Deutschtwn in Canada. At the fourth German Day of Manitoba, in August of 1931, he
proclaimed to his audience of between seven and ten thousand, that they were to be loyal

to their adoptive land.lu But he challenged that with such loyalty came certain rights.
In this case, the right to retain one's Ianguage and culture. Consequently, he encouraged

his listeners to work to retain their Deulschtwn, in cooperation with the other ethnic
groups in Canada in order to strengthen Canada.

Five months afier the National

Socidists came to power in Gerrnany, Dr. Seelheim, at Manitoba's sixth German Day,
again spoke on the n d for unity among the ethnic German element in Canada?

He

stressed, however, that the concept of uniQing the Deurschrwn in Canada had nothing
whatsoever to do with bringing European pol itical problems to Canada. As he explained,
it had everything to do with race:
It is the voice of blood, which summons us together-often subconsciously--and
which does not allow the sense of belonging [felt] over borders, countries and
seas to die away but which rallies us again to new strength and consciousness of
[OUT]
wmmunity of fate and unity when paris of the Volk-when brothers-are in

need.

The following year, Seelheim's greetings, which were read in his absence at the German

"4n~lànzenderVerlauf dee Deutschen Tage,
' 2 5 f l ~ r o ~deutscher
er
Erfolg,

NW, 19 August 1931.

NW, 5 July 1933.

! Deutschtumsarbei t
Days in Winnipeg and Edmonton, repeated earlier calls for unity among the ethnic
Gemans in Canada and for fidelity to their adopted country. "Some among you were
and still are citizens of foreign counmes; but you al1 belong to one origin, to one race,
to one V o k [you belong] to the German [people] whose rnembers who live abroad live

in the various regions of the world as loyal citizens of various

However,

Germany was not to be forgotten: "With the homeland in our hearts, remaining true to
the ancestral Voktwn, to embrace the new sphere of influence, the new country, to
struggle honourably and vigorously in peaceful wmpetition for the old as well as for the

new [Germanyl-this is our goal! "ln One can infer that the remark concerning "peaceful
cornpetition" contained significance beyond its lited meaning, for also on hand at this
German Day celebration w& the Polish consul, who spoke of the recently concludecl
rapprochement between Germany and Poland. The Geman-Polish Non- Aggression Pact
had been signed on 26 January 1934.

The effect of this action was to give the

appearance that Hitler's Germany had swom off aspirations to revise its eastern boundary
at the expense of Versailles-created Poland. It seems obvious that the presence of the

Polish consul was intended to present to Canadians, and sceptid members of the
German-Canadian community, the image of the New Germany as a peaceful, and peace
loving, regime.
By the summer of 1935, Seelheim's language was becoming stronger and more
assertive; almost matching the growing self-confidence of the National Socid ist reg ime
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"Nachklànge zum 7. Deutschen Tag in Edmonton," NW, 15 August 1934.
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"Deutschtag war groBer E r f o l g , " NW,

4

July 1934.
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over its successful actions within Europe. The year 1935 marked the end of Nazi preoccupations with solidifying interna1 wntrol over Germany and a shift to an emphasis
upon gaining unequivocal equality for Germany in the community of nations. Much of
this involved unilaterally laying to rest the last remaining mil itarily restrictive clauses of
the Treaty of Versailles. On 10 March, Hitler annound the existence of a Gerrnan Air
Force. One week later, on 16 March, Hitler proclaimed the re-introduction of universal
military service and a planned enlargement of the army. An expansion of the German
navy, also in defance of Versailles, was made possible through the conclusion of the

Anglo-German Naval Agreement of 18 June.
promised to regain for Germany

The effect of these actions, which

ia position as a world power, must surely have done

wonders to rekindle pride a d self-confidence for ethnic German nationalists the world
over. Consequently, for Dr. Seelheim, ethnic retention was no longer dl that was to be
striven for: now daims of equality were also made: "Because we are proud of our

VoIkiFtum and its uniqueness, we also recognk the rights of other ethnic groups: 'We
do not desire to be more [equal] than the others, but neither to we want to be less
[equal]!' We want to work on an equal footing with others, and that includes here in
Canada.. .."lZ8

And at the following year's pre-celebrations of the German Day in

Winnipeg, Dr. Seelheim, taking h is cue fiom French-Canadian national ists , explained
that the D e u t s c h in Canada should seek not rninority rights but equality rightd2'
Aside from witnessing calls for a more assertive form of self-awareness for the

f 2 6 n ~ iFeier
e

des Deutschan Tages in Winnipeg,

12gn~orfeier
zum Deutschen Tag,

NW, 4 September 1935.

NW, I July 1936.
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Deaschtm in Canada, the various celebrations held in 1935also brought to light a more
detennined attempt to explain and justify the National Socialist regime's actions within
Germany. Much of this centred on the s d l e d propagandistic lies becoming more
prevalent in the Canadian English-language press; lies which, in the eyes of the Geman
diplomatic corps, were clearly a retum to war-tirne anti-German propaganda. 'O

The

diplomats attempted to set straight the record as to the tme nature of the New Germany.
They dismissed dleged Nazi human rights abuses as anti-German propaganda and instead
highlighted the accomplishments so far attained by Hitler's government. This pattern
repeated itself the next year, but with an added explanation of the truly peacef'ul
intentions of Hitler's rûarmament designs. 13' By 1937, the pattern of the diplomats'

messages had been firmly established.

The speech of Chancellor of the Gennan

consulate, Otto Janssen. before a crowd of about 5,000 at Manitoba's tenth Gennan Day
aptly demonstrates this. 13' B e g i ~ i n gwith an exhortation to the ethnic Germans on hand
to press for equal rights within Canada, Janssen proclaimed:
You have given your d l , [including] your capacity to work, to this country. You
have, therefore, the undeniable right as equal members of the population to daim
d l of the advantages of your citizenship. Today, you publicly acknowledge that
you are closely tied to your Deutschtwi, to your homeland through the bonds of
13 0

nDie Feier des Deutschen Tages in Winnipeg, NW, 4 September 1935, and
"Nachiclange vom Deutschen Tag Ontarios," NW, 18 Septernber 1935.
By 1937
participants of the German Daye were encouraged to protest against both the antiGerman stance of the press and against the boycott of German goods then being
organized. The boycott itself presented a twist on the old theme of encouraging
ethnic G e m I a n ~abroad to buy goode made in Germany, for now such counter-boycott
actions could be interpreted as being more patriotic than ever (see "Nachklbge vom
Deutschen Tag, NW, Il August 1937; for more on the economic potential of the ethnic
Germans abroad, see below, page 135, footnote 182) .
13 1

"Rede des deutschen Konsuls zum Deutschen Tag irr Winnipeg," NW, 8 July
1936, and "Festrede des Generalkonsuls H e m L. Kempff auf dem 3. Deutschen Tag
Ontarios, Toronto 6, Sept., NW, 16 September 1936.
132

" D i e Feier des zehnten Deutschen Tages von Manitoba," NW, 30 June 1937.
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blood and rnother tongue. A people's wmrade who denies [verieugned his
homeland, denies himself. It would be a great mistake to believe that he would
thereby be a better citizen [of his new country of residence]; au contraire, he
would not be respected by anyone because he did not respect himself.
Stressing Hitler's genius for retuniing prosperity to Germany, Janssen concluded:
The Germans are a people of work, and a people of work are a people of
peace. Germany works for peace.
The Auslandrdeuüchen can once more look to their homeland with pride,
because a strong homeland also gives to the A~~~landsdeutschfum
a sense of
security.
Hitler has plucked the Geman Volk from the chaos, danger and misery
of the post-war period, and saved them from min. He has given back to the
German Volk selfconfidence and new optimism!
Hitler is the saviour of Gennany!
With pride we feel ourselves tied to him and the German Vuk; today, our
greetings and promise of loyalty (TmegeIobnis) are intendeci for both , through
the cry:
To the Geman Volk and its beloved Führer, a triple Sieg Heil!
The 1 s t German Day celebrations held in Canada before WWII began, took place
in Manitoba on 25 June 1939. Approxirnately 3,000 people attended.133Otto Janssen.
again the keynote speaker, was thereby (and unwittingly) given the final opportunity to
publicize the officiai Party line concerning the Deufschtum in Canada. As a rnatter of

course, he praised the German Days for the oppominity they afforded to further the
protection and spread of German heritage, language and culture. Also de rigueur by this
time, was his condemnation of the anti-Gennan orientation of the Canadian English-

language press. However, he did introduce a new spin to this theme by stressing that
there was no differentiation between Nazis and Germans:

...today in Germany, National Socialisrn encompasses the entire German Volk.
Precisely on this never before achieved unity and wholeness of the German Vok
is our present strength based. We still vividly remember a time when anti133

w Z w i j l f t e r Deutscher Tag von Manitoba," NW, 2 8 June 1939.
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Gerrnan propaganda during the World War tried untinngly to suggest to the
masses that war was being waged only against the German Kaiser and Russian
militarism and in no way was it dkcted against the poor Geman people, who
desued to be fkeed of theû masters. Although a republicandemocratic
governent came to power in Germany in 1918. the Gennan people were not
spared. Rather they were plundered and draineci of their last drop of blood.
With the same trick, today's propaganda attempts once more to...constnict a
differenœ between "Nazis"and Germans. However, it cannot be expected that
thinking people will fdl for the same trick twice.
Whether or not Janssen actually swayed any of his listeners by his reasoning is a moot
point, for only a few short months later Germany and Canada were once more at war-a
situation which arose despite the concluding remarks to th is speech, assuring his audience
that Germany and its leader, Adolf Hitler, s t d for peace.

The Vereinfur dm Deutschtun Un Aushnd

One of the oldest and moût important private organisations devoted to

Deutschriunsarbeit was the Vereinfùrdas D e u t s c h im Afcsland. Tracing its roots back

to the 1870s. the organization which would become the VDA was originally intended as
a means to fight the Magyarkation of Germans who lived in the Slavic parts of the newly
constituted Austro-Hungarian Empire. However, the Austrian organization did not limit
its activities to this sphere, for this foremnner of the VDA strove above al1 else to

support through practical means the German settlements abroad. lY

Ortsgruppen (local

branches) were also established in the Reich, eventually leading to the founding of the
Allgemine Deutsche Schulverein zur Erhahng des D e ~ s c h t u mim Auland (General

German School Association for the Preservation of the Deutschtum Abroad), in Berlin

134

Ritter, D A I , 19.
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on 15 August 1881. As the name implies, emphasis was placed upon education through

German schools, an emphasis which was to remain throughout its existence. Although
it initially worked closely with its parent organization in Austria, there came a parting
of the ways as the Germans in the Reich kgan to develop stronger nationalist
conceptions of their own state. In 1908 the name was change- to the Vereh fùr dus

D e u t s c h im A~csland.'~~
During the Weimar Republic, the VDA was given extensive govemment support

due to its size,lM autonomous nature, and an agenda which was culturaily, as opposed

to politically, based. ln

That it was a powerful factor in the shaping of public opinion

must also have inclined the government to favour it. 13'

Despite its large size, the goal

of the VDA was quite simple. In the words of Ham Steinacher the goal of the VDA was
"the maintenance of the V o h u m beyond the borders [of the Reich]. "13'

The means by which this goal was punired were nu mer ou^.'^ Within the Reich,
the VDA busied itself with explaining to the Reichsdeutche the significance of the

the Nazis came CO power, the name was changed to the Volksbund f ü r
im Ausland (People8s League for the Germans Abroad) , however, the
abbreviation remained unaltered.
"'~fter

d a s Deutschtum

13 6
In 1913 there were some 50,000 members in the VDA; by 1933 membership had
jumped to about two million (Schàfer, V . D . A . , 27 and 29, respectively) . However,
by 1938 its membership had declined to just less than one million (Jacobsen,
Steinacher, doc. no. 152: "Mitgliederstknd des VDA 1938," 491) .
13 7

This support came primarily in the form of massive infusions of cash
(Barbara Vogel, "Der Verein für das Deutschtum im Ausland (VDA) an der Hamburger
UniversitSt in der Weimarer Republik, " Zeitgeschichte 16, no. 1 (1988): 19
[hereafter cited as "VDAn).

'3g~acobsen, Steinacher, doc.
no.
Volkst~msarbeit,~
1933, by Steinacher, 84.
"O~ee Ritter, DAI, 20.

13:

"Grundlagen

und

Ziele
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D e u t s c h im Ausland, and with working co-operatively with other organizations
involved in the culturai sphere of Deutschtumsarbeit.

It published a number of j o d s

including the Vokdeutsche, Fiauendierut (Women 's Service), and Derasde Arbeit
(Gennan Work) in order to propagate worldwide its views and activities. Funding and
material assistance, in the form of donations of German language books and textbooks,
were extended to the Deurschum im Aurland to support schools, kindergartens, and
libraries. The VDA conductecl exchange programs for both teachers and students, while
schoIarships were also available to the latter to study in Germany and abroad.14' Other
activities included: an organized "pen-pal " system (Lesepatenschaj?)which provided
ethnic Germans abroad w ith German-language reading material, complete with a
personalized letter fiom the sender, an inhabitant of the Reich; and the distribution of
symbolic reminders of German culture and the bonds which existed between Germany
and the Germans abroad, such as yearly calendars and blue candles at Christrna~.'~~
The
VDA d s o worked cooperatively with the Reich government in bringing music, essays

and even school lessons to the Voksdeutsche via radio broadcasts?
Because most of the VDA's records were lost during WWII, the exact extent of

14'AA

circular. sent as "IG. 9 5 " ,

15 March 1922, PA RA, R70161.

o or

example, Beinz Lehmann came to Canada on a VDA research scholarship
(Lehmann, "Preface to the Original Edition of Das Deutschtum in Westkanada, in
GeCanadians, 5 ) .
143
Frye. Nazi Germany, 16-17; and Vogel, "VDA, " 15.
For a more detailed
accounting of the M A ' S activities, see Steinacher's overview for the year 1933 in
Jacobsen, Steinacher, doc . no. 27 : Jahreebericht des [VDA] , ausgegeben in Mainz auf
der Saarbrücker Tagung an Rhein und Mosel Pf ingsten 1934, 114-147. Lesepatenschaf t
is discussed in greater detail below, see pages 148-151.

" 4 ~ .H.
Reirnesch,
" [Volkedeutsche Arbeit im Reich: J Volksdeutsche
Rundfunksendungen im Jahre 1935," Der Auslandsdeutche 19 (1936): 297-298.
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Bernhard Boa was appointed the VDA's representative in Canada in late 1934.lS0
As far as the Ge-

consul to Winnipeg, Dr. Seelheim, was concened, Bon did an

"outstanding" job in this capacity.15' As editor of fmt the Courier (1923-1934) and then
the Deutsche Zeitung fUr C u d a (1935-1939), Bott's fervent v6Ikisch orientation was
provided a valuable medium through which he influenced the Canadian DemchtWn.15'
Bott became involved in Reich-based Deutschtumsabeitas early as 1929, when he agreed
to work in Canada on behalf of the Deutsche Akademie (Gerrnan Academy). ln The extent

of his involvement in Deutschtzunsarbeit, as well as the VDA's activities in Canada, are
revealed in a memorandum he wrote on 25 August 1934 concerning the condition of the
ethnic Germans and D e ~ s c h m s ~ r b eini tCanada. 'Y This memorandum was presumably
written during or for Bott's visit to Gerrnany in the late summer of 1934. The numerous
references to the VDA contained therein lads to the conclusion that it was probably
Despite the lack of any mention of the DAI in this

intended for this audience.

'51~eelheim to Drachar, 30 September 1935. USNA T81/396/5137697-698.
152
A clear indication of Bott's volkisch leanings is provided in the pages of
the DAI ' s journal , Der Auslanddeu t s c h e .
An examination of this journal during
Bott's tenure as editor of the Courier, a position which afforded him virtual
control over its content and tone, reveals that the Courier was one of, if not the
most cited sources of information on the Deutschtum and Deut~lchtumsarbeit in Canada.
In fact, Bott's zeal, which increasingly revealed a pro-Nazi bent, resulted in his
dismissal from the C o u r i e r in 1934 (Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea, 77, footnote
59). This in itself is somewhat ironic, for in 1927, at the "German Catholic Dayn
in Tramping Lake, Alberta, Bott railed against the Ku-Klux-Klan, an organisation
which was against Catholics, Jews and persona of colour, but most importantly for
Bott, was against the use of any language Save English. According to Bott, "[The
German languagel is a natural, and therefore God-given right, which no government
or organisation can infringe uponn ("Tramphg Lake [Saskatchewan, Kanadal , " Der
À u s l a n d d e u t s c h e 10 [1927]: 695)

.

lS3~ottto Eid, 16 November 1929, USNA T81/615/5407898.
154

*Denkschrift zur Lage des Deutechtums in Kanada und
leistenden Volkst~msarbeit,~
USNA T81/412/5157345-352.
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memorandum, Bon presented the same or a similar report in Stuttgart to the leaders of
this agency, including Dr. Richard Csaki, in early September 1934.'"

That it was

probably the same report is implied by the fact that a memorandum bearing the same title
and &te was submitted to the DAI'S Archive of Reports (Ben'chtsarchiv) on 30
November 1933.ls6
According to his memorandum, Bott had worked with the various organisations
in and around Regina frorn his fust arrival in that city, and had since become a driving
force in the club life of the ethnic Germans across al1 of Canada. He founded the

Deursch-KaMdsche Zenttuhdtee (German-Canadian Central Cornmittee) in Regina as

an umbrella association for the various ethnic German clubs, and was instrumental in the
organization of the Gerrnan Days of Saskatchewan. By 1934 Bott was consulting with
the leading ethnic German circles across Canada over the challenges of
Deuucbrumsarbeit, with the intention of eventually establishing a truly national umbrella
organization to coordinate their efforts better. He desired to continue his work in the
"closestcomection with the VDA," entirely in line with its practices and thinking (Sinne)
in the spheres of private German language instruction, libraries, radio, film and

newspapers, etc. Furthemore, Bott stoocl f m l y behind the VDA's student exchange
programs, and only wished that he could encourage "still more" ethnic German youth

fiom Canada to avail themselves of this oppominity. Such programs, according to Bon,
instilleci the youth with the German language and customs, thereby preparing hem to
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D A I to Seelheim, 8 September 1934,
information on Csaki, see below, page 138.
156,

USNA

T81/396/5137725.

Berichtsarchiv, 1 9 2 1 - , n USNA, T81/624/5420380.
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assume leading positions in the Canadian Deutschtumarbeit of the fuhire. Since the
groundwork in the above-mentioned fields had already been laid, Bott felt that only an
intensification of these activities was needed to create an independent German educational

system in Canada-the ultimate goal of these combined efforts. Bott also hinted at the
VDA's influence in his plans to found the pro-Nazi newspaper, the Deutsche Zeitmgjùr

C d ,when he stated that,
An imponant factor in al1 of [these endeavoun], and in keeping with the concepts
of the VDA would be [the creation] of an entirely German[-Canadian] run
newspaper, which must be free of any confessional or Canadian politicai control
or influence.Is7
Although he identifid a real willingness on the part of the ethnic German element in

Canada to m e r Deutschtunrsarbeit in Canada, Bon explained that the economic
hardships engendered by massive unemployment and successive crop failures in recent
years foreshadowed little m e r progress without materiai support from Germany.
especially from the VDA. No evidence has been found as to what might have been the
immediate tangible results of Boa's courtship of the VDA in late 1934. However, events
within Germany soon proved that he had directed his appeal for support of Canadian
Deutschtzmsarbeit to the most appropriate agency .
When the Nazis came to power, the VDA welcomed the intensification of the

157
The Gexman-language newspapsrs on the Prairies had historically aligned
themselvee with either the Liberal or conservarive Parties (Entz, nDer EinfluB,"
97). As Entz explained, there existed an understandable symbiotic relationship
between the German language press and the two political parties: the former needed
the capital extended to them by the latter, which realised that the only way to
reach many of the new immigrante, very few of whom understood English, was through
the Geman language. Most papsrs sought the support of the Liberal Party, which was
not only in power federally after 1896, but also generally formed the governments
in Western Canada; only in Manitoba did the Consenratives, under Sir Rodmond Roblin,
form the government from 1900-1915.

national revivai of Derrtschtwn which the new regime propounded and fostered?

For

a time, much of the VDA's autonomy was maintained since the Nazis had hoped to
benefit from the perception that the services which this organization, not officially
afiliated to Party or State, cuuld provide abroad. "9 However, it was reorganised dong
the lines of the NS FUhrep~iMp(leadership principle).

Furthemore, the relative1y

unknown ethnic Gennan, Dr. Hans Steinacher, replaceci Otto Gessler, Germany's former
defence minister (1920-1928), as leader of the VDA in late April 1933.16' But this
change in leadership did not herald an immediate change in mandate. as the VDA was
to continue representing the cultural interests o f the Germans abroad, regardless of
~itizenship.'~~
As time wore on, however, the Party anempted to alter this smte of affain
and desired that the VDA - introduce an element of politicization into its work.
Steinacher, in direct opposition to the wishes of many in the Nazi hierarchy. continued
to limit the VDA to cultural and social work. 163 The conflict which ensued was based

upon the Nazis' desire to bring the world's ethnic Germans into the NS-Weltanchauung,

'''sander
A. Diamond, The Nazi M o m e n t in the United States, 1924-1941,
(Ithaca: Corne11 Univ. Press, 1974), 49. [Hereafter cited as The Nazi Movement.1
159

For the text of the relevant section of Hess' declaration to this e f f e c t ,
made public at the VDA's Pfingstagung on 6 June 1933, see Ritter, DAI, 21.
160

Frye, N a z i Gemany, 17.
The leadership of the NSDAP was based on the
hierarchical principle that al1 decisions came from above and were implemented by
those below.
That is, Hitler had the ultimate Say on al1 issues, while his
subordinates ensured that his will be done. Within this framework, the subordinates
in leadership roles had wide-ranging powers since their orders (which in theory were
actually the orders of Hitler) were to be faithfully carried out by those below
thern.
161

Gessler's democratic leaninge had proven to be his downfall in the new
totalitarian state (Ritter, DAI, 20).
circular, sent as "VI A 1835," 31 May 1934, PA AA, R70161.

"'&A

Jacobsen, Steinacher, liv- lv .
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while the M ) A was only concemeci with the Volkrnm itself, not its p~liticization.'~~
In the faIl of 1934, the NSDAP began a concertai effort to coordinate and

integrate the VDA.

This was undertaken under direct orders From Rudolf Hess.

Henceforth the VDA was to concern itself exclusively with the Vohdeutsche, while the

Auslands-Organisation der NSDAP would have cornpetence over the Reichrdeutsche.la
As Hitler broke into the foreign policy field in 1935, a Voktumrpolitik independent fiom

German foreign policy grew les feasible by the month."

The overwhelming support

for the retum of the Saarland to Germany by those who voted in the 13 January 1935
plebescite was the fust indication of what a foreign policy propped up by State controlled
and influenced concern over ethnic brethren abroad could achieve.

The future

annexations of Austria and the Sudetenland would prove this point beyond the shadow
of a doubt.

By 1937, leaders of various Party organizations with stakes in rnonopolizing
Deutschtumarbeiit had brought sufficient pressure to bear upon what they regardeci as the
"reactionary"VDA and secured the dismissal of Steinacher on 19 October 1937?'
Steinacher's reluctance to follow Hitler's plans to renounce German daims to South

164

Xbid. , li-liii.

lS5see Jacobsen, Steinacher, doc. no. 31: "Der 15. Oktober 1934 uns s e i n e
164, and doc. no. 62: "~ornpetenzkonflikte mit der A O I n letter from
Steinacher to General Haushofer, 25 January 1935, 265.
Folgen,"

166
167

Lbid., xlvi.

Ibid., m i , and doc. no. 28: "Erste Konflikte mit NS-Organi~ationen,~
149For the NS perspective on the need ta replace Steinacher, see Hess to VDA, 19
October 1937, PA AA, R100908; Twardowski to Secretary of State, 22 October 1937, PA
AA, R100908; and VDA to AA, 28 October 1937, PA AA, R100908.
Steinacher was not
the only leading rnember of the VDA under attack, for rnany others were forced €rom
the organization due to Party interference (eee, Jacobsen, Steinacher, li).
152.
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Tyrol greatly facilitated his opponents' machinations to secure his dismissal and thereby
gain control o f the ~ r g a n i z a t i o n .Party
~ ~ control of the VDA was assured by the c h o i e

of Steinacher's replacement, Dr. Luig, of the VolkrdetctscheMittektelle (VOMI, Ethnic

German Coordinating Office). VOMI had been created by Rudolf Hess,early in 1936,
as an official Party liaison office for al1 groups and organizations wncemed with the

ethnic German question. From the very beginning, ia leadership was dominated by SSmen and eventually VOMI was placed wmpletely under the authority of H i ~ n m l e r . ' ~

The timing of the demise of VDA autonomy coincided with the Nazi's complete
synchronization of al1 fields of German public life, especially with regard to foreign
"'~acobsen,
Steinacher, m i . In late Septcmber 1937, Mussolini travelled
to Germany ta meet with Hitler. .This was the meeting at which the so-called "RomeBerlin M i s u was formed (and Hitler's long-held view of Italy as Germany's natural
ally against Versailles finally fulfilled) (on the visit and the speeches made by
the two leaders, see NW, 29 September and 6 October, 1937) . During the visit,
Hitler had assured Mussolini of German disinterest in the South Tyrol, but
Steinacher felt that this would weaken Germany's claims on the Sudetenland (Gerhard
L. Weinberg, The Foreign Policy of Hitler's G e n n a n y , Vol II: Starting World W a r II,
1937-1939 [Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 19801, 3 5 ) .
That Steinacher was
dismissed one month later is hardly surprising since Goring had been told by
Mussolini that the removal of Steinacher would be welcomed (Jacobsen, Steinacher,
m i ).
Steinacher had many enemies within the Party because they either felt
pressured by the VDA or they disrrusred its political orientation (Jacobsen,
Steinacher, doc. no. 28: "Erste Konflikte mit NS-Organisationen," 149-152). Two
such opponents, as identified by this document, were Wilhelm Bohle and Baldur von
Schirach. Bohle, as head of the AO, was in competition with the VDA because of his
desire that the A 0 be the exclusive representative of al1 Germans abroaà, regardless
of citizenship.
Von Schirach, as mogul of the Third Reich's youth movements,
including the Hitler Jugend (HJ, Hitler Youth), was an opponent of Steinacher
because of efforts to usurp the VDA's youth movement. Ironically, Steinacher could
have avoided much of the in-fighting had he accepted Heinrich Himmler's offer, made
in 1933, of a commission within the SS. Had he done so, his troubles would have
been over since he would have gained the protection of this increasingly powerful
man. However, Steinacher declined the offer, based on the consideration that even
men as highly placed within the Party as Ernst R6hm were not safe from murderous
Party designs (i.e., the Night of the Long Knives, 30 June 1934) and the fact that
membership in the most radical Party organization would have jeopardized his freerlom
of action. His refusal secured the undying wrath of Heinrich Himmler, his SS, and
its organ which would eventually gain hegemony in ethnic German affairs, the
Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle (Jacobsen, Steinacher, doc. no. 102: "Die Volksdeutsche
Mittelstelle, 385-390)

.

lS9valdis O. Lumans, Himmler's Auxiliaries: The Volk~deutscheMi t t e l s t e l l e and
the Geman National Minorities of Europe, 1933-1945 (Chape1 Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1993), 45; and Norton, "Haushofer and His Influence on Nazi
Ideo1ogytn 138-139.
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The organizations involved with Detaschtum~rbeitwere

reined in, in order both to further Hitler's aggressive foreign policy and to ensure that
thek actions did not upset it.
Other changes with respect to the V D A and De~schtumarbeit were also

implemented about the tirne of Steinacher's dismissal. At a meeting of the DAI'S
depamnent heads on 23 November 1937 the extent of these changes was reveaied."'
Henceforth, the Volksdeusche MitreIrteille was to control funding and the general

170

The timing of the National Socialist take-over of Volksdeutsche affaira is
significant, for it coincided withthe oneet of Hitler's aggreseive foreign policy.
It occurred days before the infamous nHossbach Memorandumm was written, and only a
few months before the coordination of the Reich's military and Foreign Office. On
5 November 1937 Hitler outlined to his top aids (while Colonel Hossbach took notes)
the course German foreign policy was to take. Germany would no longer strive to
secure British cooperation in ita machinations to regain its position as a world
power.
Henceforth, England would be treated with ambivalence and increasing
hostility as Germany set out to gain Lebensram in the East; even if the price was
an eventual war with the West (Kïaus Hildebrand, Deutsche AuBenpoli tik, 1933 - 1 9 4 5 .
Kalkiil oder D o g m a ? , 5th ed, [Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 19901 , 55-57 [hereafter cited
as Deutsche Au&enpolitik]). The first step in clearing the way for German moves
eastward was secured the next day, when ftaly joined the Anti-Comintern Pact.
Mussolini, at the ceremonies marking the occasion, gave his expressed consent for
the annexation of Austria by Germany (see William Shirer, Rise and Fall of the T h i r d
Reich [New York: Simon and Schuster, 19601, 302). But before any concrete actions
could be taken, Hitler had to firet clean house within Gemany. For five years,
Hitler had continued ta employ the old diplomatic corps as the representatives of
Nazi foreign policy in ordsr to give to the Nazi regime a respectability which would
have been hard to duplicate with Party members (Paul Seabury, "Ribbentrop and the
German Foreign Office, P o l i t i c a l Science Quarterly 6 6 , no. 4 [December 19513 , 535) .
Hitler had also allowed the military to retain much of its autonomy during this
the.
However, by early 1938, a rift between the attitudes of Hitler and both the
Foreign Office and the Armed Forces had become unbridgeable. The divergence of
opinion lay not in kind but in degree: the diplomats and aoldiers feared that Hitler
was pursuing the mutually desired foreign policy objectives too quickly, and with
tao much risk (Hildebrand, Deutsche AuBenpolitik, 6 3 .
Hitler solved this
potentially harmful problem on 4 February 1938: by diemissing Colonel General von
and placing in his stead the more
Fritsch as Commander in Chief of the -y
compliant Field Marshal von Brauchitsch; by replacing Field Marshal von Blomberg,
who had been Reich War Minister and Commander in Chief of the Wehrmacht, with Field
marshal Keitel who became the Chief of the newly created High Command of the Armed
Forces (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht) ; and by replacing Reich Foreign Minister von
Neurath with the trusted Party member Joachim von Ribbentrop. These replacements
signified the completion of Germanyls Nazification. By brushing aside the last
vestiges of Germany's conservative elite, Hitler was now firmly in control of every
aspect of Germany's foreign and domestic policies, and was free to pursue his
expansionist goals.
'71~~teilungsleitereiczung[of the DAI] am 23.11.1937,

019.

USNA T81/417/5163018-
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direction of work among the Voksdemche. The record of the November meeting also
shows that Deutschtmarbeit had been restructureci in order to reduce duplication of
efforts. Work arnong ethnic Germans was to be divided into practical and scientific
fields (e-g.. book donations. etc., and wllection and storage of data, etc., respectively);
the VDA was to limit its activities to the former. while the DAI had cornpetence over
the latter.

With regard to any analysis of Deutschtwnrurbeit in Canada, this was very

signifcant. However, any efforts to wnclusively determine the extent of the practical

Deutschtmsarbeit done in Canada is harnpered by a dearth of extant documentation; this
applies to the VDA's activities prior to 1937 and to much of the practical

Deutschtumarbeit conducted between late 1937 and the outbreak of WWiI.
The process of coordinating the VDA into the Nazi WeItanschauung was virtually
completed on 3 February 1939. On this date Hess officially subordinated the VDA to
the SS controlled VOMI?

The Deutsche Auslands-Insiitut
The Deutsche Auslands-Idtut

was the other leading organization involved in

Deutschtumarbeit during the inter-war period. It was founded in 1917, and according
to its statute, was to fulfil two goals: to promote the interests of the Deutschtum im
Ausland and strengthen the ties between them and the Reich, and to further the scientific

Unlike the VDA, the DAI was not
aspects (A~(~landskunde)
of Volkrt~mrarbeit.~~~
172

The VDA was forced to turn over its institutionally based departments, such
as its library, collection of slide photographs, and scientific research to the DAI.

.

173~acobsen,
Steinacher, doc no. 154 : " D i e G l e i c h c r c h l tung des VDA,
03 Febmary 1939, 504-505, and Ritter, DAI, 21.

by Hess,
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intended to be a mass organization, but rather a centralized archival and research centre
for questions conceming ail ethnic Gennans abr~ad.~"Its membership was never very
large, but it was very disting~ished.~'~
From ia very inception, the DAI worked in close cooperation with the German
govenunents. In fact, because it had been incorporated, it was subordinated to the
Württemberg Cultural Ministry, and as such, was a semi-official agency.ln The Institute
was heavily supported by al1 Ievels of government, which accounted for between two-

thirds and three-quarters of the organization's budget.

The remaining one third to one

quarter of the funding came fiom business and private individuals.ln Despite this heavy

reliance upon government funding, the DAI had virtuaily nothing to do with political

""~itter, D A I , 33-34. Thase original guiding principles were, by and large,
aàhered to rhroughout the inter-war period, despite the eventual Nazification of the
DAI.
I7'see "Deutsche Ausland- Institut,
[unsigned, undated (although contents
reveal that it was written around 1939) synopsis of DAI'S history and undertakingsl
USNA T81/490/5251442-443; and "Neue Aufgaben des Deutschen Ausland-Instituts," [23
Octaber 19341, USNA T81/346/5073604.
176

The D M ' S more influential members included Matthias Erzberger, Grand
Admiral von Koester and Constantin von Neurath. Purthemore, academics such as MaxHildebert Boeh, Hermann Ullmann, Wilhelm Stapel, Hans Grimm, Werner Sombart , and
Karl Haushofer were aff iliated with the DAI in advisory capacities (Diamond, The
Nazi Movement, 43, footnote 6, and 47, footnote 12). Furthemore, the members of
the DAI'S three councils (economic, cultural, and scientific) during the latter
1930s almost invariably held doctoratee and univereity professorships (see
"Deutsches Ausland-Institut.
Wissenschaftlicher Rat," 12 October 1937 lupdated
until
late
19411
USNA
T81/417/5162885-895;
"Deutsches
Ausland-Institut.
Wirtschaftsrat," 7 October 1937 [updated to mid-19421, USNA T81/417/5162919-926;
"Kulturrat," 20 October 1937 [updated to end 19421, USNA ~81/417/5162936-946). As
for representatives (Vertrauensfeute) of the DAI âbroad, according to the
"Vorstandsrundschreiben Nr. 2ï.,n compiled for September 1934, there were only 2,108
(USNA T81/378/5115111) .
177

Ritter, DAI, 34.

178

I b i d . , 34-35.
The DAI was supported federally by the Ministry of the
Interior and the Foreign Office. It was also supported by the component States of
Germany (especially Württemberg), and the city of Stuttgart.
179

Financial support for the DAï came from such businesses as Krupp, 1 .G.
Farben, and the Hamburg-Arnerica Shipping Line (Diamond, The Nazi Mavement, 4 3 ) .
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activities abroad during the Weimar era. lm Dr. F r i a Wertheimer, president of the DAI
during this period, was wary of provoking the animosity of foreign nations in which the
DAI operated, and as such, concentratecl the DAI'S efforts upon

cultural

Morwver, the DAI was far more concemed with the economic
Deuts~htwrisarbeit.~~~
potentiai of the Germans abroad than with their politi~ization.'~~
The DAI was aiso much involved in helping and advising Reich Germans who
dwired to emigrate after WWI.'"

Work in this area included matching prospective

emigrants with suitable counties of destination, and then helping them get established
in their new wuntries of residence. Of course, implicit in al1 of this was the attempt to
have the emigrants retain ties with Germany once they had lefi.'"

The major activities of the DAI during the inter-war period were founded upon
Wertheimer's re-organization of the Institute in 1922.l u These activities amounted to the
amassing of information concming Germans abroad. Three separate sections were
cceated within the DAI to this end. The frst was to wllect foreign newspaper articles,

180

See Ritter, DAI, 41-42.

181

Diamond, The Nazi Movement, 45 and 48.

ls2~itter,DAI, 42-43. The h o p was to create an interna1 market among the
D e u t s ~ ~ t u which
m
woüld simultaneously strengthen the economy of the Reich and
guarantee the autonomy of the various German groups abroad. Emphasis was placed
upon central Europe, where foodstuffs grown by ethnic Germans in this area would be
traded for industrial goods manufactured in Germany. These efforts o n the part of
the DAI, like those of the VDA, met with little success. This was due not only to
the barriers erected by foreign couritries against the importation of German wares,
but was also due to the fact that the ethnic Germans had grown accustomed to
utilising foreign goods.
le3see ibid., 43-48.
184

Frye , Nazi Germany, 17

.

'8S~iamond, The Nazi Movemen t, 4 2 - 4 5 .

the contents of which dealt with Gemany and Germans abroad. The second was the
establishment of a Centrai Card Index (ZentruIkarter] which contained information about
individual Gennans around the worid who had emigrated since the 1850s. lM Thirdly.
provisions were made whereby Gerrnans abroad could submit reports of how they and
theu communities were fairing. '*

By the mid-1930s, the DAI had becorne the Reich's major repository of

Deuzschm information. In September 1934 alone, it received from the Reich and
abroad, 1,547 newspapers and jourmis, and 105,976 separate newspaper ciippings. The
DAI'S library cuntained 59,537 volumes conceming German emigration and the history
of the overseas German communities. It had on file the names of 42,346 German

organisations, and 4,604 German schools, world-wide. And there were 43,737 pictures
and 10,905 maps in its Map and Picture Section. Al1 were to be found in the DAI'S

Haus des Deutschrumr (House of Ethnic Gennans) in Stuttgart.'"

186
The Central Card Index was arranged both alphabetically by family name and
by the current country of residence. The information contained on the colaur coded
cards was ta include the person's name, place of birth, occupation, marital status
and address.
Separate cards were also kept for al1 adult offspring of these
emigrants. Every German homeland (e-g., Swabia) eventually had its own research
branch (Forschungsstellen)which was to concern itself with the collection of this
material. This explains why Karl Gotz, as head of the Swabian research branch, was
prirnarily concerned with collecting the names of Swabians in Canada (see below, page
145).
Details concerning the card index are from USNA T81/400/5142116-118. See
also USNA, T81/583/5365766-769.
187

Much of this information found its way into the pages of the DAI'S journal,
Der Auslanddeutsche.

r8en~orstandsrundschreiben
Nr. 21, Monatsstatistik September 1934," USNA
T81/378/5115111-115. These figures show a marked increase in its holdings since the
late 1920s when the DAI wae receiving about 140 foreign newspapers and had a library
of some 40,000 volumes (Diamond, The Nazi Movement, 45).
Unfortunately, the
statistics for September 1934 did not include figures for the DAI'S card index,
however, by the late 1920s it already contained about 28,000 names ( i b i d - ). The
Haus des Deutschtums was officially opened in Stuttgart in 1925, amid much fanfare-even Gustav Stresemann was on hand. This building continues to house the holdings
of the former DAI, now called the Institut f ü r Auslandsbeziehungen.
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The DAI'S collection activities assured it a predominant position in genealogica.
research when the Nazis came to power, due to the Party's preoccupation with racial
purity.la9 An example of this conœm is to be found in the f i t sentences of the
application form for membership in the Deutscher B u d Canada, which rads: "1
herewith declare my entry into the Dew~cherBwid. I am of Gennan-Aryan stock, am

free of Jewish or coloured racial influence [Rmseeimchfag], and belong to no secret
~ o c i e t y . " The
~ ~ ~Nazis' requirement of proof of Aryan origin for membenhip in its
organisations, and the Geman community itself, necessitated a rneans of veriQing such
daims. Thus, in 1934 the Hauptstefle jZr Auslandrdeuische Sippenkunde (Head Off~ce
for Ethnic German Genealogy) was created within the DAI. As with so many other
aspects of German life and undertakings, the Nazis subverted to their own ends much that
had gone before. In this case, the DAI'S genealogical research came to serve a political

function in Hitler's Germany. The above-rnentioned Central Card Index aiso proved
advantageous to the Nazis as it provided a rneans by which those abroad who were
unsympathetic or antagonistic to the New Gemany could be monitored. 19'

More telling

of Nazi intentions to absorb the DAI and its activities into their orbit was the
reorganuation which they implemented shortly after they came to power.
Reorganization of the DAI began almost immediately upon the assumption of

1B9~nlessotherwise etated, information concerning the DAI' s genealogical
research is from Ritter, DAI, 84-85.

'gOn~nlage2 zu J. Nr. 40 : Bericht aus Montreal v o m 15. Januar 1934, " PA AA,
R77347.
191

Information concerning opponents of the New Germany was entered into the
Central Card Index on yellow cards, see USNA ~81/400/5142118.
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power of the Nazis.'= Wertheimer was dismissed h m the leadership of the DAI on 8

March 1933, due to his Jewish origins. '" The position of president of the DAI fell to
Nazi Party member and Oberbürgenneister of Stuttgart (Lord Mayor of Stuttgart;
appointed 1 Juiy 1933). Dr. Kari Str6lin. This decision, facilitated by the fact that Dr.
StrBlin himself desired the post, ensured the DAI of political and financial support in the
coming years.

However, due to Dr. Str6lin's lack of expertise in the field of

De~schtumrarbeit,he remained largely the figurehead of the Institute. The actual
leadership of the DAI feil to Dr. Richard Csaki, an ethnic German from Transylvania,
who had long been involved in Deutschtmatbeiir in Rumania and was well known

within Germany. The executive committee of the DAI was also affected by the Nazi's
coordination. Henceforth, it-was to be compriseci of seven people, four of whom were

Party members.

Despite this clear indication that the DAI had been coordinated by the

Nazis, those agencies and individuals responsible for the reorganization agreed that the

192
Unless otherwise stated, information concerning the restructuring of the
leadership is f rom Ritter, DAI, 54-57.

DAI'S
doc.
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Jacobsen, Steiriacher, Wertheimer to Roediger, 30 March 1933, appended to
no- 16: "Reorganisation des D A ï 15. Juni 1933," 99.
194

I b i d - , doc. no. 16: "Reorganisation des DAI 15. Juni 1933," by Roediger,
For the purposes of selecting a new leader of the DAI, a special committee
had been eatablished. An indication of the growing coordination of the work of the
DAI and the VDA, as well as a sign of the VDA' s importance in Deutschtumsarbeit, can
be seen in the composition of this committee: Steinacher, head of the VDA; R. Ernst,
chairman of the Schutzbund; and Krehl, state chair of the Württemberg VDA (Ritter,
DAI, 5 6 ) . Cooperation continued throughout the Nazi era as the Nazis attempted to
end the duplication of work between the two organisations (see i b i d . , 127) However, jealousies between the DAI and the VDA were evident, and accounted for the
DAI'S position as one of the VDA's leading enemies. This was due to the political
weight which the VDA carried in the early years of Nazi rule. This is especially
so with respect to the leading role which the VDA played i r r the Volksdeutscher Rat
(Ethnic German Council), an important umbrella organization which included no DAI
representation ( i b i d . , 127).
95-98.
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DAI should continue to funetion as a seemingly independent body. lgS But this B not to
say that the DAI was not to tow the Party Iine.
After Csaki had assumed hU duties on 20 Septerriber 1933,'% his leadership (based
on the Fiihrerprinp'p) and voluntary acceptance of Bohle as his def

~ chief,
o meant the

complete conversion of the DAI into a Nazi tool.'" And so, it is hardly surprising that
the DAI couid assure the long-time Nazi Party member (from about the mid-1920s). Karl

Gerhard, that there would be no political repercussions for working for the Institute,
should he so c h o o ~ e . ' Gerhard,
~~
a joumalist, had emigrated to Canada from Gemany
in early 1930, had studied and worked in the German language department of the
University of Western Ontano in London, Ontario, where he was instrumental in
establishing and leading (1934 to late 1935) the Deutscher Bund Canada. He was also

an agent (Vertrauensmann)of the A 0 and Führer of the Nazi Party in Canada until 1936,
when he was forced to resign this office by Party leaders in Germany for reasons not
entirely known. In any case, a DAI correspondent had informed Gerhard, in late 1934,
that
We are working together with the Auslands-Organization of the Party in the
closest collaboration and were expressedly recognised only a short time ago in a
195

Those responsible for the reorganisation were: the AA, R M I , the Württemberg
government, Steinacher, Ernst, and Goring (a professor and Prorektor of the
Technischen Hochschule in Stuttgart) (Jacobsen, Steinacher,
doc. no. 1 6 :
"Reorganisation des DAI 15. Juni 1933," by Roediger, 96-97) .
Ig6csaki retained this position until 1 July 1943.
197
For the extent of coopexation expected of the DAI with the various Nazi
organizations and ministries involved in Deutschturnsarbeit, see "Neue Aufgaben des
Deutschen Ausland- institut^,^ 123 October 19341, WSNA T81/346/5073602. See also
Ritter, DAI, 61; and Diamond, The Nazi Movement, 53-54.

fg8~eelheim
to AA, [Winnipeg] journal no. 484, 15 June 1934, PA AA, R99263.
Information concerning the biography of Gerhard is from Wagner, Brothers Beyond the
Sea, 79-82, unless otherwise stated.
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Party circular as an organization, whose scientific and cultural tasks, especiaily
with regard to [its] foreign branches, deserves the fullest support. Not a day
passes by, when we do not exchange numerous letters about the most varied
issues with the Am--Organisatr'on.

This assuiance was enough to secure the services of Gerhard, who promised to send to
the DAI monthly reports conceming his work and the developrnent of the Deutschrum in

Canada?'

The DAI aiso cooperated with such Reich organizations as the AA, RMI,

PROMI and the Arrssenpolihschen Amt der NSDAP (APA, Foreign Political Office of the
NSDAP)."' Of the contacts which the DAI had with the Reich's armed forced, the most
intensive appears to have been with the Navy."

The resumption in 1924 of Navy training cruisers sailing into foreign ports of cal1
brought with it a retum to the Navy's interest in the Deutschîwn im Au&zndm3 Two
cruisers paid calls to Canadian ports during the inter-war period: the cruiser "Karlsruhen
was in Vancouver from 15 to 2 1 March 1935, and the cruiser "Emden" visited Montreal

from 12 to 18 May 1936.=

These visits had great propagandistic value. The ships

199

DAI to K. Gerhard, 19 December 1934, USNA T81/394/5134922.

200

Gerhard to DAI, 6 February 1935, USNA T81/394/5134921.
4

"'~itter,
DAI, 107-108. The DAI'S working relationship with the AA and R M I
dated back to the Weimar era, and was based upon governrnent funding and guidance

.

a-.\

2 02

L b i d . , 108. Information for the details of the DAI'S relationship with the
Navy is from ibid., 37-38, unlese otherwise stated.
203
For the planning and itinerary of these trips, the Navy relied heavily upon
the recommendations of the D M . This close cooperation accounts for the fact that
representatives of the Navy sat on the DAI'S board of directors and were present at
the DAI'S yearly rallies. For example, captain of the cruiser "Karlsruhe, Seemens
was on hand at the DAI annual convention on 19 August 1936 (Karl Viererbl,
nAuslandsdeutsche Rundschau," Nationalsozialisti~che Monatshefte 7, no. 79, 939).
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The first "Gertnan Daysn in Quebec were held in conjunction with the "Emdenn
visit to Montreal.
As the Nordwesten reported, this opportunity for Quebec's
Deutschtum to celebrate the festivities with Germans, fresh from the homeland, made
the occasion especially great ( nKreuzerbesuch und Deutscher Tag, " NW, 20 May 1936) .
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brought to the ethnic Germans overseas the " G e der Hein#" (greetings from the
homeland). The official act of presence of the Gerrnan Reich afforded by the ships in
foreign ports also served as a means of strengthening the confidence of the Germans
abroad and provided a means of tangibly demonstrating the continued existence of ties
with the old homeland."

In short, the ceremonies at which the ships' crews and ethnic

Germans intermingled, provided great opportunities for expounding vslkische Ideologie.
In a speech given in German at a "German evening" in Vancouver to commemorate the
. ~ reminded
visit of the KurISnche, Consul Seelheim spoke at length about V o l k r ~ r nHe

his mixed audience of German and Canadian citizens, of theu duty to both theu adopted
country and to their country of ethnic origin. But he then continued in a vein which
indicated the emerging thnst of the Nazi definition of Deutschum: the emphasis was
now upon race as opposed to the more benign concepts of culture and language. Dr.
Seelheim explained how Germany did not desire to make Germans out of any of irs
neighbouring peoples. but rather only desired to maintain ties with its Volk, united as
they were through heredity and blood:
Here [lie] the reason[s] for the C O M ~ C ~ ~of~ ail
~ Sethnic
S
Germans around the
world. We, or Our fathers, may have corne here frorn Russia or from the
Balkans, from the United States or from Austria, frorn Hungary or from
Germany: we are members of one race, branches and twigs of one great tree. the
roots of which are sunk in the holy soi1 of the homeland, from which [the tree]
derives its strength.
States may corne and states may go, but Volkstum is etemaLm

20SwKreuzerbesuchund Deutscher Tag,
206

NW, 20 M a y 1936.

Seelheim to AA Berlin, journal no. 81, appendix no. 1: nAnsprache auf dem
Deutschen Abend in Vancouver am 1 5 . 3 . 3 5 , n Winnipeg, 11 M a y 1935, PA AA, R77347.
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Ibid.
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Seelheim then proceeded to explain to his audience the New Germany of Adolf Hitler,
its new found strength, will of purpose, and concentration upon the spiritual needs of al1
Germans everywhere.

By extolling the virtues of the Nazi concept of the

Volksgemimchaj?, Seelheim also revealed the tnie pol itical possib ilities of

...the main aim of German National Socialism is one [which cornes fkorn] within.
To lead the German people back to the original source of its being, to develop its
core to a moral strength, to educate it to the same great interpretation of its duties
with regard to its brothea in blood and thereby to the commwtiry ofthe Volk.
Through German Sociaiism-which has nothing to do with Marxist
fallacies-we will reach this goal. Millions of misdirected cornrades of the Volk
have already found theü way back to the community of the Volk by this path.
And one of the best enamples of this, how members of our people follow the
calling of their blood and how you would inwardly (intellectually and morally)
overcome Marxism, was given to us by our brothers in the Saarland. . . .
The Saarland showed us that we are on the right path. We will continue on this
path with proud knowledge in oui- pure conscience and aspirations; the path to the
Volkrgemeimchaj?, which reaches across countries and seas.lD8
In conclusion, Consul Seelheim reiterated the important role the KarLFNhe and other such
cruiser visits play in achieving the Voksgemeini~chuft.
Another, more effective method which both the VDA and the DAI utilized to
reach the Germans abroad was to send prominent contributors of Deuischtumsarbeit on
lecture tours of the various German enclaves around the world.

They were more

effective because the DAI and VDA had direct control over the agents they dispatched
and, moreover, the message was heard by a much wider audience since the speakers
were not restricted to port-cities. These trips had the dual purpose of bolstering ethnic
awareness in these communities and in identifying how better to m e for these
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wmmunities from within the Reich. Father Manfred Grisebach, who worked with the

DAI from its inception, rising in 1919 to becorne head of the DM'S Ernigration Advisory
then leader of the Head Offilce for Ethnic
Department (Ac~swandemgsberatzuzg),~

German Genealogy (Hauptseile Br mlandrdeutsche Sppenkwrde) shortiy after its
creation on 22 March 1934,"' was also the DAI'S Refpenf (officiai expert) for Canada
from at least May 1937.*11 And it was Father Grisebach who had undertaken one of the
fmt tours of Canada in 1929. Grisebach's information collecting trip to western Canada

had brought him to various areas of ethnic German settlement, including Saskatoon,

Battleford and Loon River. He was also on hand at the 1929 Gennan Day in Edmonton,
where he implored those in attendance to remain Gennan and retain their c~hesiveness.~'~

Dr. Kloster, on assignment with the VDA and the DAI (Le., the ForschungsstefIe
Westjiien im Au.sland), also travelled through Canada, probably in 1936.*13 Another,
more extensively documenteci trip was made by the tacher. author, poet, and City
Councillor of Stuttgart, Karl G6tz.'14
Getz,

m, worked with both the VDA and the DAI, where he was head of the

Forschungsstelle Schaben im Amland. His 1936-37 lecture tour of the Americas saw

209

Ritter, DAI, 45.

!

/

2f1n~eutisches
Ausland-Inetitut, Verteilung der L h d e r r e f e r a t e

(Mai 19371,"

USNA T81/417/5162811.
212

nWinnipeg: Au£ StudienreiseIn NW, 28 August 1929.

213~nfortunatelyonly one reference of this trip was found,
S t r o l i n , 5 October 1936, USNA T81/583/5366231.
214

"Der Dichter Karl Gotz in Winnipeg,n NW, 9 September 1936.

eee

Getz to
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him visit vimially every Geman community in North, Central and South Ameri~a."~

His time in Canada, however, was spent entirely in the west, between Winnipeg and
Vancouver. Although much of his visit wncentrated on the larger towns and cities, he
also ventured into the sparsely populated regions to visit individuals, such as those

hornesteading in the north of Canada's Prairies.'16

The purpose of his trip was,

ostensibIy, to bring greetings fiom the homeland to d l Germans, but especially diose
from Swabia, the ancesaal dismct in which Stuttgart, the "City of the Gennans
Abroad, "21' was located.218 Nevertheles, G6tz met with as many ethnic Germans in

Canada as possible, regardless of denomination or country of origin. His ability to do
so was greatly facilitateci by two of the DAI'S agents in Canada who participateci in
arranging his itinerary. niese agents were Bernhard Bott and Paul Abele, both of whom
215
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,

!
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a
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i
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1

i

i
'

Ritter, DAI, 83.
In order to visit as many Gennans as possible, G6tz1
itinerary was hectic, to Say the least. For example, while in Winnipeg he gave
lectures on five consecutive evenings, and met with leading ethnic Germans there
during the days (Gotz [writing from Winnipeg] to Oberbiirgermeister [Strolinl, 1
September 1936, USNA T81/583/5366111-112). For the itinerary of his entire trip,
see "Verlauf der Reise von K. Goetz durch Nord-, Mittel- und Suedamerika (1936/37),
USNA ~81/394/5365951. For a narrative account of his entire tour, see Karl *tz,
a d d e r mer dem Meer: S c h i c k ~ a l eund Begegnungen (Stuttgart: J. Engelhorn, 1935).
It is interesting to note that Wagner adopted the English translation of this work
for the title of hie quintessential study of National Socialism in Canada: Brothers
Beyond the Sea.
'16see for example Gdtz [writing £rom North Battleford, SKI to Strolin, 30
September 1936, USNA T81/583/5366207-208; and G6tz [writing £rom Dapp, AB] to
Strôlin, 6 October 1936, USNA ~81/583/5366236. G6tz held great admiration for the
homesteaders, writing to Dr. Strolin that they were "Upetanding guys, the best
Germans, better than so many [of those] beer swilling buffoons of the [ethnic
German] clubs; but sa unspeakably poor. And the people are so happy when someone
from the homeland comee to [visit] themn (5 October 1936, USNA ~81/583/5366232).
2 1 7 ~ h eRMI bestowed this title upon Stuttgart on 11 September 1936 (Ritter,
DAI, 111-1121 . fnterestingly, the DAI used this title as part of its defence
against changing the meaning of the r e m nAurrlanddeutschen f rom al1 Germans abroad
to only the Reichsdeutsche abroad (see above, page 2) .
It argued that the
designation of Stuttgart as the "City of Reich Germans Abroad," as the title would
n c w have to be interpreted, would be suparfluous; Reich Germans abroad presumably
stentmed from a town within the Reich, whereas this was not necessarily so with the
Volksdeutsche who therefore needed a place within the Reich to cal1 home, as it were
(wOberbürgermeister," 20 November 1937, T81/417/5163345).
'"~itter,

DAI, 82.
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Paul Abele was a pro-Nazi druggist

in Edmonton. He was the fust president of Alberta's Deutsch-Canadscher NationaIV e r b d (Gennan-Canadian National Association), former1y the Deutsch-Canodsche

Zentrul-&elle

(Geman-Canadian Central O f F i ~ e ) . ~Abele was a member of the

Deutscher Bwid C d a , and had wntrolled, for a time, both the planning cornmittee of
Alberta's G e m a n Days and Alberta's A r b e i t s g e d m @ .
DAI'S regular contributors in that province?

He was aiso one of the

Thus both Bott and Abele were well

disposed to arrange for Getz to meet many ethnic Germans while on his tour. This was
fortunate, since part of Gbtz' mission to the Americas was to compile the names and
addresses of ethnic Gemans, especially the Swabians, in order to re-establish ties
b e m n these people and Gemany. Often, ethnic Germans would voluntarily fotward
to Goa their names, addresses, and sometimes their biographies for his collection if they
had not met with him personally, but had read of his activities in newspapers such as the
Courier or the N ~ r h y e s t e n .Once
~
a name and address of an ethnic German had been
forwarded to the DAI, the latter would quickly enter into a wrrespondence with that
person. The aim was not only to maintain the link forged by Getz, but aiso to expand

upon it as a means by which to disseminate arnong ethnic Germans in Canada
2 1 g ~ eSeelheim
e
to Moshack [of the D?U] , 6 May 1936, USNA T81/396/5137671; and
Abele to Goetz, 16 September 1936, USNA T81/394/5366183.
2 2 0 ~ h name
e
change had occurred on 9 June 1933 ( nDer;tsch-CanadiecherNat ionalVerband, " NW, 5 July 1933) .

2 2 1 ~ eGotz
e
to Strijlin, 5 October 1936, USNA T81/583/5366226-228; and Wagner,
Brothers Beyond the Sea, 100.
222
See for example, Robert Reinhardt [Busby, AB] to Abele, 28 September 1936,
USNA T81/583/5366198; R. Blank u. SchZrr [Wildwood, AB] to Abele, 28 September 1936,

USNA T81/583/5360203; and Ambrose Sitzenberger
September 1936, USNA T81/583/5366209.

[Bruderheirn, AB]

ta Abele,

30
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propaganda-infused material such as the DAI'S journal "Der Auslandsdeutsche," pictorial
calendars featuring images of varîous ethnic Gennan communities world-wide. collections
of poetry , etc.=

The DAI also looked upon G6tz' trip as a means to expand its network

of regular conaibutors to its work."
G6a' lectures usually began with a slide-projection show of the German
homeland, concentrating upon the reg ions from which his audience stemmerl. Although
he generdly practised discretion with regard to expressing political opinions, he
invariably included at ieast a little of this at every meeting."

Of course, that his task

also included instilling the German wmmunities with vÜIkische ldeologie necessarily
implied a politicization of at least part of his message. This is clearly evident in the

NordWesten article describing his lecture before a Winnipeg audience of some two
hundred people?

Gotz explained (incorrectly) to his listeners how, before the Nazis

had corne to power, al1 German emigrants were regarded in Germany as foreigners.
Since 1933, however, they were considered rnembers of the community of al1 Germans
in the world. As far as the National Socialists were concemed, G6t.z continue& a person

was defined not by his cithnship papers, but rather through heredity and blood. In this
way was he indivisibiy tied to his Volk. He could be a citizen of another country but

1

f
i

i
1
i

,1
!

2 2 3 ~ e efor example : DAI tc W. Reimer [Steinbach, MB] , 17 Docember 1936,
T81/583/5366147;
DAI
to
Paul Abele
[Edmonton],
1
Febmary
1937,
T81/583/5366185; Str6lin ta Hugo Schilling [Loon River, S K I , 4 February 1937,
T81/583/5366196; DAI to Karl Schlecker [Stony Plain, AB], 10 February 1937,
T81/583/5366223.
2 2 4 ~ t z [writing
~81/583/5366231-232.

from

Edmonton]

ta

Strolin,

5

October

1

225

Ritter, DAI, 83.

2 2 6 n ~ eDichter
r
Karl Gotz in Winnipeg,

NW, 9 September 1936.

1936,

USNA

USNA
USNA
USNA

USNA
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It was this

reasoning,stated G o a , which the New Germany employed to create a community of the
Volk which extended beyond the borden of the Reich, to the very ends of the earth.

Under the leadership of Adolf Hitler, Gôtz explained, Germans were coming to realk
theu mission in the world and were working to build a better future.

The ethnic

Gennans around the world had to realize this in order to acknowledge with pride and joy
their heritage, blood, and language.
Another aspect of G6tz' trip comprised working covertly for the Nazis' AuTL&-

Organisation. Although the exact nature of this activity can no longer be determined,
it is clear that it included reporting on the contributing representatives of various
organizations, such as the VDA's Bernhard Bott, on the leadership of Nazi organisations
in the Americas, and on identifying ethnic German opponents of the NS regime?
Goa' forwarding of denunciations of ethnic Germans in Canada to the DAI reveal that

this organization was active in such unsavoury political a ~ t i v i t i e s .In
~ ~fact, the DAI
willingly placed its services and world-wide contacts at the disposal of the Württernberg

227

Ritter, DAI, 82, 123-125, and Wagner, Brothers Beyond the Sea, 5 0 .

2280n stationery from Paul Abele's phamacy, Gotz warned the DAI that many
members of the German departments in American universities are against the New
Gennany. He reminded the DAI to use caution with respect to them (Getz [Edmonton]
to Strôlin, 5 October 1936, USNA T81/583/5366226-227).
Although no names are
specifically mentioned in this last document, Gotz does refer the reader to another
note for more details. No such note was found with the original letter. However,
an undated, unsigned note, written in Edmonton and intended for the DAI was found
which concerned three enemies of Germany (one of whom, Owen, was a university
professor in Edmonton) (USNA T81/583/5366186-187). The handwriting points to the
likelihood that Abele himself was the author and, therefore, source of Gotz'
information.
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Political State Police for the purposes of locating enemies of the state abroad?
Another means by which the DAI attempted to maintain ties with the D e u t s c h

im Aurland was the implementation of the Lesepatemchajt ("pen-pal" system)?

The

DAI was a relative latecorner to this method of reaching ethnic Germans abroad.
Whereas the pen-pal system began about the time of World War One, the DAI did not
become involved to any great extent until the mid-1930s. By this time, the original
concept had changed. During the 1920s. reading material was mailed fiom Gemany to
clubs and organizations abroad and was then distributed to their mernbers. However, by
the mid-1930s the concept had taken root of forming closer, more personaiized ties

between Reichsdeutsche and the Deuschtwn im Ausiand who shared similar interests and
who came from the same districts. Thus. organizations such as the DAI becarne
intermediaries in the process of matching "pen-pals. " In this way German language

material, such as newspapers, journals, and books, was sent by individuals within the
Reich to individuals abroad. A few lines pemed by the sender were also included to

2 2 9 ~ e eDAI to Witrttambergischss Politisches Landespolizeiarnt, 19 September
1934, USNA T81/408/5152951. The extension of this offer came as a result of a
police enquiry as to the whereabouts, and activities antagonistic ta the interests
of the German people and etate, of Dr. CZsar Hirsch, who was reported CO be in
Canada (Württembergisches Politisches Landespolizeiamt to DAI, 11 September 1934,
USNA T81/408/5152951). The political police accepted the offer on at least one
occasion, for they desired to be apprised of any information concerning journalist
Coralie van Paassen who wrote pro-communisr, pro-Semitic, and anti-Gerntan newspaper
articles. The articles were publiahed abroad, particularly in the Toronto Daily
Star (Württembergisches Politisches Landespolizeiamt to DAI, 3 June 1936, USNA
T81/408/5152715), From this, one may assume that the DAI would also have extended
such services ta the Reich's political police, the Geheime Staatspolizei (Gestapo,
Secret State Police)

.

DAI,

230~etailsof the Leeepatenschaf t, unless othewiee stated, are f rom Ritter,
76-78, and two DAI memoranda, both dated 5 January 1938: "Zur Frage der

Zusammenfaseung des Leeepatenwerks im Dritten Reich," and *Lesestoffversand und
LesepatenwerkIn
WSNA
T81/490/5251208-209
and
USNA
T81/490/5251210-214,
respectively.
These memoranda, clearly based upon National Socialist Party
directives, applied not only to the DAI, but also to the other groups involved in
this activity, including the VDA and many denominational organizations.

1
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personalize the exchange. Such a vehicle to provide the ethnic Gennans abroad with free
material which would enable hem to maintain their language, while sirnultaneously
forging personal ties to residents within the Reich seems i~ocuousenough. However,
the Nazis coordinated the system and used it as a means to disseminate their propaganda

world-wide. The fact that the Lesepatemchaj? was conducteci between private citizens
was particuiarly usehl to the National Socialists. The lack of any indication that the

parce1 originated fiorn a Reich agency helped circumvent the strict censonhip of German
materials entering certain countries, including Canada?

The National Socialists controlled the network of Lesepatemchajt, thereby
ensuring that on1y 1iterature which reflected their Weltanschauung, especidly wi th regard
to the unification of dl ethnic Germans into the Voiksgenzeiintw, was fonvarded to
individuals. Once contact had been established, material was to be sent on a continuing
basis.

The various Reich and Party offices with concem in Vokdeutsche and

Ac~slandsdeeutscheaffairs were to be apprised of any pertinent information which resulted
from the correspondence. These agencies included the AA, AO, PROMI, RMI, VOMI.
and HJ, among others. Moreover, the various intermediary bodies, such as the DAI and

the VDA, were to coordinate their work by forwarding requests to, and exchanging
information with each other as befitted their areas of competence. However, not just
anyone was to receive this service. In order to prevent the propaganda from falling into

:
a

'"sec " [DAI] Rundschreiben Nr. 2 5 , " 3 April 1939, USNA T8l/SOl/5263902. This
measure was not alwaya sufficient.
Otto Schoenfeldt (Regina) complained that
German- language books, newspapers, etc. simply disappeared before they were
delivered to the addressee.
And this included material sent by pen-pals. He
claimed the situation actually went beyond censorship, and was in fact nothing short
of confiscation (Schoenfeldt to Hoffmann, 15 June 1939, USNA ~81/29/25891-892).
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the wrong hands, that is ethnic German opponents of the Third Reich, the political
reliability of the recipient was to be assureci by the agency which coordinated the
exchange before any matenal was sent.
A series of correspondence between the DAI and the Verband der Deutschen nus

Ru$3land (Union of Germans from Russia) reveals not only that the latter body was also
involved in the Lesepatemchuft, but also that the DAI sought information conceming the
political reliability of prospective ethnic German recipients as early as the end of 1935.
When the DAI received a request for reading material from Wilhelm W. Redekop of
Winnipegosis, MB, who had identified himself as a recent Russian German immigrant
~ ~DAI desired
to Canada, the DAI contactecl the Union of Germans €tom R ~ s s i a .The

to ascertain if Redekop was known to be politically reliable and if the Union would find
a pen-pal for him. If the Union so desired, the DAI would aiso contribute reading
material to be forwarded to him. The Union of Germans fkom Russia replied that it was
prepared to match Redekop. "who is known to us to be trustworthy, " with a pen-paP3
The Union also stated that yet another organization had been contacted in this regard
which might concem itself with sending newspapers to Redekop.
The DAI'S letter confming receipt of the news that the Union would conceni
itself with Redekop, included a further request?

Jawb P. Born of McCreary, MB, who

had written to the Institute on behaif of twenty Russian German families residing there,
'"DAI
to
T81/408/ÇI5l980.

the

233~erbandder

Verband

der

Deutechen

Russlanddeutschen,

aus

RuBland

to

DAI,

30

2

December

1935,

USNA

January

1936,

USNA

January 1 9 3 6 ,

USNA

T8l/408/5lSl979.
234

DAI

to

T8l/408/SlSl982.

Verband

der Deutschen aus

Ruesland,

11
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requested school books and Christian-oriented reading material. The DAI thought that
the Union might also be able to secure pen-pals for these twenty families. No respome

to this request was found among the DAI'S records.

This in itself points to the

probability that there existed a more extensive DAI-mediated Lesepatemchajt with ethnic
Germans in Canada than the available records would indicate.
This assumption is confirmeci to a large extent by a DAI letter to Karl Gerhard,
dated 29 January L 936.=' Included with the letter is a list of forty-one names of ethnic

Gerrnan people and organisations within Canada,
who have requested reading material fiom us [i.e., the DAI], and for whom we
want g r a d d l y to provide pen-pals [frorn] within the homeland. Should any of
the addressees aiready be familiar to you, we would be very thankfùl for a short
character sketch of [them]. Also [include] an indication of the type of reading
material which would be especially useful to the respective individuals.
The listed names and addresses are tmly representative of the Canadian Dewschtum, as
they span the country from Nova Swtia to British Columbia.
Although the DAI had become entirely politicized after Hitler came to power, its
mandate remaineci much the same for four years thereafter. However, in early 1937 die

DAI'S area of cornpetence was redefined by the PartyD6 It was allowed to continue to
concem itself with the Reichsdeutsche abroad, but this would only be within the confines

of working closely with the AO, which now had complete authority in this araam The

2 3 5 to
~ ~
Gerhard,
~
29 January 1936, USNA ~81/394/5134911-912 (the second page
being the list of names referred to i n the first).

236n~bteilungsleitereitzung [of

the

DAI]

am

27.

4.

1937,

USNA

T81/417/5163028.
237

By January 1939, the A 0 had reetricted the DAI'S right to correspond to
R e i c h s d e u t s c h e abroad; any A u d a n d s d e u t a c h e inquiries directed ta the DAI were to
be re-directed to the A 0 ( s e e DAI circular of 2 1 January 1939, USNA ~ 8 1 / 5 0 1 / 5 2 6 3 9 2 2 923) -
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main emphasis of the DAI'S work becarne the VoIksdeutsche. but again it was
subordinated to the commands of a Party organ-the VOMI. And yet pretences of
autonomy were maintained. Whereas the VDA had b e n entirely subordinated to the
Party in 1939, it was not until 1943 that the illusion of DAI autonorny was dropped and

the Institute placed under the direct conaol of VOMI.D8

Deutschtumurbeit during the inter-war period was alive and growing in Canada.
Backed by the various governments throughout the Weimar Republic and then
coordinated by the National Socialists, Deutschtwnarbeit, aithough politicized shortiy
after WW, gradually assumed an increasingly political bent. What had originated as a

means to foster ethnic Gennan identity through the retention of language and culture
became a medium by which the Nazis attempted to inculcate its racist ideology upon the
ethnic Germans around the globe; including those residing in Canada. Numerous Reichbased organizations were involved in Deutschtwnsarbeit. Among the most important
were the AA, the VDA and the DAI, representing the official, private and semi-official
spheres of this work, respectively.

In Canada, al1 tluee of these bodies actively

attempted to strengthen the bonds between the ethnic Germans and their ancestral

language, customs and traditions. Morwver, they al1 tried to forge closer ties between
Canada's ethnic Germans and the homeland. Many methods were employed to these
ends, including diplomatic meddling in the intenial affairs of Canada, monetary and
material support, itinerate lecturers, naval visits, manipulation of the media, and a "pen-

2 3 8 ~ i t t e rDAI,
,
102 and 136.

:
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pal " system. Important elements for d l of this were the agents within Canada, including

Bott and Straubinger, who facilitated such work through theû untiring zeal, commisment
to the enterprise, and loyalty to their masters in Germany. On the whole, however,
despite high hopes and expectations ftom proponents and practitioners, in both Germany

and Canada, Dezitschtmarbeit in Canada met with only limited success. Despite the
attemptof volkische Ideowe to forge bonds of loyalty between ethnic Gennans and their

Volk which would equal, if not surpass, those of citizenship, few in Canada were
prepared to make the wmmitment or sacrifice. By the end of the 1930s, advanced
assimilation, mernories of their treatment during and immediately following the last war.

as well as the increasingly evident brutality of the New Germany, combined to persuade
most ethnic Germans not to become irrevocably lost in the romanticised rhetoric of the
movement. The fact that the Canadian government interneci so few ethnic Gemans
during WWII attesu to the limited effectiveness of the Nazification of two decades of

work.

CONCLUSION
There were approximately 450,000 ethnic Germans in Canada at the end of the
inter-war period. They were not, however, a homogeneous group. They had corne to
this country at different times, fiom different places, for different reasons. spoke
different didects, had different customs, and belonged to several different faiths. In the
long run, such diversity proved to be an insurmountable obstacle to any serious attempt
to unie them under the banner of the V&
problematic in this regard-assimilation.

But there was sornething which was more
The lack of secular and ecclesiastic leadership

among the Gemans, noticeable throughout the long history of their immigration, proved
the nemesis of aspirations to language and c u l ~ r dmaintenance. By the tum of this

century, the descendants of the fust ethnic German immigrants to the Maritime Provinces
had been toraily assimilated. The same fate awaited those in the Central Provinces.
Even those on the newly-opened Prairies showed a rapid transition to the English
language in the second or third generation. The reasons for this were elementary.
Outnumbered by the Anglo-saxon majority to begin with. they were forced to conform

to their new environment to survive ecunomically. Even the various churches were
forced to abandon the German language from the lack of German speaking clergy and
the desire to maintain their congregations. This was especially harmful to the cause of
language and cultural retention due to the traditional symbiotic relationship between the
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churches and the ethnic groups. By the end of the nineteenth century, growing Canadian
nationalism and Anglicization efforts also began to have an effect upon the desires of
Germans to retain their language. The actual death blow to the distinctiveness of the
Germans in eastern Canada came as a result of the First World War. A combination of
racisrn and legislation ensured that those who were not yet assimilated would shortly
become so. Conditions were not much better on the Prairies, but the isolation in that
region slowed the process, especially for those who had settled in closed German blocs.
But, even here, those who were most determined to retain theu identity chose to
emigrate, rather than fight what they saw to be inevitable.
The concened efforts of Derrtschmarbeit during the inter-war period would

undoubtedly have drawn some of the assimilated, or soon to be assimilated, Gerrnan-

Canadians back to the Volk. However, it is unlikely that the response would have been
noteworthy had it not been for the immigration of about 70,000 German speaking people
from Europe between 1923 and 1930. These most recent arrivais had long been exposed
to vdIkische Ideologie in theu European homelands.

They had experienced the

cornmunity of the trenches, and many from Eastern Europe had experienced fust hand
the ravages of the Russian Revolution. They were aiso destineci to be the hardest hit by
the depression, due to their la= arriva1 in Canada, which deprived them of the tirne

needed to become established. AH of these factors reinforceci their separateness from
Canadian society and made many susceptible, at least in the fust few years of the
existence of the Third Reich, to soothing propaganda which promised them brotherhood

and respectability. But the Nazis were not the fust German govenunent to appeal to
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ethnic Germans abroad.
The inter-war governments of Gennany al1 actively participated in the
proliferation of v6Ikische Ideologie. In the interests of German foreign policy, the
German govemments fumelled support, both material and spirituai, to the German
enclaves around the globe. This was especially so for those groups on the peripheries

of the Reich's borders. Ttiree prïmary considerations were at woric here: revision of
Versailles, foreign trade and the domestic economy.

The politickation of a

Deutschnurrsarbeit, which had begun as efforts to foster and protect German culture in

the private sphere, began immediately following WWI. But it was not until the National
Socialist revolution that Deu&schtw~~sarbeit
was entirely subverted to interests of the Party
State, as the Nazis attempted to bring al1 ethnic Gerrnans into their WeItamchaung.
Through the Nazification of groups traditionally involved with Decirschtumarbeit,
actions formerly benign in nature suddenly assumed a most sinister bent. Bodies such

as the AA, the VDA and the DAI, al1 active in Canada, were used to transform efforts
to maintain the German language and culture into fostering and propagating National
Socialist ideology. Canada's distance from the centre of Geman foreign policy, al1 too
fresh mernories of anti-German hysteria and advanced assimilation worked to mitigate

this ideologicai onslaught arnong Canada's ethnic Germans. Their brethren in Europe
were not so fortunate.

Nationalism, and the goal of ethnic retention are both potentially explosive
concepts. In Canada today, such ideas are bandied about freely and as a matter of course
under the banner of "multiculturalism." In a misguided effort to compensate for decades,
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if not centuries, of Anglo-majority intoierance of minority elements in this country,

Canada's diverse population is encourageci to seek out, strengthen and revel in their
ethnic distinctness. In so doing, we highlight our differences at the expense of finding

commonalities. Such an atmosphere bodes il1 for the future stability of this nation.
Chauvinism and racism are omnipresent in nationalism, ever lurking below the surface.

One can only speculate how far vOlkiscche Ideologie (backed by Deutschtumurbeit funded
and directecl from within National Socialist Germany) would have gone in such an

amosphere as exists today .
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